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Abstract
ExpsriBsnts wars carried out to define the 
cellular response of snakehead fish , Cb»nn* Mtrimtua 
(Fowler), to intefuaental ulceration: chronic 
granulonatosis associated with the standard irritant 
Freund's adjuvant; bacterial septic abscessation due to 
Aeromon*» hydrophil* , and focal exposure to the aquatic 
phjrcoajrcete Aehly* d*b*ry*n*. Following exposure, the 
pathogenesis of the resultant lesion was followed by 
■eans of histopathologlcal exaaination of sequentially 
sampled specimens.
In the case of integumental ulceration, small 
artificially induced wounds had re-epithellalized within 
the remarkably short space of 2-3 hours after incision. 
Large numbers of macrophages were found throughout the 
degenerated muscle area at 4-5 hours but had completely 
disappeared from the area of defect by day 6-12. Small 
numbers of poljymorphonuclear leucooytes were observed 
only at the very earliest stage after wounding. The 
wounded site was restored to normal condition by
around 21-28 days.
Chronic granulomata were invoked by injection 
with Freund’s complete adjuvant. Macrophage infiltration 
was particularly active in the early stages after the 
inoculation and started to decrease by day 21. It 
started to take on an epithelioid configuration within 24 
hours of its development. Fibrosis and vascularization
(iv)
were seen at about the aaae tiaei around day 4> The 
regeneration of ayoflbrea had atrongly developed by day 6 
and the new nuacle bundles had replaced the area of 
fibroaia alnoat completely by the 28 day. The 
granuloaata leaiona were atill extant, albeit In a very 
modified, and highly flbroaed form, by the end of the 
experiment (11 weeka).
The acute Inflammatory reaponae waa demon- 
atrated In the anakehead by Injection with the bacterium, 
deromonaa bydropbll» . An ulcerative wound developed by 
day 2 after the Inoculation. PMN ahowed a marked 
reaponae to the bacterial Infection and had Infiltrated 
Into the Inflammatory area by the aecond hour after the 
Injection. Bacterial colonlea, found In the 
Inflammatory area, were very cloaely related to theae PMN 
cluatera. Plbroala atarted to encapaulate the necrotic 
Impound 30“36 houra poat Injection. The lealon began 
to heal by day 7 to 10 and the healing process was 
completed around day 28.
A very mild Inflammatory response occurred In 
the snakehead Injected with the fungus, Acbly* debarysn*. 
Some Infiltrated PMN and lymphocytes migrated Into the 
Inoculated site at the early stages of the experiment, 
but macrophage activity dominated In the necrotic muscle 
area. Fibrosis, new capillaries, and regenerated muscle 
fibres were found by day 3-4 and the lesion waa 
completely healed around day 6.
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1. THE BIOLOGY OF THE STRIPED SNAKEHEAO
INTRODUCTION
Cb*nn» mtri»tum (Fowl«r 1937) was first 
dsBcribad by Bloch in 1793 ss OphicephmluM mtrlmtua 
(Yspchiongco snd Dssontevsrde 1999; Misrs 1959). It is sn 
sir brssthing (labyrinthine) freshwater fish belonging to 
the family Chsnnidse, Order Chsnnlfomes (Greenwood 
si.. 1966). Striped snskehesd snd nurrel are the comnon 
nsses used for this species. It is a freshwater fish but 
it is able to live in low salinity brackish water 
(TungtongphairoJ 1981). C. mtriatum is one of the 
coaaonest of the staple food fish in the Asian countries 
(Raj 1916; Smith 1965). Arumugam (1966) considered the 
snakehead to be a particularly excellent food fisbi since 
the flesh is very firm, white« free from intermuscular 
bones and of a most agreeable flavour. The flesh of the 
snakehead varies to some degree in flavour depending on 
the water it inhabits, those living in streams and rivers 
tasting better than those from swamps or ponds, the 
latter having a muddy flavour ( Arumugam 1966; 
Deraniyagala 1929; Smith 1965;). Snakehead is usually 
marketed alive, thus obtaining a better price, but salted 
dried snakehead is valuable in some Asian countries. 
The Thai dish pJa chon tom yam , a delicious lemon 
fish soup, is produced from farmed stock in Thailand.


TAXONOilT
According to Saith (1965) thoro arc 8 species 
of snskebead to be found In Tballand. Altogetber there 
are 30 named species of snakebead described in tbe 
literature (Wee 1982). Ophlc«ph*lua mtriatua Blocb, 
OpbiocaphaluM mtriatum Sleeker and Opbioeaphalum vagus 
Sauvage are all synonTas for Cbanna atriatua (Fowler). 
Tbe cbaracteristic taxonomic features of C. atriatua 
wbicb differentiate it froa tbe other snakeheads are as 
follows:
- Vomer and palatinea with a more or less 
continuous pluriserial band of small teethi none of them 
canine.
- No ocellus at base of caudal fin; a posterior row 
of about five canine teeth on each ramus of lower Jaw; 
lateral line 52 to 57, dropping abruptly by two rows at 
the 17^ ** and 20^ ** perforated scale; scales in transverse 
line series 4 to 5.5-1-/8 to 10 not counting the lateral 
line; dorsal rays 37 to 45; anal ray 21 to 27; back dark 
green, dark brown, or black; side usually with dark 
stripes running obliquely upward above, obliquely 
downward below; underparts white, irregularly blotched 
with black or brown.
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
The Latin nomenclature Opblcepbalua means 
snakehead fish (opbia • snake, capbalua ■ head). The 
name of the genus being derived from the striking 
resemblance of such fish to that of serpents. The scales
on tho head are also enlarged and thickened like the 
capital ahielda of a anake (Arunugaa 1966).
The body of the anakehead ia aubcjrlindrical, 
elongate and conpreaaed poateriorly. The head ia 
depreaaed with largei lateral eyea. The rounded anout 
ia leaa than twice the dlaneter of the eye. The 
maxillary extenda froa behind the border of the eyei and 
the flah haa thua a very large gape. The lower Jaw la 
proainent, and the cleft of the aouth la rather oblique. 
The openinga of the opercula are wide, with the aeabrane 
of the two aldea being connected beneath the iathaua. In 
the Jaw there are 5-6 rowa of teeth. Theae are enlarged, 
pointed and backward facing, facilitating the graaping of 
the prey firaly in the aouth on capture. There are 4-5 
rowa of teeth on the voaer and palatine bonea.
Snakeheada have a aingle, long apineleaa doraal 
fin and a ahorter anal fin. The caudal fin ia rounded 
and completely aeparated from both the doraal and anal 
flna. The paired pelvic fin ia near to the vent and to 
the anal fin. They can move or crawl a certain diatance 
over the ground, when it la aoiat, by ualng their 
pectorala and caudal fin. The lateral line haa a 
downward curve, from the head and uaually encoapaaaea two 
perforate acalea, at the level of the aeventeenth to the 
twentieth acale.
The colour of all anakeheada variea 
conaiderably with the nature of the watera they inhabit 
and rangea from olive green to dark brown doraally, and 
white to yellow abdominally, with a white throat. There
•r* «bout IS tr*nsv«rB* irregular dark streaks« or spots 
or bands on the side of tbs body« which are wider than 
the interspace ( Aruaugaa 1966; Smith 1965; Tapchiongco 
and Oemontiverde 1969). When excited the colour 
can change but C. »trlmtum cannot do this as coapletsljr 
or rapidlr as O. mmrulium ( Deraniyagala 1929; Misra 
1959; Raj 1916; Smith 1965; Weber & Beaufort 1922; 
Yapchiongco and Dermontiverde 1959). Young snakeheads 
are generally more or less yellow-orange in colour and 
possess bright reddish orange longitudinal bands 
extending along the lateral side of the body. These 
originate from behind the eyes and terminate at the base 
of the caudal fin.
Above the true gill chamber« there is« on 
either side« a suprabranchial cavity. This contains an 
auxiliary or accessory respiratory organ similar to« but 
not as well developed as« that of the clariid catfishea 
(Weber and Beaufort 1922). These highly vascularised 
organa serve as a means for the fishes to breathe from 
air. Thus they are able to live in seal-fluid mud« in 
waters having very little dissolved oxygen« or even 
survive out of water for long periods of time (24 hours) 
if the skin and breathing organ remain moist (Hora 1935; 
Munshl 1962« 1976; Saxena 1967). Dehadrai (1962) stated 
that C, MtrimtuM could live out of water for more than 28 
hours. In the dry season snakeheads can be buried in the 
soft bottom mud and hibernate until the next rainy season 
(Aruaugaa 1966; Hora 1935; Ling 1977; Raj 1916; Smith 
1965). It is also interesting to note that along with
this d*v«lopH«nt of the eir-breethin| habit, there is a 
reduction in the sise of the gills.
It. is their habit to nove to the upper layer of 
the eater periodically to engulf a snail anount of air 
fron the surface (Vivekanandan 1976). Several studies 
have shown that if specinens in the aquariun are 
prevented fron reaching the surface by sone device such 
as wire nesh placed two inches below the surface of the 
water, they will generally die within 24 hours, 
indicating an absolute dependence on air breathing 
(Aldaba 1931; Tapchiongco and Denonteverde 1959). 
Vivekanandan (1977) found that surfacing frequency was 
depth dependent for fish of less than 20 g body weight. 
Wee (1982) explained that the phenonenon of "hanging” at 
the surface by anakeheads nay be regarded as a condition 
in which an accunulation of oxygen debt and the resulting 
fatigue having reached a naxinun threshold, the exhausted 
fish "hang" on to the surface, repaying the oxygen debt 
and exchanging respiratory gases.
DISTRIBUTION
The snakeheada are native to freshwaters 
throughout Asia, Southeast Asia and Africa. Sone species 
are found in the southern part of China and they have 
been introduced to Hawaii and the United States of 
Anerica (Jordan 1907). They are found connonly in rivers, 
swanpa, canals, lakes, ponds, narshes, ricefields, 
flooded lowland and ditches. The genus is relatively 
hardy and is adaptable to both lowland and nountain
(Ling 1977; Salth 1965; Yapchlongeo and Oenontevarde 
1 9 5 9 ) .  Its optlauB tanparature ranga la 2 6 -3 0 ^  C 
(Banarjaa 1974; Ling 1977), but it can survlva down to 
taaparatura aa low as 11-14<* C* Taaparaturaa balow 11^ C 
howavar ara fatal to than ( Bhattacharpa 1946; Moo)carJaa 
at aX . , 1948).
FEEDING AND BEHAVIOUR
C. atriMtum ia a carnivorous fls)i, faadlng on 
aquatic woras, insacts, snail fishas and other snail 
aquatic aninals. It prefers live food and eating the 
poung of its own species is not at all unconnon (Arunugan 
1966; Ling 1977). Thap snap activalp at anp noving 
object in the water. In natural waters thap prefer to 
feed at night tine (TungtongphairoJ 1981). Migration is 
a biologicallp significant behavioural feature of the 
snalcahaad life cpcla, with a definite spawning run ta)clng 
place in addition to foraging nigrations in the search 
for food (Tapchlongco and Denonteverde 1959). Cultured 
snalcehead in the ponds can be Induced to accept trash 
fish and pellets, after training for a period of tine. 
Willep (1910) reported the snalcehead to be a fish species 
whose sise Unit is practicallp indefinite. Whilst this 
is probablp an exaggeration, certainlp the aore food it 
receives of the right kind, the quicker and the larger it 
grows.
The larvae of C. atriatum initiallp take in 
protoBoa, and unicellular and aulticellular algae as food, 
but thep rapldlp assuae their carnivorous aode of life.
8Larvai raarlng of snakaboads la axtraaalr difficult and 
no propor toehnologr oxista to achievo thia. Thua 
anakohoada can only bo eulturod on tbo baaia of capturo 
of wild fry. Tbo fry aro prodoainantly inaoctivoroua in 
tboir fooding habitat conauaing principally diptoran 
larvaoi copopoda and dapbnia or aoina. Evon in tbo young 
fryt tbo activo carnivoroua activity oxoaplifiod in tbo 
adult can roadily bo noticod (Mookerjoo fii gl. i 1948).
BREEDING BIOLOGY
Snakohoada are aonogaaoua; tbo feaalo ia aucb 
larger tban tbo aale (Alikunbi 1957; Tapcbiongco and 
Doaontovordo 1959). Tbo tiao to aaturation and tbe 
apawning aoaaon of C. atriatua dopenda critically on tbo 
prevailing cliaatic conditiona. Principal precipitating 
factora in inducing tbo onaot of aoxual aaturation and 
apawning are tbo onvironaental triggera of water 
toaporaturo and rainfall (Alikunbi 1963; Paraaoawaran gl 
gl.t 1970; Qaaia and Qayyua 1961). Tbo anakoboad bocoaoa 
nature in about 12-18 aontba at a aize of 21-30 cn. in 
length (Aldaba 1931; Aruaugaa 1966; Ling 1977; Snlth 
1965; TungtongphairoJ 1981).
Spawning generally takea place in the rainy 
aoaaon. Adult anakohoada go in palrat aate and build 
their neat by cutting aquatic vegetation with the nouth 
to create a clear• but protected neat in ahallow water 
near the edge of the canal or lake. The dianetor of the 
neat ia 10-11 Inchea. The neat ia aerely a receptacle to 
receive the egga and a place for courtahip (Nee 1982).
Under favorable conditional C. wtrlMtum can breed 
throufhout the year ( Aldaba 1931; Deraniyagala 1929; 
Paraaeawaran & Murugeaan 1976; TungtongphairoJ 1981; 
Tapchiongco and Deaonteverde 19S9;). In some regions 
however they spawn twice a year fron January to October 
(Ling 1977; Raj 1916; TungtongphairoJ 1981). Both sale 
and feaale fish protect the eggs and the young, and they 
do not seen to take any food during the period of 
guarding. The young are protected, in a nurse school of 
hundreds of saall fry, until they are able to fend for 
theaselves. FAO (1975) and Ling (1977) reported that 
nature snakehead can be induced to spawn by 
hypophysation, but Paraneswaran and Murugesan (1976) 
reported that while spawning could indeed be induced by 
such treatnent, in the absence of the behavioural and 
environaental cues associated with the noraal courtship 
and spawning process the parents did not denonstrate 
parental care of eggs or brood after hypophysation.
The eggs, which are large, about 1.25-1.50 an. 
in dianeter, are transparent, golden-yellow or saber in 
colour and are positively buoyant in the nest (Aruaugaa 
1966; Raj 1916; Saith 1965 ). They contain a single 
large oil globule exterior to the golden-yellow yolk. 
The nuaber of ova produced varies with the size of the 
feaale, but fecundity is around 4,000-5000 (Paraaeswaran 
A Murugesan 1976). The hatching tiae of the eggs varies 
froa 21 hours to 3 days after fertilisation. They do not 
all hatch at the saae tiae, and the hatching rate is 
generally dependent upon the aabient teaperature ( Aldaba
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1931; AruBugaa 1966; DAranlyagal* 1929; Mook«rJ«e gi., 
1948; Par*a«swar«n k Murug«««n 1976; Smith 1965; 
Yapehiongco k Damontavard* 1999). Tha fry and fingarling 
of C. Mtrimtu* acbool togathar until thay raach a langth 
of 9-6 cm. and than thay saparata. Thoughout South Eaat 
Aaia« thay ara collactad froa natural aatar in larga 
nuabara for cultura during tha rainy aaaaon.
CULTURE
C. atriatua ia tha spacias aoat coaaonly 
culturad. It aay ba faraad in ponda or in cagaa. 
Ita cultura bagan aainly in tha Mekong Baain (Pantulu
1976), and it bacoaa popular in Thailand in tha 1960a and 
spread to tha neighboring countries early in tha 1970s 
(Ling 1977). C. atriatua is tha fastest growing of tha 
snakahaad family and is lass cannibalistic in tendency 
than tha others (Alikunhi 1957). In ponds it can attain 
25-27 ca. in lass than 14 months and yield of 258 kg. per 
acre can ba achieved in 6 months (FAO 1972). Tha maximum 
growth rate that has bean reported was growth to 40 cm. 
in langth and 620 g. in weight in eight and a half months 
(Murugasan 1978).
Pandian (1980) and Wee (1982) racomaended 
culturing C. strimtus in shallow waters at habitat 
tamparaturas of 27-32^ C. A feeding rate of 25.9 percent 
b.w./day was shown by Wee (1982) to provide tha optimum 
conversion efficiency, at least for the small 0.9g fish, 
which ha studied. Tha optimum density for growth and 
conversion for C. strimtuM, under his conditions, was Ig 
of biomass par litre of water (Wee 1982).
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li: SNAKEHBAD ULCERATIVE DISEASE
A« 1« indicatad abova, tha atripad snakahead la 
a fiah apaciaa of conaldarabla aeonoaic iaportanca, in 
Thailand and in othar eountriaa of tha Southaaat Aaian 
Rafiont both for eultura and bacauaa it providaa a major 
eoaponant of tha fraahwatar fiaharr aaaociatad with rica 
fiald eultura.
Durlnf tha pariod 1982-1989 a aarloua 
apiaootic ulcarativa diaaaaa apraad throughout the 
Southaaat Aaian ragion, (Tonguthai 1985) involving 
aavaral ricafiald apaeiaa but principally anakahaad.
Tha laaiona obaarvad clinically on tha 
anakahaada and tha othar rica fiald flahea ware 
aaaantially alailart except that in anakaheada many more 
aavara caaaa, with chronic laaiona, ware aaan than in tha 
othar apaciaa. Thia auggaata tha probability that tha 
anakahaad, a notorioualy tough fiah, waa aurviving longer 
and thua waa able to ahow more aavara laaiona than other 
apaciaa which had auccumbad before thia ataga was 
reached.
According to Roberta r 1> , (1986) tha groaa 
laaion were deacribad aa flat circumacribad, haemorrhagic 
ulcara, although often in early atagaa they were almply 
areaa of acuta darmatitia forming roaacaa. In more 
advanced laaiona the faaturaa ware often thoaa of aavara 
bacterial ulceration with nacroala of underlying nuacla 
flbraa. Tha overall impraaaion of affected fish, othar 
than thoaa of tha aarliaat atagea, waa of a marked
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bactarl«! involv«Mntt and extension fron ulcerated skin 
to Buaclet and in late stages• to sons viscera.
This disease is currently (1989) still active 
and spreading beyond Thailand, into Buraa, Laos and other 
neighbouring countries and has now extended to Sri Lanka 
and Bangladesh. Recent work has shown that a rhabdo- 
virus, of previously undescribed type, can on occasion be 
isolated fron the tissues of such fish but that the 
principal cause of death is the involvenent of
secondary invaders (Frerichs Bl., 1986; Roberts b L 
Bi., 1986).
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ill: AIMS OP THE PRESENT STUDY
During efforts to trac# ths cause, and the 
episootlology, of the devastating condition known as 
Episootic Ulcerative Syndroae (EUS), it become obvious 
that there was little or no basic histopathological 
knowledge on the cellular defences and inflammatory and 
wound healing capability of this important family of 
tropical fishes.
The present study was instigated in order to 
try to define, at least for one species of striped 
snakehead, the basic cellular responses, in healthy fish, 
to a series of standard physical and chemical Insults 
involving tissue inflammation and repair, and to relate 
these to the cellular responses to the types of secondary 
pathogen found in the epizootic condition.
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INTKIDUCTION
Th* int«guMnt, and its aeeaasorjr structurasi 
■•rvas M a r  purposas in fiabas. Tha aost obvious, of 
eoursst is its phr*ieal function as tha invasting 
nanbraaa of tha bodr. but anothar principia rola is 
protaotion against pathoganic agants and nachanical 
danaga (Platchar 1978; Ingram 1980; Jakowska 1963; 
Robarts 197Sb). TharMl adjustnant to tha anvironMnt, 
and osmoragulation« ara nada in part through tba skin, 
aspaoiallr in tba aabrro and it mar also sarva as a 
raspiratorr organ, and as a racaptor of stimuli (CsMron 
8 Bndaan 1973; Jakowska 1963; Rosan k Coanford 1971; Van 
Oostan 1987).
Tha protactiva capacitr against pathogans. 
providad br tha skin, is again partly physical. Tha 
scalas and fibrous tissua of tba darmis pravant 
panatration or limit tha aubaaquant spraad of. for 
axampla. parasitic copapods. or halmintb larvaa. It also 
próvidas, howavar. a wlda ranga of othar Mchanisms which 
limit. Inhibit or destroy potantially invasiva agants. 
Thasa include tha continual secretion of mucus onto tha 
surface, which subsequently sloughs with its parasitic 
burden, to tba anvironMnt (Plckaring 1974). tha presence 
of lysosyMS ( Flatchar & Orant 1968; Flatchar k White
1973). proteolytic ansyMS ( HJalMland hi«. 1983). 
complaMnt component (Barrel i 1976; Nelson k Oigli
1968 ). and antibodias (DiConsa k Halllday 1971; Fletcher 
k Orant 1969 ).
IS
Th* pr«eis« rol« of tho inuno oystoa In tho 
protoetiv# fuaotloB of tho Intogunoat is not known• 
olthough Harris (1972) has suggostod a aajor surfaco 
iuunitp oapabilitp for tho opidoraal surfaoo» and 
Polotolro & Richards (1986) havo doseribod and dafinod an 
oxtonsivo supra-basal lapor of Ipaphoertos in tha 
apidamis of salaonlds. which also appears to occur in 
tha skin of aany other fishes.
Tha skin of the snakabaad is particularly 
coaplax in structure and especially difficult to study 
histologically. This is because of the extreae delicacy 
of the epiderais and the presence in the derais of the 
very thick scales which underlie it. This also aakes 
study of the process of wound repair, and the healing of 
ulcers, very difficult, due to the technical probleas of 
cutting histological sections through skin tissues. 
Thus, although ulceration of snakehead skin and its 
healing are of critical econoalc inportance during the 
current episootic, no reports are available to show how 
such pathophysiological processes occur. Such an 
understanding is essential to underpin any research on 
the ulcerative condition.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
FISH SKIN
Although tho finor dotall of the strueturo of 
tho skin vorioo wldolr Moag tho difforont groups of tho 
toloost fishos it has • nuabor of footuros in eoaaoa. It 
dooa howovor dlffor sigaificoatlp froa tho oxposod skin 
of othor vortobrstost aost notsblp at tho surfaeo. whoro, 
ia flahoB, unkoratiaisod liviag opidoraal colls> capablo 
of aitotte dlvlsloai aro la dlroct eoataet with tho 
onviroaaoat. Fish skia is also tho oalp barrior to tho 
oftaa vorp sigaifieaat osaotie prossuro difforoaeos 
botwooa tho aiiiou iatoriouro aad tho oxtoraal wator. 
Maap aad variod aro tho othor oaviroaaoatal factors 
agaiast which it is proof. For oxaaplo aajor variatioas 
ia pH, aad toaporaturo. oayiroaaoatal pathogoas aad a 
wido raago of aathropogoaic choaioal substaacoa agaiast 
which it is ill adapted aad which iacroaso ia lovol aad 
divorsitp aaauallpi all roquiro to bo activolp coatrollod 
bp skia fuactioa. Aspects of tho strueturo aad 
phpsiologp of the skia of a wide raago of toloosta have 
aow booo studied ( Browa k Holliaga 1970; Bullock k 
Roberts 1975; Fisbolsoa 1972; Hawkos 1974).
Toloost skis is coaposod of a auabor of 
distiaetivo lapors (Fig. 2 ). Tho distal lapor is tho 
cuticle, which overlies tho oxtoraal cellular lapor, tho 
opidorais; tho dorais is tho aid lapor aad eoaposod 
priacipallp of fibrous tissue, tho basal hppodoraal lapor 
is tho iaaor lapor, abuttiag oa tho auseulaturo.
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£Ull£lft
Tb« cutiel* Is s eoaplsx of csll protoplssa, 
sloughsd oslls and goblat call aucus wbieb baa baan 
ralaaaad onto tba aurfaea to fora a non-living axtarnal 
surfaca ( Bullock k Robarts 1976; Wbitaar 1970). It ia, 
undar noraal circuaatancas• 1-2 aicron thick. It ia
noraa'ly aacratad onto tba apidaraal aurfaca, froa tba 
apacialixad apocrina aucous gland calls. and froa tba 
call fluida and organallas of slougbad daganarata 
Malpighian calls (Braaar 1972; Marrilaas 1974; Whitaar 
1970). bastar and Passar (1975) bava shown that tha 
cuticla of tha auryhalina thraa-spinad stioklaback, 
Ommteromteum acuiaatua L. sloughs off at ragular 
intarvals.
Tba cuticla is noraally difficult to daaonstrata 
in histological praparations as it is liabla to loss of 
its vary dalicata attachaant fron tha surfaca of tba 
outamost layar of Malpighian calls during preparation of 
sections for Microscopy (Hawkas 1974).
tpidBraii
Tha apidarais is derived directly froa tha 
actodara of tha aabryo ( Van Oostan 1967). It is a 
stratified squaaous apitbaliua coaprisad principally of 
Malpighian eallSt and covers tha entire body surface. 
Tha talaost apidarais is particularly unusual in that all 
of tha coaponant calls are living and calls capable of 
aitotic division can ha found at all levels, apart fron 
those surfaca layar calls which are about to slough into 
tha cuticle as part of its raplacanant fron below
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(Hanriokson 1967; Robarts ti i 1970). Tha nuabar of 
call layars and thus tha thleknaaa of tha apidaraia 
varlaa not only with tha apaciaa but also with tha 
particular slta on tha body and with tha aga of tha fish. 
In palagic fish, tha vantral apidarals is tha thlckar 
(Bullock k Roberts 1975; Liasuwan Rl., 1988 ). Tha 
thicknass of brown trout, Smlmo trutta L. apidarais was 
found to fluctuata rhythaically during succassiva annual 
cyclas and tha apldaraal thicknass of tha aala to ba 
significantly graatar than of tha faaala ( Pickaring
1977). Roberts and his co-workars (1971) reported that 
tha thicknass of plaice skin, Pl»uronect»m pJatassa L. 
was raaarkably consistent over tha body surface but 
varied with aga. Hildaaann (1959) suggested that 
horaonal changes altered tha thicknass and conplaxity of 
tha apidamia and Pickaring and Richards (1980) showed 
that tha salaonid apidarais, at least, changed its 
thicknass and proportions of tha different cellular 
components in response to both internal and external 
atiauli, including horaonal modification.
Talaost aplderais is composed principally of 
relatively small basophilic calls, tha filament- 
containing Malpighian cells. It also contains various 
types of unicellular glands, such as mucous calls, club 
calls, eosinophilic granule calls and sacciform granular 
calls, as wall as tha special sanaa organs associated 
with taste, touch and proprioception. Fish epidermal 
calls are not, as in higher vertebrates, able to be 
designated into specific layers in respect to a distinct
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B«qu«nc* of difforontiation of Halpighian cells. Thus 
it is not possible to subdivide the fish epiderais into 
strstua gerainstivua or bsssl leper. aiddle leper end 
surface leper.
The basal leper is coaposed of a single leper 
of cuboidei or coluaner cells with oval or spherical 
nucleus (Renrickson 4 Netoltsp 1968 e,b; Merrilees 1974; 
Mittal 4 Munshi 1971). There are Ipaphatlc spaces 
between these cuboidal or coluanar cells and snail 
nuabers of Ipaphocptes aap be observed there ( Linsuwan 
et al. . 1986; Mittal 4 Banerjee 1975a; Peleteiro 4 
Richards 1989). The basal cells rest on a single basal 
laalna or basal aenbrane which ultrastructurallp has the 
tppical trilaainar structure of the vertebrate basal 
neabrane and stains stronglp for glpcoprotein ( Roberts 
gi Al., 1972 ).
The Biddle laper of the epiderais varies 
greatlp depending on species. In addition to the 
rounded, filaaent containing, Malpighian cells, which are 
the aain structural coaponent, club cells, saccifora 
granular cells, apocrine aucous glands or goblet cells 
and taste and touch receptor organs are found, but varp 
in their distribution between species.
Club Cells
The club cells are a group of large clear 
staining calls found in the aid-lapers of a nuaber of 
teleost groups. Although thep are apparentlp siailar in 
their light aicroscope appearance, thep seen to differ in 
function and ultrastructurallp. Thep are siailar within
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groups I but distinctivs froa group to group ( Roborts ft 
Bullock 1976).
Typical club colls ara largo, round and 
cantrally binucloatoi having two n u d a i  vary d o s a  to 
aach othar. Whara thay occur thair cytology is sinilar 
in both larval and adult apldarais. Tha pala pink 
cytoplasm of tha club call in haaaatoxylin and aosin 
stainad sactions is hoaoganaous in natura and invariably 
shows shrlnkaga duo to fixation. Club calls ara not 
found in tha skin of snakahaad (Mittal ft Banarjaa 1975a).
Sacciforn Granular Calls
Thasa calls ara larga unicallular calls with a 
claar granular cytoplasm. Thay ara not found in 
scalalass fish, but whara thay do occur, in soma scaled 
fish groups, thay ara found in tha middle layer of tha 
apidarmis. Tha sacciform calls often extend from tha 
stratum garminativum right up, to open onto tha surface, 
by narrow pores. Usually, whan fixation is carried out, 
the contents of tha calls shrinks and leaves a claar area 
of space between tha call membrana and tha concentrated 
organellas (Mittal ft Banarjas 1975a; Mittal ft Munshi 
1971). Their content is granular in nature and does not 
give histochamical reactions for mucopolysaccharides. 
Sacciform granular calls are found in a wide variety of 
talaost apidarmis especially in those higher talaosts 
with wall developed scales, but their function is still 
unluiown. Thay occur in tha epidermis of CAanoa atriatum 
as wall as tha othar mambars of tha genus.
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Mucous Colls
Ths MUCOUS or goblst colls or# found 
suprsbsssllr in tbs spidsmis snd incrssso oonsidsrsbljr 
in siss ss thsr pass through ths aid-lsysr. Thsy srs 
dsrivsd from ths bsssl Isysr of ths spidsrais ( Morris & 
Hunt 1973; Von Oostsn 1957). Inmoturs nucous cslls ors 
roundsd but thsy flottsn lotsrolly os thsy noturs ond ths 
nuclsus ond orgonsllss ors dlsplocsd bosolly (Bullock It 
Bobsrts 1975). Thsy ors rsodlly visibls in hosnotoxylin 
ond sosin stoinsd ssctions os lorgs. clsor, ovoid, 
sphsricol or flosk-shopsd cslls. Ths distribution of 
■ucous cslls within o sooll orso of spidsrais is not 
olwoys uniform ( Pioksring 1974).
Bistochsniool ond biochsmicol onolysss of fish 
mucus hovs dsmonstrotsd thot ths componsnts contoin both 
protsin ond corbohydrots ( Morris h Hunt 1973; Lshtonsn 
S t  ol.. 1965; Lsppi 1968). Ths corbobydrots noturs of ths 
sscrstion is rsodily dsmonstrotsd by ths Psriodic Acid 
Schiff rsoction (Morris A Hunt 1973; Hsnrikson A Motoltsy 
1968 b; Kltson A Swssny 1968: Limsuwon a I* • 1986; 
Nittol A Munsbi 1971; Bobsrts gl gl., 1971). Siolic o d d  
lios bssn isolotsd from ths mucus of tolsost fish (Enomoto 
ai. Bl.. 1964; Morris A Hunt 1973; Picksring 1974), ond 
Morris ond his co-worksrs (1973) suggsstsd thot thsrs moy 
bs sons sulphotsd mucosubstoncss prsssnt, ot Isost in ths 
mucus of brown trout. Ths nucous csll concsntrotion of 
individuols of tbs sons spsciss, ssx ond ogs moy bs 
sxtrsmsly voriobls ( Bullock A Roberts 1975; Hsnrikson A 
Motoltsy 1958 b; Picksring 1974; Picksring A Moesy 1977).
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losinophllie Qranul* Calls or B.O.C.’s 
Tho oosliiophllie grsnulo oslls srs round or 
ovoid oolls with • ■nrglnsllp plneod nuelous and • 
crtoplnsa psokod with hlghlp ooslnophlllo rofrsetll# 
granulos. Thoy sro not found In tho opldorals of nil 
spoelos« and whan thap do occur thalr prasanca nap ha 
varp varlabla. Thop hava boon dascrlbad In s o m  datall 
In tha snakahaad ( Mittal h Banarjaa 1975a; Mittal g£ 
• 1976)I and also In tha plalca and soaa otbar narlna 
spaclas (Robarts ^  • 1971; Robarts k Bullock 1976).
Tba position of tba aoslnophlllo calls la tha apldamls 
varlas froa spaclas to spaolas. In sons spaolas thap ara 
basalt la otbars thap nap occur naar tha apldaraal 
surfaca. Thap ara of approxlaatalp tha sama dlaaatar as 
tha .MUCOUS calls. Tha function of R.O.C.'s In tha 
talaost apldarals Is aqulvocal . Robarts and Bullock 
(1976) hava suggastad a slallarltp to aaat callst 
ultrastructurallp, but no blochaalcal confirmation of 
this Is avallabla.
Sansorp Organs
Sansorp organa wars first dlscovarad and 
dasorlbad In fish bp Lapdlg (1851). Thap ara prasant 
throughout tha apldarals of talaost fish. According to 
Bullock and Robarts (1975) thasa sansorp units ara 
davldad Into thraé groups: Group At fraa nauroaasts and 
canal organs, contained within tha lateral line canal; 
Group B, taste receptor organs (taste buds); and Group C, 
chaaloal racaptors.
Nauroaasts ara complex, surface structures. Tha
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upp«r p«rt of tho nouroMst is ooBpossd of ths eupuls, s 
floxibls Jollr-liks strueturs sttsehod to tho apical 
adta, and sonaorp haira, tho atorooeilia and kinoeilla 
which connect with tho cupula. Thia connection is 
thought to servo tho noohanical transniaaion of 
infomatlon oh cupula ahoaring novononts to tho sonsorr 
oolla (Flock 196S). Tho aonaorp receptor conponont of 
tho nouronast conaiats of a cluster of pear shaped 
■oohanorocoptor collat tho apical aurfaco of which hoars 
nunorous bundles of sensor/ hairs. This sensor/ 
conponont is encased in fusiforn supporting cells 
situated near the peripher/ of the neuronaat« extending 
around the basal ends of the sensor/ cells. The 
laterodistal surface of the neuronast is capped b/ the 
thin la/er of flattened nantal cella (Bullock & Roberts 
1976).
B/ the use of scanning electron nlcroscope 
techniquest Flock (1971) has deaonstrated that both free 
neuronasts and lateral line canal organs have a siallar 
ultrastructure.
A single taste bud is spherical or flask-shaped 
and is surrounded b/ the epithelial cells. It consists 
of two different cell t/pesi naael/i receptor or sensor/ 
cells and basal or support cells (Bardach A Atena 1971; 
Cordler 1964; Hirsts 1966; Kapoor b I.. > 1976; Hurra/ 
1973; Reutter 1978). The receptor cells are elongated 
cells which are arranged verticall/ and extend fron the 
basal part to the apex of a bud. The two to five basal 
cells are arranged transversall/ to the longitudinal axis
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of tho tMto bud and coanoctod to tho supportlnc colls 
sad protoplssaie threads (Hsrriek 1904). Botwooa ths 
basal calls sad tha saasorp calls» is located the aarva 
plexus (Rauttar 1982).
Tha chaaical receptors occur oa tha oral 
aplthallua as wall as upoa tha bodp surface ( Bullock k 
Roberts 1975)» thap are alagla uaits with a caatrallp 
placed Buclausi sad a distal process tarsiaatlag la a 
alcrovlllua at tha apical edge. Thap are fouad la 
batwaaa tha epithelial liaiag of tha olfactorp orgaa of 
tha talaost fish (Rauttar 1982).
Basasaat Masbraaa
Tha basaaaat aasbraaai which la tha light 
slcroscopa appears as a aarrow but daasa llaa batwaaa tha 
apldarsis sad tha darals« is varp cosplax. On tha daraal 
side» tha reticular fibres abut oa tha basal lasiaa 
proper» which is aa asorphous alactroa daasa laper 600 to 
800 A** thick» poorlp dafiaad» sad followlag tha coatour 
of tha bases of tha apithalial calls. It is separated 
froB thaa bp a light soaa approxisatalp 400 A9 wide. Tha 
daasa and varp coaplax basaaant aeabrana» with its 
aodifiad basal plasaa aaabrana attachaaat» and tha varp 
closalp opposed coluaaar calls aust plap a significant 
part ia the strength of tha skin and its laportant 
phpsiologlcal role in osaotlo hoaaostasis of tha iatarnal 
aiiiau in hppo- and hppartonic anvironaanta (Roberts si 
sl.» 1970). Their thickness varies in different parts of 
tha bodp (PhroBsuthirak 1976).
Bistochaalcallp» tha basaaant aaabraaa stains
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strongly by tha PAS rssctlon and its darivstivss, 
indicating a high proportion of glycoprotein (Bullock A 
Roberts 1975; Roberts a 1. , 1971). Fleiscbmajer and 
Blllinghaa (1968) and Phronsuthirak (1976) suggested that 
the baseaent nenbrane nay be foraed by the coabined 
action of both the epitheliua and the connective tissue 
froa the derais.
Derals
The division of the derais into a stratua 
spongiosua, coaprised of scales and delicate fibrous 
tissue, and a stratua coapactua, coaprised of a dense 
aatrix of collagen bundles, is clearly seen in aost 
teleost fishes, although in the scaleless fish derais, 
its differentiation is not so pronounced (Orissle A 
Rogers 1976; Liasuwan Bl., 1986; Mittal A Munshi 1971).
Stratua Spongiosua
The stratua spongiosua is supplied with a very 
dense plexus of fine blood capillaries and lyaphatics and 
nerve fibres. The cellular coaponents of the spongiosua 
include the aast cells, aononuclear cells, pigaent cells 
and scales (Bullock A Roberts 1975; Mittal A Banerjee 
1975b; Roberts gl., 1971). The epiderais is draped 
over the leading edge of the scales, which in aost 
species overlap like roof tiles and it reflects their 
serrate arrangeaent (Henrikson A Matoltsy 1968 b).
Scales
By light aicroscopy the scales can be observed 
in the outer loose connective tissue of the derais
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(Bullock k Roborts 1976; OroMn 1982). Thor or* «rrangod 
in an overlapping pattarn in diagonal rowa. This pattern 
fonts during the earlp stages of life and is retained 
thereafter. If scales are pulled out. they will be 
replaced, even if the scale pocket is severely daaaged 
(Reif 1978).
The seale-foraing cells, called osteoblasts 
(Neave 1936 a.b; Van Oosten 19S7) or scleroblasts (Van 
Oosten 1957), are derived fron aesodens cells along the 
lateral line. The aesoderaal cells aove out along the 
collagen bundles, foraing clusters at aajor points of 
intersection of the bundles and here they give rise to 
the scales (Fitton - Jackson 1968). Scale growth 
continues throughout life by addition of new aaterial at 
the edges, causing rings analogous to the annual rings 
foraed in the trunk of the growing tree (Neave 1936b; 
Van Oosten 1957).
There is variation in the coaposition of scales 
between species. They are coaposed of an inner fibrillar 
layer and outer calcified layer, both of which are 
entirely derived fron the aesodem and are analogous to 
bone in their calcification (Brown 4 Wellings 1969; 
Hyaan 1962; Neave 1936a,b; Van Oosten 1957). The deeper 
layers of the scales consist only of collagen fibres 
enbedded in the natrix naterial, but the collagen of the 
scale differs fron that of deraal collagen in its 
staining properties. Cells which are apparently 
responsible for scale fornation are located along the 
deep and superficial surfaces and the edges of the scale.
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*nd «r« ■erphologle*ll7 ld«ntle*l to fibroblasts. Unliko 
ths othor connsctivs tissuo structurss of tbs dsrals. tho 
seals lacks blood vassals and pignant calls. Seala- 
fonlng calls ara obsarvad only on tha surfaca of tha 
scalsi not within it (Brown k Wallings 1969).
Pignant Calls or Chronatophoras
Chronatophoras ara locatad in tha stratun 
spongiosun and ara usually olaasiflad according to tha 
natura of thair pignant as nalanophorasi lipophoras 
laucophoras and iridophoras ( Bullock k Robarts 1975; 
Fujil 1969; Hawkas 1974). Tha conparatlva physiology of 
tha chronatophoras of talaost and other polkilothams is 
described in sons detail (Bagnara & Hadley 1973).
Malanophoras ara tha pignant calls containing 
black and brown pignants. Halanins ara tha pradoainant 
pigaant calls found in aany parts of tha body and tha 
aorphology and ultrastructura of tha calls containing 
than has bean raviawad by Roberts (1975a). Tha pignantary 
aalanin containing calls of fish ara tha aalanocytas and 
aalanophoraa. Melanocytes ara innatura aalanophora 
actively producing aalanin but capable of baconing 
aalanophoras. Melanocytes ara dendritic calls whereas 
nalanophoras ara aora regular, asteroid structures 
(Bullock k Robarts 1976).
Lipophoras ara those chroaatophoras containing 
pignants which ara insoluble in water but soluble in 
organic solvents (Bullock k Robarts 1975). Tha pigaants 
of lipophoras ara aainly carotenoids. which cannot be 
synthasisad within tha body and nust. of nacassity. cone
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froB tb* food (Bullock k Roborts 1975). Tho fino 
strueturo of tho llpophoroo has only boon studiod in a 
foo fiah. Boatly froahwator apocloa ( Mataunoto 1965; 
citod by Bullock k Roborta 1975).
Loucophoroa and iridophoroa aro globular or 
olliptical with largo nucloi locatod in tho uppor control 
portion of tho coll. Mitochondria, nuaoroua onough to bo 
oaaily aoon with tho light nicroocopo, aro cluatorod 
bolow tha nucloua and charactoriatically contain donao 
granuloa (Hawkoa 1974). Both loucophoroa and Iridophoroa 
contain purinoa which aro roaponaiblo for tho whito and 
ailvor coloura. Tho purino, largoly guanino ia containod 
in tho fora of platolota in tho cytoplaaa (Bullock k 
Roborta 1975). Tha oriontation of tho arraya of 
platolota varioa narkodly with tho aito on tho body 
(Harria k Hunt 1973).
Stratua Coapactua
Tho atratua coapactua ia charactorizod by tho 
proaonca of bundloa of coarao collagonoua fibrea arrangod 
coapactly in aovoral layora. A fow collagon* fibro 
bundloa run vortically at intorvala and thoae nay aupport 
vaacular aupply voaaola to tho apongioaua (Bullock 
ARoborta 1975; Mittal k Banorjoo 1975b; Mittal k Munahi
1974). Thia layor ia alao auppliod to a liaitod oxtont 
with fina norvoa and a fow blood capillariea. Pigaont 
colla aro aoon diatributod aparaoly on tho innor aapoct 
of thin layor (Bullock k Roborta 1975; Burton 1978; 
Hawkoa 1974; Holaborg 1968). Mittal k Munahi(1971) 
auggoatod that thoro waa an invorao rolationahip botwoon
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th* thiokn«ss of tho strotua eoapaetua and the 
developaent of the ecelea.
HTBoderala
The hppoderais or aubcutis ia a larer of 
varyinf thickneaa lying between the nuaele bundlea and 
the atratun eonpaetun. It ia nainly conpoaed of fat 
eella« fine collagen fibre bundlea and elaatie fibre 
bundlea (Bullock 4 Roberta 1976; Mittal 4 Munahi 1971; 
Roberta 4l>i 1971). Main branchea of nervea and blood 
veaaela are found in thia layer. It ia thin and poorly 
developed in nany teleoat apeciea but it can be a 
aignificant fat depoait aone« with ita thickneaa varying 
fron aeaaon to aeaaon (Jakubowaki 19S8; Mittal 1968; 
Mittal 4 Banerjee 1975 b; Mittal 4 Munahi 1970, 1971).
SNAXBHSAO SKIN
The akin of the atriped anakehead fiah, aa with 
other teleoata, ia conpoaed of the three principal 
layera; the outernoat layer or epideraia, the thick and 
very denae demia and the thinner hypoderaia (Fig. 2 ). 
The detail of atriped anakehead akin haa been deacribed 
principally by Mittal 4 Banerjee (1976 a,b), who defined 
it aa followa.
The epidernia la readily divided into three 
layera. The baaal layer or atratua gerninativua ia 
conpoaed principally of a aingle layer of cuboidal or 
alnoat flat cella abutting a thin baaenent nenbrane. In 
between the baaal oella there are anall Irregular 
lyaphatic apacea and readily obaerved nuabera of
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lymphocytes srs invariably found inaids thsss spaess .
Tbs middle layer is composed principally of 
large numbers of unicellular glands, the mucous cells and 
the sacciform granulated cells. There are two types of 
mucous cells; one is a small oval and round call and the 
other is a large elongate cell (flask-shaped) with mucus, 
in the mature cell, forcing the cytoplasm and nucleus to 
the periphery of the cell. The secretion of the mucous 
cell is. as in all fish. PAS positive, basophilic, 
refringent. and contains strongly acidic sulphated muco­
polysaccharides .
Mittal A Banerjee (1976 a) did not discuss the 
presence of sensory cells in the epidermal layer of 
striped snakehead in their study, but there are pear 
shaped sensory structures present over the entire body 
surface. The sensory cells of the striped snakehead 
resemble taste buds in structure and nay receive chemical 
stimuli from water currents (Vasu 1962).
In haenatoxylin and eosin stained sections the 
contents of the sacciform cells appears homogeneous and 
they open to the surface by a narrow pore. The eccentric 
nucleus is pushed towards the basal part of the cell due 
to the accumulatation of secretory natter. In Masson’s 
trichome stained sections the coarse secretory granules 
take on a pale red colour and they are also PAS negative. 
The content of sacciform granulated cells are acidophilic.
The superficial layer of the striped snakehead 
epidermis consists of a few tiers of polygonal or roughly 
triangular cells. Between these cells some small
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■itoehondrl*-rich o«llSi th* ohlorid* cells> srs found. 
The spidonis of stripod snskshosd is nonksrstlnisod and 
its thiekasss vsriss with ago sad position on ths bodp. 
It bseoMS tbinnor ss it invests the posterior free 
■srgin of the scales and is verp thin on the underside of 
the scale.
The derais is conposed of the nomal two lepers 
of the tppical scaled teleost; the stratun spongiosun, 
the upper leperi containing the scales• pignented cells, 
fat cells, a varietp of vaacular and neural conponents 
and connective tissue pocket is well developed. The 
lower leper; the stratun conpactun. is conposed of 
partloularlp coarse and dense collagen fibre bundles, 
conpactlp arranged in several lepers. A large number 
of blood capillaries and Ipnph vessels are found close to 
each other below the basenent nenbrane. These are nore 
nunerous than in the tppical teleost. It is suggested 
that these nap have a function in respiration when the 
fish is out of water (Mittal A Banerjee 1975b).
Melanin pigment containing cells are seen to be 
dense both in the normal position beneath the basenent 
membrane and also in the stratun spongiosum proper. A 
laper of pigment cells, supplied with capillaries and 
nerves, is also found in the connective tissue pockets on 
the surface of the scales. Some irregularlp round, 
pellowish-red or orange lipophores are distributed 
between the nelanophores.
The scales of the striped snakehead are 
composed of two distinct lepers; a thin, upper basophilic
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ossaoua layar and a thick, lowar aoainophilie fibrillary 
plata. Tha annuli on tha fraa surfaea of tha osaaoua 
layar appaar aarratad In croaa aactlon.
Tha hypodamla or aubeutla la a vary thin layar 
lying batwaan tba damla and tha nuaela bundlaa. It la 
■alnly oonpoaad of adlpoaa calla, looaa connactiva 
tlaaua, blood vaaaala and narva bundlaa. No nalanin 
pig ■ant calla ara obaarvad in thla layar.
WOUND HBALINQ IN FISH
Skin danaga conatltutaa tha najor routa of 
Infaction for nany of tha pathoganlc bactaria, dilata 
protoaoana and fungi which affact fiah ( HcVicar h Hhita 
1979; Pickarlng k Rlcbarda 1980; Robarta 197Sa), and if 
tha laaion la axtanaiva or ia incraaaad in alaa by tha 
affacta of tha pathogan, tba flah nay dla rapidly dua to 
axtanaiva loaa of body fluida and raaultlng oanotic 
affacta (Hickay 1979; McVicar k Nhlta 1979). Thua it ia 
inparatlva for tha talaoat to ba abla to rapidly haal 
auch wounda, or at laaat to randar then proof to loaa of 
oaaotlcally activa aolaculaa aa aoon aa poaaibla. Both 
larval and natura talaoata ahow rapid apidaraal covaraga 
of akin wounda (Andaraon k Robarta 1975; Bullock r JL* , 
1978; Hickay 1982; Mittal k Munahi 1974; Phroaauthirak 
1976). Tha capabality for wound rapair in a talaoat ia 
ralatad to aavaral variablaa, including tha dagraa of 
danaga, tba tanparatura (Biaaat 1948; Finn k Nialaon 
1971b), nutritional atatua and atraaa factora (Halvar
1972).
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Th* wound« nr« not. howovor« cov«r«dt *« night 
b« «xp«ct«d in higher nniMl«. bjr prolif«ration and 
■igrationi ov«r s o m  dapsi of o«lla from th« «dg«ai to 
raplac« a scab which is alroadp ««aling th« l««ion. 
Inatead th«r« is an axtranaly rapid na«« migration of 
apidarai« froa tha wound paripharp without a phaaa of 
rapid call division bafora or during cloaura (Arar 1936; 
Chiakulaa 1952; Mittal A Mun«hi 1974; Mittal gtl a1.,1978).
Although thara ara aanyi aoaawhat confused 
reports on the process of wound healing in fish skin, it 
was only whan saquantial pathogenesis studies, at 
different taaparaturas, war« carried out, that a proper 
understanding of the particular faaturas of wound haaling 
in fish was gained.
Early study on tha haaling of fish skin wounds 
was dona by Smith (1931), who notad the association of 
aalanophoras with axpariaantal wounding in goldfish, 
C*r*Mmiua auratum L.
Mittal and Munsbi (1974) observed the 
regeneration and repair of superficial wounds in the skin 
of sealeless freshwater fish, Eita rita (Haa.). They 
found that the . lymph spaces of the stratum gerainativua, 
on the 4th day after the formation of the wound, become 
gorged with lymphocytes which may play an important role 
in the local defence mechanism. This result has bean 
confirmed by Mittal, Rai and Banerjee (1978).
In 1979, they also reported that the mucous 
cells at the outermost layer of the wounded epidemis of 
catfish start secreting profuse amounts of mucopoly-
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••eeh*rid«s luMdiatalr *ft«r th* infection of tho wound. 
Aftor 30 Minutos I ouch colls show s suddon docline in 
their dinonsions. They suggested thst the increase in 
the secretory activity of the nucous cells under such 
condition nay be in order to serve a protective function 
preventing bacteria and other infective agents fron 
invading the body through the danaged surface. The 
excessive secretion of mucus also perhaps establishes a 
barrier to reduce exchange of salt and water into the 
body that night have occurred through the otherwise 
unprotected wotinded areasi playing an inportant role in 
re-establishing tho osnotic equllibriun between the 
internal and external environnents of the body. These 
findings were slnllar to those of Al-Hassan (1983). 
They suggested that the abrupt secretion of a nucus-like 
gsl in response to an injury in the Marine catfisbi Arius 
tb»l*saiaum Ruppell. nay have a prinary function in 
healing. The gel-like Material was conposad of protein 
(<85X)i sone lipid (7X), carbohydrate (<3X) and nucleic 
acid (<SX). A preparation nade fron the skin gel also 
increased the rate of wound healing in other laboratory 
aninals (A1 Hassan • 1985).
Ashley and his tean (1975) considered that 
apidernal repairi which was conpleted first in the 
healing of salnonid skin incisions was of special 
significance, since dernal healing in nannallan skin 
either precedes or occurs concoaitantly with epidernal 
repair. Replaconent of Melanin, scales, deep nuscle and 
fascia in trout appeared to occur concurrently with
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r«p«ir of tho doráis. Foroifn body gisnt colls ooro 
ocessionslly prosont irithin such wounds.
PbroMuthlrsk (1976) eorrlod out wound booling 
oxporinonts in tho sticklobock. Ho showod thot os in 
othors spocios« tho opidorois oround tho odgo of tho 
incision novod into it. Tho aigroting opitholiol colls 
woro show to bo phogocytic ond roolly octlvo within two 
ond throo hours of his sooll wound . Tho opidoraol colls 
woro olongotod in ovory loyor of tho opidorais within 12 
hours oftor wounding. Ho olso idontiflod tho loucocyto 
typos in tho doaogod oroo by oloctron aicroscopy ond 
confiraod thot noutrophil gronulocytos> which roochod o 
psok in 24 hours oftor wounding ond doclinod during tho 
sooond doy; woro phogocytic olthough not to tho soao 
oxtont os tho aoorophogos. Botwoon 1 to 3 doys oftor tho 
incision« tho opidorais Joinod across tho brooch. Tho 
Joinod opidoraol loyor woo not supportod by oithor 
bosoaont aoabrono or doraol substonco. Aftor tho doraol 
substonco hod invodod tho opidoraol aoss« cloalng tho 
incision by doy 8« thoro was roforaotion of tho bosoaont 
aoabrono botwoon tho now doráis ond tho opidoraol colls 
obovo it. Ho eoncludod thot in tho throo spinod 
sticklobockI tho hoolod opidorais was noraol by day 8.
Soxono & Kulshrostho (1982) roportod tho offset 
of DDT on tho rogonorotion of cutonoous wounds in aystld 
catfish« Afystus vittotus (Bloch). They found thot tho 
rogonorotion of wounds« tho opitholiollzotion ond fibro­
blastic octivltios under DDT stress was slower than in 
controls.
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J*uno«x and his co-worksrs (1986) dsscribsd the 
proesss of skin wound hosling in Nils tilspis. 
Ofoobromim nilotioum (Trswsvss) in nornsl and vitsain C 
i dsfioisnt conditions. Tbsp rsportod that by 5 hours tbs 
' spidonal covar was conplsts and by 10 hr a largo nunbsr 
of nacrophagos bad accunulatsd within tbs wound and 
active nyepbagia was extanti irrespective of vitanin C 
status but that subsequent changes in the fibrous tissues 
only ocoured in vitaain C sufficient fishes.
RBLATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND WOUND HEALINO 
Fish are poikilothemic vertebrates and so are 
forced to assuae the teaperature of their environaent. 
and indeed their aetabolic rate decreases aore rapidly 
than body teaperature as the aabient teaperature falls 
(Prosser 1962). The effects of teaperature are iaportant 
to all aspects of the physiology of the teleosts, 
controlling the rate of feeding, the ability to escape 
froa predators, oxygen requireaents. and aany other 
factors. The strategic control by teaperature of the 
balance in the continuous and closely aeshed power 
struggle between the teleost and its hostile 
environaental pathogens is one of the aost significant 
factors in its ectothemic existence (Roberts gl..
1971). Teleosts are nevertheless aaong the aost
successfully adapted groups of aniaals. the largest 
group of vertebrates, with a capacity for cliaatic 
adaptation which has allowed then, as a group, to inhabit 
waters ranging in teaperature froa -2^ C around the polar
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ie« caps to tsapsrsturss in sxcsss of 36^ C in tho 
•qustorisl regions (Roborts 1975s).
McQussn and his eollsaguss (1973) rsportad that 
the rates of aetacercarian cyst and capsule developaent 
in plaice were considerably lessened by teaperature 
reduction of lOOc, but there was apparently no quali­
tative difference in response in the tine scale of these 
experiaentSi except for the absence of nelanln at the 
lower tenperature. The nore serious nuscle daaage 
resulted at the higher tenperature.
Anderson A Roberts (1975) coapared the effects 
of tenperature on wound healing in a tropical and a 
tenperate teleost. They reported that the wounds were 
covered in less than 2 hours at warn tenperatures and 
within 24 hours at cold tenperatures. Necrotic nuscle in 
the fish wounds had been renoved after only 7-18 days at 
warn tenperature and even at cooler teaperature the tine 
taken was no longer than that in the hoaeothernic naanal. 
Advanced regeneration was seen in the fish within four 
weeks at warn tenperatures. They also suggested that 
wound healing in both the white nountain cloud ninnow, 
Taaichthre» aibonubes L. (WMC) and the Atlantic salnon, 
S»lmo saiar L.ls directly correlatable with environnental 
tenperature. Stress appears to have less influence on 
the rate of wound healing than teaperature in both 
species, at the high and low ends of their tenperature 
ranges.
Tinur M. (1975) reported that the particularly 
significant feature of the carrageenin lesion, an
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artiflclAlly induead chronic lnfl*M*tioni was tho 
fibroblantlc activity and this waa aapacially dolayad by 
tha raductioa of tanparatura to 5**C. In additioni thara 
was a lass intanaiva inflaanatory call rasponaa, but ona 
which waa nuch loncar lastinf. This coincidad with tha 
■uch longar pariod of nyophagic activity bafora tha 
ranoval of nacrotic aarcoplaanic dabria.
Tha affact on tho callular conponanta of tha 
inflawation cauaad by tanparatura raductioni in Tinur’a 
work) axtandad tha findings of tha othar workars in 
ralation to tha affact of tanparatura on opithalioid and 
giant call davalopnant. At tha highar tanparatura (lO^C). 
tha nyophagia was conpiata bafora significant apithalioid 
coll davalopnant took placa, and also giant call 
fomation was fastar than, at tha lowar tanparatura (S^C).
Bullock and his group (1978) raportad that tha 
closura of snail wounds in plaica was achiavad within 
nino hours at 10**C and by 12 hours at Tha thicknass 
of nigratod apidamal covaring was nuch thickar at 15^C 
than 5®C.
Hickay (1982) found that tha rata of apldornal 
nigration ovar skin wounds in larval plaica was alnost 
doublad by a lO^C risa in tanparatura.
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VITAMIN C AND WOUND HRALINQ
Studies on fish nutrition over the last two 
dscadss suggast that dietary deficiency of vitamin C 
results in poor growth, various skeletal defornities, 
distorted hyperplastic gill cartilage, haemorrhages, loss 
of scales and delayed wound healing (Andrews A Murai 
197S; Ashley »Xl hi* i 1975; Halver 1972; Halver ai «1.. 
1969. 1975; Hilton si gi.. 1978; Kitamura 1969; Kitamura 
at al.. 1965; Lin A Lovell 1978). Most fish are unable 
to synthesise vitamin C. and therefore have to rely on a 
dietary, exogenous source (Chatterjee 1973; Wilson A Poe
1973). An inability to synthesise L-ascorbic acid is due 
to absence of the ensyne L-gulono - r-lactone oxidase in 
hepatic and renal tissue (Burns 1957). which is 
responsible for conversion of L-gulonolactone to L- 
ascorbic acid in kidney and/ or liver tissue (Chatterjee 
Si sl«i 1961; Grollman A Lehningar 1957). The importance 
of ascorbic acid for the metabolism of connective tissue 
substances, especially collagen, has been established by 
numerous investlgstors (Halver si ll*i 1975; Lim A Lovell 
1978; Mauck si JkL* • 1978). They indicated that collagen 
formation, as in wound repair. Increases the need for 
ascorbic acid.
Halvar and his co-workers (1969) found that 
wound repair was delayed or inhibited, in coho salmon and 
rainbow trout fed on low vitamin C diets. Salmon and 
trout fed diets devoid of ascorbic acid failed completely 
to repair the wound within a 3 week period. The unhealed 
wounds, in the salmon, remained partially plugged with
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poorlj elott*d blood and llttlo or no granulation tiaauo 
waa praaant. In an othor oxparlaant, Halvar (1972) 
raportod that tho rata of wound rapalr in althar tha 
abdonlnal or In tha dorsal-lataral araa of tha 
■uaoulatura waa dlraetlp ralatad to aaeorbie acid intaka.
Áahlap and hia eollaaguas (1976) nantionad that 
wound rapair waa ganarallp poor in trout fad vitanin C at 
tha 5 or 10 Bg lavóla, whila aalaon fad vitanin C at 
thaaa lavala, rapairad wounda aoaawhat battar. Both 
apaciaa of aalaonida rapairad wounda naarlr as wall as 
control fish whan fad 40 ng or noro of ascorbic acid par 
100 grans of diat.
In tha axparinanta of Tinur M. (1975) in tha 
plaica, ha ahowad that tha naintananca of fish baaring 
carragaanin granulónos on an axcass of L-ascorbic acid 
did not affact tha ganaral faaturaa of tha granulosa, 
axoapt with ragard to fibroplasia. As wall as incraasing 
tba dagraa of fibroplasia, it appaarad to stinulata tha 
fibroplasia fiva dara aarliar than in carragaanin 
granulonaa whara tha fish wars naintainad on ordinary 
diata.
According to Lin 4 Lovall (1978) tha rata of 
wound rapair in channal catfish, Xctalurua punetmtum 
(Rafinaaqua) appaarad to ba ralatad to tha laval of 
diatarjr vitanin C up to 60 ng/kg. Fish fad vitaain C- 
fraa diats raplacad tha injurad nusela by danaa but 
innatura oollagan fibras. Fish fad tha diat containing 
30 ng/kg of vitanin C showed natura eollagan fibers 
replacing tha danagad nuscla. Pish fad tha diat
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ooatalaing 60 ag/kg. of vitaaia C had aoraal auacla 
rogaaaratloa.
Tha proeass of akia wouad haaliag la Nila 
tilapia« both la aoraal aad vltaala C daflciaat 
eoadltioaa, waa daacrlbad by Jauaeay aad his taaa (1985). 
Thay fouad that tha aplthallal alaaaat of tha haaliag 
proeass davalopad Irraapactiva of vltaala C laval but 
fibroblast activity aad collagaaizatioa was vary aucb 
slowar la tha daflelaat group, aad la thasa. tha lasloa 
waa aot aatura avaa at tha taraiaatioa of tha axparlaaat 
at 16 days.
Tha ascorbic acid raqulraaaata of various fish 
apaelas ara aucb varlabla as ahowa la tabla I:
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Table 1: Sliowlng optiaua vltaaln C requlreaents of
different flahes as deteralned by various workers
Envlronnental
Fish species Teaperature C
Requlrenent 
Criteria mg/kg diet Ref.
Rainbow trout 
Salmo gairdneri
10-15 Growth, 100
Coho salmon 
O, kisutch
Chinook salmon 
O. tschawytscha
Channel catfish 
Ictalurus punctatus
Mrigal (fry) 
Cirrhina mrigala
15
15
15
15
15
15
10-15
20
20
27
25-35
tissue repair
Growth 70
Growth
Growth
170-730
40
Wound healing 500 
Growth 50
Wound healing
Wound healing 
tissue repair 100-150
Halver
£1 al*
(1969; 
Halver 
( 1972 ) 
Halver 
£i- 
) 1975 ) 
Hllton 
Sl si> 
(1978) 
Hilton ei 9i- 
(1978) 
Halver 
(1972) 
Halver ei ai* 
(1969) 
Halver 
ei si. 
(1969) 
Halver 
(1972)
Growth 60 Lim &
Wound healing Lovell 
(1978)
Growth 50 Andrews 
k Mural 
(1975)
Pinal abnormal 25 Hurai
Growt)i 50 ei «!•
tissue 200 (1978)
Growth 700 Mahajan
Pathological k
signs Agrawal 
(1980)
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THE MIGRATION OF THE EPIDERMIS
Most of tho selontists who work on tho hosling 
of fish skin sgros that ths spidornsl colls on tho 
■srgins of tho skin dofoot rapidly nigrato to covor tho 
losion. Bullock and bis co-workors (1978)i in thoir 
dotailod study of tho coll kinotics of plaico opidomist 
using isotopic labolling and iji vitro preparations as 
wall as livo fish» found that thoro was a vary rapid 
■igration of Malpighian colls into tho dofocti which was 
not acconpaniod by any ovidoncoi ovor tbs tins seals of 
tbo studyI of a aitotic burst. Nuabsrs of colls labollod 
with tritiatod thyaidino wars siailar in aigrating and in 
poriphoral opidorais and aucous colls appoarod to bo 
randoaly distributod oxeopt in tho poriphory of advancing 
colls aigrating into tho dofoct. whoro thoy wars absont. 
Tho opidorais of tho toloost is wall ondowod with 
dosaosoaal Junctions and tonofibrillar connections but 
those rapidly detach to allow such proapt aovoaont.
Hickey (1982) said that whan skin or opidorais 
of larvae was roaovod. opidorais froa tho wound poriphory 
spread ovor its surface until colla froa all sides 
eonvorgod and tho wound was coaplotoly covered. Hound 
wore covered by aass aigratlon of colls froa tho wound 
poriphory without a rapid phase of coll division before 
or during closure. Mitoses wore rare in tho opidorais 
aigrating ovor tho wound. Tho wound closure appeared to 
depend on a redistribution and aigration of sxisting 
poriphoral epldoraal colls rather than on a rapid phase 
of coll division.
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Jaune«7 and his collsssuss (1985) showed that 
in ths tropical tilapia iaaadiataly aftar incision, the 
surrounding spithsliua bacaas spongiotic and migration of 
Malpighian calls down into tha wound couancad, covering 
the surface of tha fibrinous tissue exudate. Within one 
hour this migration was wall on its war to covering tha 
entire surface of the defect. Br 5 hours this epidermal 
cover was complete, and at the centre, where the Inward 
migrating edges met, a marked cumulus of exuberant 
epithelium was present.
Bullock and Roberts (1980) showed that the 
presence of pathogenic bacteria on the surface of the 
ulcer eoapletelr inhibited any migration of peripheral 
epidermal cells and subsequent under running of the ulcer 
by the bacteria resulted in its expansion, as peripheral 
epidermis sloughed.
FIBROSIS IN FISH
Fibroblasts are derived from the local 
mesenchymal cells and loose areolar perivascular tissue 
(Dunphy 1963; Edward k Dunphy 1958; Orillo 1963; Hadfield 
1963; ; McMinn 1967). New fibroblasts in healing wounds 
nay arise by proliferation of local dermal connective 
tissue, from perivascular precursors, or they nay 
possibly cone from the endomysium of muscle bundles. 
Fibrogranulation tissue and replacement fibrosis is much 
more extensive in wounds produced by prolonged, chronic 
inflammatory stimuli than in incision wounds (Anderson k 
Roberts 1975) and, as night be expected, fibrosis
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d«v«lops| Inltlallrt aor* rapidlr *t high t«ap«r«tur«s 
than at low taaparaturaa (Andaraon A Robarts 1975; 
MeQuaan g£ r I*• 1973; Robarta 197Sa; Tlaur M. 1976).
Mittal and hla co-workars (1978) daaonatratad 
that in thalr axparinantal laaiona in aoaa fraahwatar 
eatflsht tha spaoa laft following tha dlsintagration of 
injurad nuaola bundlaa gradually gata oeouplad by 
nuaarous fibroblasta and flna blood capillarias rasulting 
In tha fomatlon of granulation tlaaua. Aftar 9 daysi In 
thalr atudy, flbroblaata startad undargoing tha procaaa 
of flbra foraatlon, probably of pracollagant first at tha 
wound narglns and balow tha basaaant nanbrana and than 
gradually towards tha cantra and tha daapar parts of tha 
granulation tlssua.
An activa natabollta of vltanln C or L-ascorblc 
acid has boon danonstratad as a nacassary co-factor for 
hydroxylation of prolina during collagan fornation 
(Halvar 1972). In Tlnur's studlas (Tinur M. 1976) ha 
showad that fish undargoing Inflannatory granulation 
following carragaanln danaga. which racalvad luxus of 
vitanln C In tha dlat. showad fastar fibroplasia than 
controls. Ha also suggastad that sinca fibroplasia Is a 
production procass Involving najor protain natabolic 
pathways. It Is posslbla that this aatabolle raqulraaant. 
which Is taaparatura controlled. Is graatar than that 
required for other aspects of inflanaatlon.
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MUSCLl REOSNIBATION IN FISH
Thar* is no sonarsi eonsansus of opinion on tha 
problan of tha origin of nrofibrillsr tisana and thara is 
s eonsidarsbla oontrovarsp ss to whathar tha calls of 
highlr diffarantistad structuras esn set on thair own 
babslf in post trsuMtlc rapsir or whathar sn Infusion of 
now calls fron s nomsllp domsnt rasarva population is 
nacasssrr« Tha sstallita calls, which ara dascribad by 
various authors (Church 1969; King 1975; Mauro 1961; 
Prsybylski k Blunbarg 1966; Shafiq aX. Al* • 1967) in 
various vartabratas, locatad in batwaon tha nusela fibra 
propar and its basanant nanbrana, ara howavar ganarally 
thought to ba aetivatad to prolifarata and latar 
diffarantiata into nuscla. Calls othar than aatallita 
calls hava baan eonsidarad to raprasant rasarva 
populations. Tbasa bava baan prinary calls of tha 
andonysial or parivascular eonnaetiva tissua and at tinas 
avan nuclaatad blood calls (Carlson 1973).
Banaehandran k Thangavalu (1969) found that 
axparinantal Opbic0pb*lum nuscla raganaration startad in 
7-8 days and in 10-16 days eonplata nuscla raganaration 
was shown. Tha nusela tissua diffarantiatad fron tha 
daapar portion and nawly fomad nuacla fibras wara saan 
by nina days.
Halvar •( 1972) eonfirnad that raganarating 
nuscla fibras wara battar raprasantad in woundad fish 
raeaiving at laast Ig of vitanin C/lcg of diat during tha 
racovary pariod than in fish not so supplanantad.
Mittal and his collaaguas (1978) confirnad tha
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■usd* r*g*n«r«tion in scal«l«ss fraahwatar fiah, and 
tha catflahi H»t»ropMumt»m fommilim (Bloch). Tha 
■uaela bundlaa appaarad at tha aarglna of tha wound gap 
naar tha uninjurad auacla bundlaa and than in tha 
aubaaquant atagaa thaaa wara gradually obaarvad 
raganarating alao towarda tha eantra. Thaaa auacla 
bundlaa anlargad and gradually attainad larga diaanaiona 
by tha and of thia pariod (35 daya). Thay alao auggaatad 
tha noval and aoaawhat unlikaly aachaniaa that tha nuclai 
braak off froa daaagad auacla fibraa and aftar bacoaing 
coaplataly invaatad with a call aaabrana« aarva aa tha 
callular aourca of tha raganarating auaclaa.
Andaraon 4 Robarta (1975) and Tiaur M. (1975) 
alao found avidanca that raganaration of aoaa auacla 
fibraa within tha inflaaaatory araa of haaling wounda waa 
faatar at tha highar taaparatura than at tha lowar 
taaparatura. Myofibrillar raganaration occurrad in tha 
fora of aaall« hyalina aoainophllic buda in tha araa 
whara granulation tiaaua waa found.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESXON
Tb* akin of tho anakohaad, as alraadr 
indleatad, is particularly complex and is charactarisad 
aspaciallr by tha vary dansa scales. The present study 
was established to define the rate and aachanisn by which 
the snakahead can heal small superficial traumatic wounds 
which are not complicated by secondary Infection.
In order to determine optimum techniques for 
wounding, sampling times, methods of preparation of 
sections and interpretation of results, a preliminary 
pilot study was carried out on a small number of fish in 
the first instance.
Toung snakeheads were wounded in the upper 
dorsum, examined sequentially over a period of 4 weeks, 
and the detailed histopathological changes observed 
described and discussed.
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i: PILOT STXmT
HATKRIALS AND METHODS
Fl«h
Tounf sn*k*b«*d fiah obtalnad froa a privata 
flab far* at Supbanburi Provinea, Thailand, approxinatalr 
17.3 ea (14.5-19.5 ea) in langtb, wara atoekad In glaaa 
aquaria at tba rata of 25 fiah par aquaritw for 4-6 waaka 
bafora tha axparlaant bagan. Thia waa naeaaaary to 
aeeliaatiaa tha fiah to tha laboratory conditiona. Fiah 
wara fad twiea daily with a nutritionally eonplata 
floating pallat containing 35X protain .
Aouaria Holdina
Tba fiah wara atoekad in 150 1 glaaa aquaria 
(100 X 45 X 45 en) containing atatlc underground water of 
pH 7.1-7.4, alkalinity 270-290 ag/1 •• CaCOa, hardnaaa 
130-136 ng/1 aa CaCOa. Avaraga tanparatura waa 28.0^C 
(26-30^). Hater waa changed once daily. Aeration waa 
auppliad via a atandard aquarium aerator punp, and air- 
atona during tba axparinantal period, although aa 
anakahaada are air breathing fiah they obtained air fron 
tba aurfaea alao.
Woundina Procedure
For tha pilot atudy, 40 anakahaad fiah wara 
uaad aa tha fiah aamplaa. A longitudinal aurgical wound 
(1.0-1.2 X 0.1 X 0.5 cn) waa nada into tha left lateral 
■yotonal nuaela of each anaaathatizad fiah (Banzocaina 
100 ppm), and tba fiah wara returned to tha aquaria until
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••erlfic*d. Th* dorsal fla sbovs tbs woundsd srsa was 
ellppsd as a aarkar for subsaqusnt saaplin«.
gaanltns Proesdurs
Two wouadsd flsb wars saerifiead routinalr at 
30 ainutas, 2, 6, 10» 12 and 24 hours than 2, 4, 6. 8, 
16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 86, 64, 72, 80 daps post woundinf, 
for tbs bistologleal obsarvatlon of wound baallng.
Ptxatton for HlatoloST
Pisb wars obsarvad ragularlp, in ordar to 
follow gross ebangas in tba lasions. At saapling, flsb 
wars killad by daap anaastbatie and a staak cut out of 
tba dorsal auseulatura about 1 ea froa aacb aids of tba 
laslon was fixad in cold lOX buffarad fomalin for at 
laast 24 hours. Skin froa tha saaa araa of unwoundad 
fish was fixad for coaparison. Tha Jar containing tha 
fixativa was agitatad ones or twica during tha naxt faw 
hours to anhanca tha fixation (Tiaur M. 1975). Tba fixad 
tissua was than triaaad into a saall block (0.3 x 1.5 
ca), and procassad in an autoaatic tissua procassor. 
Tha dabydration was carriad out by passing tha tisaua 
through ascandlng gradas of alcohols, two changes of 
absolute alcohol, two changes of chlorofora, followed by 
two ebangas of paraplast (wax) ( 66^C aalting point ). 
Blocks of tha wax infiltrated tissua, ware than cut at 5- 
6 aicron.
Stalnlns Procaduras
A variety of staining procaduras was used. 
Standard haaaatoxylin and aosin staining was used for tha
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routln* «xMlMtlon of soetions. Van Oiaaaon, Pariodlc 
Acid Sehlff (PAS) and Hasaon'a triehron# tachniquaa waro 
dona as raquirad. Thay wara nountad In "parnount” for 
axaaination.
RESULTS
Tha rasulta in tha aarly stafas of tha pilot 
study wars tha aana as tbosa in tha dafinitiva study 
( saa latar ). At tha 8-14 day staga howavar, it was 
obvious that thara was a sarious anonaly in tha 
saquantial pathoganasis of tha davaloping lasion which 
indicated a najor problan with regard to tha nutritional 
status of tha fish under axparinant.
While tha controls appeared nornal, the healing 
rasponsat in particular tha fibrosis associated with 
granulation and scar fomatloni ceased to develop and tha 
■uscla fibre davalopnant also failed to occur. Tha 
lasion had large nunbars of swollen active fibroblasts 
and there was little or no collagen in tha wounded area. 
Tha regeneration of tha sonatic nuscla was inconplata and 
cellular infiltration still observed in tha repaired 
wound.
DISCUSSION
This pilot-study highlighted a nunbar of 
problans with tha Methodology used. Tha scales of 
snakahaad are vary hard but easy to slough off whan tha 
longitudinal incision was nade. Thus a transverse wound 
was raconnandad for tha dafinitiva study to causa lass
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daMkg* to tho sealos of tho oxporlMntol fish. Such s 
longitudlnsl ssctlon through ths snskshosd's skin wound 
kspt tbs seslss in thsir position nueh aors 
sstisfsetorilp tbsn did • cross section prspsrstion.
Tbs clipped dorssl fin ss s Mrksr for ths sits 
of ths lesion on wounded fish s nsthod which works well 
in ths csss of sslaonids did not work propsrlr in ths 
snskshssd bscsussi ths clipped fin heeled very quickly 
end bsceas norael which aeds it difficult to locets ths 
correct erse of ths wound.
It eppsersd obvious froa ths results froa ths 
pilot study, thet tbs tias seels of ths heeling process 
wes very repid in ths snekshsed sspscielly et ths serly 
stegss of ths rspeir process, so ths seapling schedule 
for future work wes rs-errengsd so thet it would cover 
aors precisely ths steps of ths heeling process.
Ths aost iaportent feature of the pilot-study, 
however wes the finding that the fibrosis of the defect 
area, 10 days after the incision, showed greet 
irregularly end failure to develop. This wes siailer to 
the lesions of viteain C deficiency produced experi- 
aentelly by Ashley gl gl., 1975; Helver 1972; Helver 
el.. 1969; Jeuncey gt gl., 1985; end Lia & Lovell 1978. 
Change of the diet for the experiaentel fish in 
subsequent-experiaents wes obviously essential, end live 
tilepie fry froa the outdoor culture ponds were provided 
for experiaentel fish froa this stage onward.
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ii: DIFINZTZVl STUDY
Following on tho findinga of tha pilot atudy 
and partieulnrlr tha infornation aa to tha naad for 
diatarp inprovanant to obviata vitaain C dafielaner 
problaaa« and tha naad to aodifr tha taehniqua of wound 
induotion» tha dafinitiva atudy waa earriad out aa 
followa:
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flah
Snakahaad flah, approxlnatalr 15.5 ca. in 
langth, wara hald in tha aaaa aannar aa daaeribad in tha 
pilot atudp, axeapt that fiah wara fad with tilapia fry 
froa outalda ponda onea par day inataad of tha floating 
pallat, to pravant tha oecurranea of tha vitaain C 
dafiolancy ayndroaa, aa had happanad in tha pilot atudy.
Woundina Proeadura
A aaall tranavaraa wound (0.5 x 0.1 x 0.3 ea.) 
waa aada into tha poatarior lataral ayotoaal auacla of 
aach fiah (Fig. 3). Thia waa aada at tha point whara tha 
lataral lina dropa abruptly, whila tha fiah wara 
anaaathatiaad. Thia waa to onaura aanpling at tha 
corraot location avan whan all axtarnal avidanca of tha 
wound waa gona. Tha tranavaraa wound waa utilizad 
baeauaa it oauaad laaa daaaga on tha aealaa of tha 
axparinantal fiah than tha longitudinal ona utiliaad in 
tha pilot atudy. A total of 90 woundad fiah waa 
raturnad to tha aquaria for furthar obaarvation.
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Observations on tho oliniosl dovslopnont of ths lesion 
were node end' correlated with the picture observed 
hiatologicsllr*
genollns Procedure
Following sssessaent of the results of the 
pilot experlaent, the ssnpling schedule was changed so 
that nore seaples wore collected during the esrlp stages 
when there was the noat active response. At least three 
fish ssaples were killed routinely every IS ainutes after 
fish were wounded« for the first hour« and then every 
hour to the 10^^ hour. Thereafter, they were saapled at 
12 and 24 hours. then daily till the 6 day. then 
every alternate day for a further 8 days and thereafter 
every 7^^ day for 28 days.
Fixation and Stainlns Procedures
The process of fixation and staining were 
carried out in the saae way as described in the pilot 
study.
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RESULTS
Qro«« P«tholoKT
Wh«n th* wound was nado in tha akin, tha nuacla 
ratractad from both aidaa, cauaing a " V  ahapad gap. 
Although, avarr affort waa aada to anaura unifornity, 
tha aiaa of tha gap dapandad on tha tanaion of tha akin 
in individual fiah. It waa howavar, conaidarad that thia 
waa a normal raaponaa to wounding and that ainca undar 
tha circunatancaa tha laaiona wara conaiatant, and any 
laaiona far ramovad from tha normal tarma of gap aiaa 
wara diacardad, it waa a typical laaion. Tha acalaa 
covaring tha aita wara ahad off whan tha inciaion waa 
mada. Tha amount of haamorrhaga aaaociatad with tha 
inciaion waa variabla, but it invariably caaaad within a 
minuta. Tha laaion waa atill obvioua to tha nakad aya 2-
a
3 daya aftar wounding, but by tha third day it had 
raaolvad to tha ataga of baing aimply a whita atraak in 
tha cantra of a darkar araa of akin. It waa difficult to 
locate tha injured araa aftar day 10 and between daya 21 
and 28 naw acalaa wara obaarvad at tha healing'poaltion. 
Tha clipped doraal fin uaad aa a marker waa reganaratad 
within 10 to 16 daya. Tha araa of tha repaired akin waa, 
howavar, relatively aaay to locate by uaa of tha dropped 
lateral line indicator. Howavar, repaired akin tended to 
alough off, while tha fiah waa baing handled, unlaaa 
great care waa taken.
S8
glatoa^thology
18 alnut**
In th* lesion sftsr IS ninutss, the principal 
fsaturs was a large focus of haemorrhage which billed the 
defect from the depths of the muscle to the surface. A 
significant point was that the major part of the exudate 
was comprised of red blood cells« but at the outer edges 
and the edges of the dermal part, white cells 
predominated and these appeared principallp to be 
thrombocytes (Fig. 4).
The epidermis at a distance from the lesion was 
noticeably thinned and the numbers of cells of a 
glandular nature was reduced as the defect was 
approached, so the epidermis seemed composed almost 
entirely of Malpighian cells with considerable evidence 
of cellular oedema. Small amounts of melanin pigment 
were also taken up within the cells. The oedematous rim 
of cells, which was thicker than the more peripheral 
layer, very dramatically gave way to an area of 
disorganisation of the epidermis and then a single celled 
tongue of epidermis moving into the defect.
The dermal change was most obvious, 
peripherally, as an area of change in the melanocytes, 
where they became rounded and irregular, with aome 
incontinence of melanosomes. This was accompanied by 
hyperaemla of local capillary vessels and oedematous 
change of the stratum spongiosum. At the site of the 
lesion cleft, degenerating scale bed epithelium was often 
seen. The cut edge of the compactum of the dermis was
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v«r7 sharplr defined. Atteched to the derklr etelning 
necrotic edge of the lesion were strende of degenerating 
nuclear DMA.
The hTpodemia was diatinguiahed principallp by 
the hyperaenia of ita vesaela. which at the edgea were 
atill bleeding into the haenorrhagic focue in the centre 
of the defect.
Muscle changesI restricted to the edges of the 
lesion, were purely degenerative. Sarcoplasnic changes 
coaprising flocculent degeneration or even complete 
disruption and loss of sarcolennar outline were 
acconpanied by karyolysis of the nuclei. Although intact 
nuclei were occasionally found in a central location, 
it was not considered that central nuclear nigration was 
a feature at this stage. There was narked haemorrhage 
into this degenerating muscle and at the base of the 
haenorrhagic wedge as well as at the surface (see 
above). There was a narked accumulation of thrombocytes 
and asaociated fibrinous exudate. It was very obvious 
that muscle changes were limited in lesions of this size, 
to a single myotome, and the inter myotonal fascia 
provided an obvious limit to such muscle changes.
It was a feature of thoae wounds where scales 
were not displaced or removed at the tine of wounding, 
that the lesion was smaller, and the movement of scales, 
in concert with dermal contracture, allowed the edges of 
the wound to move closer and migratory healing of the 
epidermis was more easily achieved.
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30 alnut**
Aft*r 30 Mlnut«« th* pathological picture was 
rathar siailar to that at 16 Binutes post wounding, 
except that the fibrinous exudate was nore forned, with a 
strong predilection for the edges of the lesion, where 
the oongery of fibrin and thronbocytes appeared to act as 
a surface cover preventing further tissue fluid loss into 
the wound (Fig. 5).
The epidernal migration was continued and often 
the inward migrating tip of epidermis was observed to use 
the fibrin as a substrate for its migration. The muscle 
damage was similar to that found at 16 minutes, it had 
not degenerated further, but occasional very engorged, 
hyperaemic, blood vessels were seen in the area of muscle 
at the base of the wound.
46 minutes
The picture, at 46 minutes, in the lesions 
sampled, was that of organisation and consolidation. The 
fibrin was now layering the edges of the ruptured 
myofibrils, and the epidermis actively migrating over its 
surface. The other particular feature was that the area 
adjacent to the damaged muscle was much more cellular 
than before and although no myophagia was to be seen, the 
cellularity was such as to suggest that it was imminent. 
Adjacent blood vessels were very large and diapedesls 
could be observed.
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Fig. 4 The picture of woundod skin at IS Blnutes after 
the inciaion, ahowed marked haemorrhage (H) and muacle 
necroalB (MN). (H & E) X 200 
S ■ epidermia, D * dermla
Pig. 8 The fibrinoua exudate (arrow) waa formed at the 
wounded aite bjr 30 minutea after inciaion. (H k E) X 
200 E a epidermiat D ■ dermia» H > haemorrhage
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1 hour
At ono hour tho aituatioii was vorr aiallar to 
that at 45 ■Inutas. Ths eallularity of tho daaaged 
■uscio aroa was incroasod, tho opidorals was algratinf 
furthor down tho wound ( Fig. 6), and fibrin was noro 
obvious as a liniting noabrano to tho losion. Thoro was 
initiation of arophagia and also obvious now capillare 
growth into tho losion.
2 hours
At two hours opitholialisation was coaploto 
although tho lapor of colls at tho contro was very thin 
and tho adjacont ria of opitholitia thickonod and hydropic 
(Fig. 7). Myophagia was still not aarkod (Fig. 8).
3 hours
At throo hours tho covoring polago of 
opitholiua had thickonod up and at tho contro consistod 
of largo pink staining Malpighian colls with a vary fow 
associatod aucous colls (Fig. 9). Anothar featuro was 
tho occurronco of significant nuabors of unusual 
opidoraal colls, in tho thickonod ria around tho newly 
covered aroa. They had a basally located darkly staining 
nucleus and an irregular hyaline cytoplasa which 
occasionally appeared to bo granular. They were not 
noraally found in noraal areas of opidorais. Thoro wore 
occasionally very obvious foci of pinocytosod aolanosoae 
clusters in tho Malpighian colls.
Tho upper doraio was oodoaatous with very 
evident hyporaoaia and incroasod collularity (Fig. 10).
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Th« Busel« was b«lng strongly inflltrstod with 
■sorophsg««! sctiv« syophagis taking placa throughout th« 
ar«aa of sareoplasnic d«g«naration (Fig. 11), whil« th«r« 
was significant ingrowth of buds of capillariss into th« 
ar«a of activity.
4 hours
Kpithalial cover was further nodified with an 
increase in the mucous cell component of the epithelium 
over the wound and further preponderance of the 
eosinophilic cells which accompanied them. Capillary 
activity was also very much increased, the new 
capillaries appearing to develop and extend along the 
edges of myofibrils. Hyophagia was active but there was 
still a very large area of redundant sarcoplasmic debris. 
The red cells forming the clot were still intact but 
looking less like viable cells as their nuclei were 
losing their characteristic discoid shape and the 
staining reaction of the cytoplasm was more orange.
5 hours
At five hours the role of the fibrin 
thrombocyte layer as a cover for the cut surface of the 
wound was very obvious as it condensed and became a dark 
basophilic surface over the edges of the muscle at each 
side (Fig. 12). There was also greater cellularity and 
organisation of the fibrin on the underside of the 
epidermis in what would ultimately become the replacement 
stratum spongiosum. Myophagia was very active with heavy 
cellular infiltrates of macrophages from large adjacent
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blood v o s m Ib . Anothor distinctivo foaturo of this stag# 
was ths first sppssrsncs of signlficsnt nuabsrs of 
swollsn psls staining fibroblasts• adjaesnt to blood 
vassals t and nirofibrils.
6 hours
Maerophaga activitr in tha nusola was vary 
activa at this staga and obviouslr asaoeiatad with 
axtansiva vaseularisation both in nusela and stratun 
spongiosum. Thara was also obvious davalopaant of vary 
activa pala staining triangular fibroblasts on tha adgas 
of tha araas of fibrin, and batwaan araas of myophagia, 
as wall as in tha stratum spongiosum.
7 hours
At 7 hours tha blood calls within tha cantra 
of tha lasion had baeoma anoxic and much mora oranga in 
colour, with distinct saparation of sarum. fibrin and 
callular alaaants. Macrophagas wara activa in tha 
sarous componant. and myophagia was also vary obvious in 
tha muscla. whara linas of macrophagas wara found along 
tha langth of affata myofibrils. Now capillarias wara 
aetivaly baing lad into tha lasion araa and occaaionally 
thasa had rupturad (during sampling) to produca tha focal 
intra myotomal haamorrhaga. vary frash. and with rad 
blood calls of vary diffarant staining affinity to that 
of tha rad calls in tha cantra of tha lasion.
Ivldanca was saan of now fibroblast activity:-* 
swollen calls with pala staining nuclai. In tha Intar- 
myotonal fascia adjoining tha affacted myotoma. and it
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W M  * feature. as in earlier epeeinene, that aa well ae 
being hTperaenic, the larger vesaels of the eeptun were 
also verr obviously assoeiated with nelanoertes (Fig. 
13). This was not apparent in the other, nornal, fascial 
areas, but whether the melanocytes were sinply, 
expressing their inherent pigment more obviously, or it 
was newly accumulated pigment, was not apparent
8 hours
At eight hours, the epithelium was still 
thicker over the lesion, although mucous cells were now 
more prominent in the replacement cover and it was still 
hydropic. Occasional macrophages laden with melanin were 
seen migrating through the epidermis, and also within the 
stratum spongiosum (Fig.14). The melanin within peri­
vascular tissue of the fascia, and spongiosis of the 
epidermis were also again marked. The haemorrhage was now 
actively organised with degeneration of red blood cells, 
and active myophagia. In addition small numbers of 
neutrophils (PMN), were seen in the area of clot 
immediately subjacent to the epidermis.
Myophagia was obvious in all areas of the 
sarcoplasm, where obvious damage had occurred, but was 
particularly active near engorged capillaries, which also 
contained large numbers of white cells, as well as rad 
cells(Fig. IS).
9 hours
The picture at 9 hours resembled that at eight. 
There was the very obvious development of a melanin
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l«7«r iaMdi*t*ly b«low th* b M V M n t  ■•■bran« of tho now 
opldoraia (which was atlll obviously hydropic) (Fig. 16). 
In addition thoro was cloar ovidonco of argyrophil or 
collagsn fibra dovolopaont in tho spongiosua isaodiatoly 
bolow tho now aosbrano, with atrongi activo« fibroblast 
prosonco.
10 hours
At ton hours thoro was littlo dlfforonco froa
tho pictura at nina hours oxcopt that ayophagia was
noaring coaplotion. so that tho aroa of auaclo daaago
appoarod saallor« and ayofibrils which had boon only
lightly daaagod had startod to rodovolop thoir poriphoral
nucloatlon and a aoro consistont« if still soaowhat
darkor, staining roaction. Saall doopor staining now
ausclo buds wars also soon in saall aroas whoro ayophagic
0
dobrldoaont was ooaplotod.
12 hours
At twolvo hours tho principal difforonco froa 
ton hours was tho groator froquoncy of saall oarly 
ayofibrillar rogonoration foci.
24 hours (1 day)
At twonty-four hours tho hoaling was wall undor 
way« with still activo ayophagia of ausclo and clot 
dobrisi but obvious buds of ayoflbrils and fibroplasia 
also contributing to a picture of groator organisation. 
Tho opidemis was now fully supplied with aucous colls ■ 
though tho eosinophilic coaponont of the opidorais was
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Fig. 16. By 9 hours sftsr ths incision sn obvious 
aslsnin Isysr (arrow) wss apparent below the basenent 
■enbrane of the new eplderals. (H b E) X 800
Fig. 17. The newly Joined epidermis at 24 hours after 
wounded showed Intra and inter cellular oedema and the 
cutted dermis was not Joined yet. (H b E) X 100 
EP e epidermisI D > dermis
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r«duc*di and th« intar and intra callular oadana 
(apongloaia) was still as aarksd (Pig. 17, 18).
2 dmjm
Ths picture was now stabilised, with 
coneoaitant apophagia (largely coaplete), fibroplasia and 
auscle regeneration. However, there was still no 
evidence of deraal regeneration, and the aain area of 
activity was at the base of the lesion.
3 days
It was at this stage that for the first tine 
fibroplasia was the aost doainant feature of the lesion. 
This was obvious in areas where auscle debris had been 
phagocytosed, and also in the outgrowth, principally fron 
the hypoderais, of fibroblasts and fibres (inaature 
collagen) in line with the cut ends of the stratun 
conpactua of the demis. The fibroblasts of this tissue, 
were also becoaing enlarged and active. In the fibrous 
replaceaent area of the auscle, considerable nuabers of 
saall nuscle fibres and saall basophilic nuscle buds were 
also evident (Fig. 19). These were aost obvious adjacent 
to an area of norswl nuscle, rather than in the aiddle of 
the debrided area.
4 days
At this stage fibrosis doalnated the picture, 
with extreaely active collagen fornation and the only 
significant nacrophage activity being associated with 
large lipofuscin or ceroid containing cells scattered 
either aaong the areas of nuscle-fibrous replaceaent
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Fig. 18. The «nlargMant of Fig. 17 ohowod Intor and 
intra callular oadana of the epidernal calla which 
covered the sectioned dernis (D) and none exudate.
(H & E) X 200
Fig. 19. By day 3 after ulceration the wounded area 
showed new nuscle regeneration (arrow) within the 
fibrosing replacenent tissue. (H & E) X 800

7S
•etlvlty or discroto foci or oggrogatos of such colls, 
which ouggostod tho possiblo foraotion of octopic 
aolanoaacrophogo controo (Fig, 20). At this otogo tha 
doraio W M  now linked, botwoon ita cut odgos, by a length 
of extreaelj active fibroua tiaaue, along linea in 
parallel to tboap of the collagen bundlea of the atratua 
apongioaua (Fig. 21). Tbia extended down to fora a clear 
area of fibroua replaceaent, often involving the whole of 
the daaaged arena of auacle . There waa here an obvioua 
aix of fibroua tiaaue, aaall arena of daaaged auacle 
regrowing, and new auacle buda. The acre active arena of 
fibroua replaceaent were alao extreaely vaacular (Fig. 
22) .
5 dajra
At five daya the rejoining of the two aidea of 
the demia waa coaplete, although barely deaarcated froa 
the fibroauacular granulation tiaaue below (Fig. 23). 
Above it, however, waa, for the firat tiae, obvioua 
reforaation of the acale buda within the atratua 
apongioaua, eaaential for regeneration of replaceaent 
acalea to take place (Fig. 24). The epideraia waa alao 
aore cloaely aiailar to that of tha noraal fiah, but 
atill thicker over the aain leaion area.
6 daya
The connective tiaaue leaion had, by thia tine, 
atarted to deaarcata into demia and ayo-fibroua tiaaua, 
with new auacle fibrea no longer ainuoua but atraight, 
and only alightly baaophllic ataining. The Junction
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collagen tiaaua was already leas actively cellular and 
vascular than at day flvsi and new scale beds less darkly 
staining and aaorpbous. The phospholipid absorbing 
■acrophagest laden with lipofuscin and ceroidi were 
extreaely obviousi and lined up along the length of new 
auscle fibres in a number of sites. The overlying 
epidermis was virtually nonsal.
8 days
On day eight the growth of myofibrillar 
elements into the granulation tissue was obviousi and the 
stratum compactum Junction more fibrosed and dense« but 
the most obvious area of activity was now the stratum 
spongiosum« which had a very active fibrous tissue 
activity« serviced by a very distinctive and extensive 
capillary development. One obvious feature was that the 
scale bed cells which were apparent as an organised layer 
from day five« were now actively elaborating scale 
material« which was being laid down above the dermal 
defect and extending across the fibrous Junction between 
the two parts of the stratum compactum.
10 days
The rapid progress of the muscular and dermal 
regeneration led« by day ten« to both muscle and dermal 
integrity« across the area of the defect« being complete. 
The new scale growth was also near completion. The 
epidermis was normal and the red granular cells had 
disappeared from the outer layer.
Melanin and ceroid containing cells were still
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pr«s«nt, but ganarallp aggr*g*t*d Into focal accuaula- 
tiona which «tara adjacant to blood vasaals.
12 dajra
Tha flah axaalnad at thia tiaa« all ahowad 
charactariatlca of arofibrillar axtanaion acroas tha 
dafactt acala ranawal and fibrillar connaction of tha 
daraal anda.
14 dapa
Nawljr raganaratad auacla coapriaad aora than 
half of tha dafacti with a considarabla raduction of tha 
connactiva tiaaua and particularly callular coaponant. 
Naw acalaa wara wall foraad and tha stratua apongioaua, 
whila atill aora oadaaatoua and callular than tha noraal, 
was also davaloping proparly aalanocyta atructuraa (Fig. 
25).
21-28 daya
Tha apldarals and daraia wara fully davaloped. 
and acalas raarrangad in their original position. Tha naw 
auacla bundles filled alaoat all of defect but aoaa 
fibrosis waa atill observed (Fig. 26)
A auaaary of changes seen is given in table 2.
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Tabi* 2. Hiatolocr of skin rapair and tha eallular 
inflauatorr raaponaa to skin wounds in snakahaad.
Tì m  aftar wounding
Stata of rapair of tha wound
Callular inflaaaatorr 
rasponsa in wound haaling
15-45
■in.
1-2 br.
3-4 hr.
A thin apithalial 
call lapar aigratad 
ovar tha fibrinous 
axudata
Thin apithalialisa- 
tion was conplata
Covaring apitbaliua 
thiekar and incraasa 
in tha MUCOUS calls
5-6 hr. Thickaning of tba 
apithaliuB
7-8 br. Thickar apithaliui 
with proainant 
■ucous calls
9-12 hr. Thickar apithaliua 
covar tha haaling 
wound
1-3 d. Epidarais fullp 
suppliad with 
■ucous calls
4 d. Thick apidarais
5 d. Noraal apidarais 
(slightly thick)
Tbroabocjrta and arythro 
-cytas in tha axudatfi 
hyparaaaia, haaaorrbaga 
and diapadasls
Initiation of ayophagia 
and aacrophagas
Foci of aalanosoaa 
clustars, hyparaaaia, 
incraasad callularity 
activa ayophagla, 
ingrowth of capillarlas
Fibrin throabocyta 
layar covars tba cut 
surface, activa ayopha- 
gia, fibroblast and 
activa vascularization 
first appaarad
Obvious ayophagla, 
■alanoeytas naar larga
vassals, and PMN
Malanin layar balow 
basaaant aaabrana,
collagen fibre davalop- 
■ant, activa fibro­
blasts, ayophagia nearly 
coaplata, new auacla 
buds foraing
Activa fibroplasia and 
■uscla raganaratlon, 
fibroplasia doainant, 
■yophagia coaplata, 
daraal regeneration 
starting
Fibrosis doainant, 
active collagen foraa- 
tion, lipofuscin 
present
Darais coaplataly ra-Joined, scale bud 
raforaatlon
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DISCUSSION
Observations of ths gross lesion. show that the 
areas surrounding the wound becone very dark within an 
hour after the infliction of the wound. The changes in 
colour nay be due to the passive dispersal of pignents 
(Mittal k Nunshi 1974), under neural control (Sage 1970), 
or else to destruction of nelanophore control (Laird ai 
al.. 1975). These observations were sinilar to what had 
been reported in skin wounds of catfish (Mittal a L t 
1978; Mittal k Munshi 1974), and salnon (Roberta fil a I*• 
1971). Other workers in this field nade no reference 
of such colour changes after the incision in fish skin 
(Anderson k Roberts 1975; Conant 1970; Kudokotsev A 
Silkina 1967; Mawdesley-Thonas k Bucks 1973; Ranachandi-an 
k Tbangavelu 1969; Roberts a X * i 1970).
Following injury, the epidernal cells start 
Migrating and this results in the bridging of the wound 
gap. One of the nost interesting features of the wound 
healing process as described here, is the rapid process 
of epithelialisation.
The epithelialisation of the wounded snakehead 
was conpleted within 2 hours, which was very rapid in 
coaparison with the other fish species which have been 
studied (Table 3). Mittal k Munshi (1974) and Hickey 
(1982) correlated the rate of epithellalisation with the 
thickness of the epldernls and suggested that, if the 
eplderais is thick the epithelialisation of the wound is 
quicker than that of the thin epidernis. However, these 
findings do not support this view. There was
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Tabl* 3. Th* eoaplvt* •plth«li*lisatlon tia* requiraaant 
in différant fish spseiss.
Ns m  of ths fish Tims rsquirsd (hr.) Rsfsrencss
Misqurnum tommllim 12 Van Oostan 1957
CypriauM c*rpio 24 Backar 1942
Cobimtim tssnis 24 Kudokotaav k 
Silkiaa 1967
Protopterus Mimmctmn» 
P. mmtbiopicum
24 Conant 1970
Pl0uron0otum pl0t0S00 9 Bullock aX. b1* I 1978
Smlmo ssiar 3 Andarson k Roberta 
1975
Aits ritm 4-6 Mittal k Munshi 
1974
B0t0ropn0U0t0m tommilim 4 Mittal aX Ai.>1978
MjrmtUM vittmtum 5 Saxana k Kulahras- 
tha 1982
Or0ocbromic niloticum 5 Jauncay at al.. 
1985
Cbmnam stristus 2 Present study
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Tabl* 4. Thickness of the epidernis end the tine 
required for coaplete epithelislisstion of 
wound in different fishes.
Nsne Length Aversge thickness Tine required 
of the fish (cn) of the epidermis for complete
(micron) epithelislization
(hr)
4-6
12
24
gits rite 15.5 490
Mimqurnum fo»*llia
18-27 339
Cjprinum carpio
13.0 100 
Deteropneustes tommili»
18.0 98
Pleuronocto* pimtoas*
1-1.2 3-7
2.2-2.6 7-14
ClupoM hmrongum
1.9-2.1 3-7 4-6
Salmo aalar 2.4-2.7 7-12 4-6
Channa mtriatum
14-17 32-40 2
N.B. The influence of temperature was not specificly 
considered in the above work.
6-10
11-12
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coaplat* •pith*li*lis*tion of tho wound within 2 hours in 
snnkohond and 4 houra in catfish (Tabls 4)idsspits both 
of thass spoeios having a thin spidamis as eonparad to 
that of nanr of othar fishas.
Tha prasant invastigation on tha apithalialixa- 
tion of wounds in snakahaad shows that migration of 
apidamal calls takas placa in a mass towards tho wound 
gap and ovar tha fibrinous axudata. At tha tiaa of 
■igration tha apidarmis bocaaa vary thin with elongation 
of the Malpighian calls. These findings support tha 
results of tha previous workers who studied wound 
healing in fish (Anderson k Roberts 1975; Bullock gl.i 
1978; Hickey 1982; Mittal k Munshi 1974; Mittal gl gi., 
1978; Phronsuthirak 1976).
It has bean agreed by aany workers that tha 
process of apithalialisation takas placa such nora 
rapidly in fish than in nannals and othar vertebrates 
(Bullock g£ gl.. 1978; Mittal k Munshi 1974; Mittal g£ 
al.. 1978;). This quicker rata of apithalialization in 
fish is possible, in part at least, because of the fact 
that they remain in water and secrete mucus, and so the 
wound invariably remains moist. This is supported by the 
observations that the epithellalization of aaanal skin in 
moist conditions is comparatively much faster than in the 
terrestrial condition (Krawczyk 1971; Rovaa g^ gl., 1972). 
Winter (1964) suggested that on a dry wound the movement 
of epidermis is impeded by the fibrinous clot which lays 
in its path, but on moist wounds the epidermis moves 
through tha axudata above the fibrous tissue. Keeping
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this in view, in flshi whsrs the wound alwAxa roMins 
■oist, the quickor rnto of «pithelinlizAtion nay bo 
roodily oxplainod.
According to tho previous work on wound heeling 
in fish ( Table 3 )• the rate of epithelialisation in 
snakehead akin aeons to be faster than in the others. 
This nap indicate that the ability to heal wounds anong 
fish species nay vary depending on their own physio­
logical defence nechanisn. The anbient tenperature would 
certainly be one of the factors that are involved with 
the rate of epithelial nigration in fish (Anderson A 
Roberts 1975; Bullock gi 8l>i 1978; Roberts ai al..1971 ). 
Stress appears to have less influence on the rate of 
wound healing than tenperature (Anderson A Roberts 1975).
The rapid epidernal covering of wounds oust 
have najor survival advantages in the aqueous 
environnent. Quick epidernal coverage is an obvious 
factor in helping reduce fluidi protein and ion loss by 
outflow and osnosis fron wounds and also in Uniting the 
entry of potential pathogens. The early appearance of 
nucoua cells within the healing epidernis nay be of 
significance in that antibodies have been found in nucus 
(Bradshaw gt Al.» 1971; Fletcher A Grant 1969; Fletcher A 
White 1973; Harris 1972; HJelneland ai Al* • 1983; Ourth 
1980). The abrupt secretion of a nucus-like gel after 
wounding nay also increase and pronote the rate of wound 
healing ( Al-Haasan 1983; Al-Hassan a& aI.• 1985). They 
also showed that the rate of healing in nan can be 
Inproved when such naterial of piscine origin is applied
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to wounds in nan. Ths quicksr rate of apithalialization 
in fish nar also bs corrslatsd with the slowsr fornation 
of granulation tissus conparsd with nannals (Mittal & 
Hunshi 1974).
Haerophagss wars first seen between 1-5 hours 
after wounding• within the nyopathlc area in the first 2 
hours and at 4-5 hours were found in the danaged dernis. 
By the third hour the nunber of macrophages was 
distinctly Increased in number and the nyophagia began 
to take place throughout the area of muscle degeneration. 
This was much faster than had been reported by the 
previous workers. Large numbers of macrophages were 
accumulated within the wound of Nile tilapla by 10 hours 
after the incision (Jauncey At hi* > 1985). Phromsuthirak 
(1976) found the maximum number of macrophages in day 3 
after wounding of the three spined stickleback, while 
Anderson k Roberts (1975) and Saxena k Kulabrestha (1982) 
reported the macrophages were first found within 24 hours 
after the incision in salmon and mystid catfish 
respectively. Five days was the latest recorded in 
finding macrophages in the wounded area, which was 
reported by Hickey (1982) in plaice larvae. The 
macrophages in the present study completely disappeared 
from the area of defect around day 6-12 which was about 
one week faster than the result from the studies of 
Anderson k Roberts (1975) (16-18 days).
Anderson k Roberts (1975) reported myophagla 
in salmon to be present at 24 hours but Timur M. (1975) 
found myophagla within 3-5 days after injecting
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c«rr*g«*nin into pinico nuscle. On tho contrary nyophagia 
wan nearly conplete in 10 hours after injury in the 
present study.
The enlargenent of lynphatic space which filled 
with lymphocytes in the epidernis of snakehead observed 
in this study, was sinilar to the report of Mittal & 
Munshi (1974) and Mittal aí f (1978) who worked with 
catfish.. The gradual enlargenent of the lymphatic spaces 
with the simultaneous increase in the number of 
lymphocytes after the injury for considerable periods, 
nay be an immunological reaction of the local defence 
mechanism. (Mittal k Munshi 1974 ; Mittal • 1978).
Small numbers of polymorphonuclear leucocyte 
cells were found, in the present study, in the area of 
clot near the epidermis, by 8-12 hours after wounding. 
Phronsuthirak (1976) and Ramachandran k Thangavelu (1969) 
recorded the PMN in the dermis near the edge of the wound 
and among the migrating epithelial cells at 1-3 hours and 
Phromsuthirak also mentioned that the number of PMN 
increased to a peak within 24 hours after wounding. PMN 
have never been reported to be significant in the process 
of wound healing by other workers (Hickey 1982; Mittal k 
Munshi 1974; Mittal gl., 1978 ; Saxena k Kulshrestha 
1982). Few PMN were present at 48 hours in Anderson k 
Roberts's work on wound healing in salmon. The 
occurrence of PMN in the striped snakehead was slow in 
coaparlson with the report of Phronsuthirak (1976) and 
Raaachandran k Thangavelu (1969), but they were never­
theless a lot faster in appearing if compared with the
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work of Andorson and Robarts (1975).
Tho PMN woro not obviously phagocytic in the 
wound. This is sinilar to the report of Phronsuthirak 
(1976)I but a nunber of previous reports of fish 
neutrophils being phagocytic have cone from Davies & 
Haynes (1975); Finn * Nielson (1971 b); Watson gt al.. 
(1963); and Weinreb & Weinreb (1969). The early arrival 
of large number of neutrophils in wounds of aannals 
provides an effective local barrier against bacterial 
invasion ( Simpson k Ross 1972; Viziam d  hi.• 1964 ). 
This explanation nay be used in this experiment in that 
small numbers of PMN were observed only at the early 
stage after wounding. They did not remain« but then the 
wounds did not get infected. The difference in time 
scale of PNN appearance in wound area nay be due to 
either a species difference in defence mechanism or the 
ambient temperature.
Fibroblasts first appeared within 3 days in the 
defect area of the various species of tropical fish e.g., 
freshwater catfish ( Mittal k Munshi 1974; Mittal fil al.. 
1978; Saxena k Kulshrestha 1982; )> snakehead (Rana- 
chandra k Thangavelu 1969), three spined stickleback 
(Phronsuthirak 1976)• and Nile tilapia (Jauncey si al.. 
1985) had been recorded. Anderson k Roberts (1975) found 
the active fibroblast in their experimented salmon in 2 
days after injury. Fibroblasts did not show in wounds 
in plaice larvae (Hickey 1982) until day eleven after the 
incision but this nay be a function of the size and 
immaturity of larvae.
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Th* fibroblasts were present but only in s 
very inactive for* at 4-5 hours in the snakehead lesion 
of this study which is nevertheless a very rapid rate of 
fibroblast foraing in comparison with the other fish 
species. Granulation tissue was clearly evident within 1 
day and developed to a peak at 3-5 days. This 
granulation tissue had been replaced by the new muscle 
fibre bundles within 4-14 days.
The myofibrillar regeneration was present in 
the form of sarcoplasmic budding among the fibrosis area 
within 8-12 hours after wounding. This is the fastest 
rate of budding ever recorded in fish. From the previous 
studies the muscle fibres regeneration tine varied from 
4-8 days after wounding ( Anderson A Roberts 1975; 
Juancey a 1., 1985; Mittal & Munshl 1974; Mittal gjt al.. 
1978; Ranachandran A Thanglavelu 1969).
Finn A Nielaon (1971a), Roberts ai gl*« (1975) 
and Mawdesley-Thomas A Bucks (1973) failed to record 
sarcoplasmic budding or muscle fibre regeneration from 
their experiment on the healing process in salmon and 
goldfish, respectively. These may well have been because 
they did not keep the fish alive sufficiently long after 
initiation of the wound (Timur M. 1975).
The rate of muscle regeneration was very much 
correlated with the temperature. Anderson A Roberts 
(1975) found that sarcoplasmic regeneration was present 
within 4-7 days at 23** C and 8-38 days at C.
Regeneration of muscle tissue may be related 
to the species of the fish, as Sakanari and Moser (1986)
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r«port«d that th* raganaration of tha auaela tlsaua of 
atripad baasi Moreum (Walbaua) did not occur
although tha wound coaplatalp haalad axtarnally (22 
■ontha). Thia aaana noat unlikaljr.
Nacrotie nuacla In anakahaad wounda waa all 
raaovadi and dabrldanant coaplatad 6-7 daya aftar 
inciaion.
Tha rafomatlon of tha acala buda within tha 
atratun apongioaua of anakahaad firat appaarad at day 
flva and tha adalaa wara wall fornad within 14 daya. 
Andaraon A Bobarta (1976) raportad in thair atudiaa in 
aalnon wound rapair that acala raganaratlon firat bacona 
avidant at tha wound adga at 10 daya, and within tha 
wound by tha twanty aacond day.
Malanin pignanta wara praaant in tha apidaraal 
call within 4-6 houra and in tha nacrotic nuacla fibra 
araa by 6-7 houra. Tha lipofuacin accunulation davalopad 
in conjuctlon with tha aalanln containing calla by day 
thraa. In aalaon tha aalanin pigaanta wara obaarvad in 
tba wound araa within four to alx daya, which waa 
aiailar to tha raportad of Andaraon A Robarta (1976) and 
Mittal and hia co-workara (1978) alao raportad tha aana 
avidanca in catfiah. In plaioa larvaa, thara wara 
nodulaa of aalanln in tha wounda aftar 20-30 daya of tha 
injury (Hlokay 1982).
Tha principal aitaa of aalanin-contalnlng cella 
in nornal fiah ara; tha atratun apongloaun of tha daraia; 
tha hypodamia; tha haanatopoiatic tiaaua of tha aplaen, 
kidnay, and livar; and anall foci along blood and lynph
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vmm»l» (Roberts 197Sa). In wounded skin, whether caused 
bx predators or in the process of taggingt the 
■elanososMS released froa the danaged pigaent cells are
engulfed bp aacrophages. These aap algrate through the 
epiderais of the healing lesioni dehiscing on the 
surface (Roberts 197Sa) or acouaulate in aelano- 
aacrophages within the tissues. Melanin is often 
associated with lipid residues froa the breakdown of cell 
aeabranes (Edelstein 1971). The aetacercariae of certain 
dlgenean paraaites, which encyst in the skin and auscle 
of teleost fish, stiaulate production of siailarly 
aelanised black spots (McQueen gX. Al.* > 1973; Stunkard 
1929).
Vascularisation started very early in the first 
two hours in the degenerating auscle area and in the 
third hour in the derais, after wounding. The proainent 
blood capillaries had invaded the defect area by day 
three in litid catfish (Mittal gX gl.i 1978) and aystid 
catfish (Saxena k Kulahrestha 1982). Capillary invasion 
of the salnonid wound was observed after 31 hours, but 
this had disappeared 18 days latter (Anderson 4 Roberts
1975). At about 20 hours, the edge of the subcutis of 
catfish received a rich supply of blood capillaries 
(Mittal 4 Munshi 1974).
In coaparison with siailar experiaents on wound 
healing processes in different fish species both 
teaperate and tropical. the rate of epithelialisation 
and the cellular inflaaaatory response in snakehead is 
reaarkably fast (Table 3). These results nay in part
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h*lp to próvida an oxplanation,«« to whr tho «nakohoad la 
tha only spaeiaa surviving for any langth of tina during 
tba ourrant uloarativa fish diaaasa outbraak in tha 
Southaast Asia Raglon. wbila tba othar infaetad apacias 
dlad axtranaly quickly. Obsarvatlons on tha haaling 
lasion of tha snakahaad with this condition suggest that 
it is vary quick whan tha fish ara placad in clean water 
after tha infection (personal observation; Llobrara A 
Oacutan 1987).
Tha vary rapid appearance of large nuabars of 
blood capillaries in tha granulation tissue nust be part 
of tba process whereby haaling is so rapid and tha active 
nigration of leucocytes which nay act as an efficient 
protective barrier preventing tha absorption of toxins 
and tha penetration of bacteria into tba underlying 
tissues. Such rich vascularisation in tba defect area 
nay also be correlated with supplying tha various 
nutrients efficiently for the actively proliferating 
cells in the wound region.
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INTRODUCTION
The phjrsiological ■echanisa in anlaals for 
protection against infection and the prevention of 
alteration in internal hoaeostasis can be either a non- 
apecifici natural defence> which ia an inborn aechanisa 
rendering the host reeiatant to infection or an acquired, 
specific process which is induced directly in response 
to a particular foreign agent. Non-specific defence 
aechanlsas coaprlse a aultitude of factors which prevent 
Infection occurring, liait its spread or else reaove the 
cause of host tissue daaage, but they do not have a 
aeaory coaponent and the response is slallar irrespective 
of the stiaulus. The non-specific systea of defences is 
exaapllfied particularly by the fixed phagocyte and 
inflaaaatory responses. The inflaaaatory response in 
particular aay differ significantly between fish and 
higher vertebrates (Ellis 1981), although present 
evidence suggests that the underlying basis is siailar.
A pathological phenoaenon known and studied 
froa ancient tines, Inflaanation has long been defined as 
the reaction of the tissues to an irritant. The 
definition proposed by Ebert (in Zweifach et ai., 1965), 
is " Inflannation is a process which begins following 
sublethal injury to tissue and ends with conplete 
healing".
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
INFLAMMATION
Th« inflaaaatory response is the basic 
protection Mchanisa to tissue dauge of whatever cause; 
e.g. traunatic wounds, irradiation wounds, bacterial or 
viral nediated injury, parasites, and cheaical or toxic 
daaage. It is a relatively non-specific response which 
■ay be initiated by a variety of physical, nechanlcal or 
iBBunological aeana. These responses have such in 
coBBon, no natter what the original stiBulus (Winter 
1964).
The Bain requirenents for the developnent of an 
inflannatory response are that the basic structural 
integrity of the tissue concerned is naintalned despite 
the injury or insult and that a functional blood supply 
is Mintained (Roberts 1975b). Acute inflannation the 
first to occur in response to nost stinuli, is 
characterised by a sudden onset and a short duration 
inflannatory process. Often it nay be conplete within a 
few hours and it progresses rather promptly within a 
■atter of sone days or, at nost a few weeks to recovery 
or else to the stage of chronic Inflannation or death. 
The inflaBBatory process, particularly when acute, is 
prlnarily a circulatory phenonenon involving changes in 
the aBOunt and quality of blood reaching the affected 
area, but there is no proliferation (Snith A Piper 1972).
It is initiated by the action of vaso-active 
anines released by the Initiating stinulus on the 
■icrocirculation of the area. These cause increased
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blood flow into tho *ro« *nd at tho saao tlao the 
capillarlee of the are* dilate and the capillary 
feneatrae increase in diaaeteri allowing serua protein 
Molecules such as fibrinogen and white blood cells to 
pass through to the tissues. The degree of cellular 
Migration depends to a considerable extent on the nature 
of the stinulus (Roberts 1975b).
In any siaple wound■ aost of the iaaediately 
consequent tissue responses are related to the foraation 
of an inflaaaatory exudate. During the early phase of 
the inflaaaatory process, the predoainant cell in all 
exudates is the neutrophil. As the inflaaaation 
progresses, however, the neutrophil process is replaced 
by the Mononuclear cells. If the inflaaaatory process is 
prolonged, lyaphocytes nay eventually becoae quite 
nunerous. Acute inflannatory processes nay terninate in 
healing or death, or they nay continue as either subacute 
or chronic inflaaaations (Cappel A Anderson 1971).
If an acute inflannatory lesion does not 
resolve quickly, then chronic Inflannation, characterized 
by vascular proliferation of neighbouring support tissue, 
fibrosis, and by influx of Mononuclear cells such as 
lyaphocytes and plasna cells, develops.
Chronic inflanaatlon, with developaent of a 
proliferative lesion which progresses to fibrosis, is 
called a granulosa and is a snail, hard, white to yellow 
lesion which nay have a cheesy consistency or be harder 
or even calcified (Roberts 1975b). Oranulonatous 
inflaaaation is characterized by the infiltration of the
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laslon by phagocytic colls. Thoso ssy align thoaselvoa 
togothor to fora arrays of opitholioid colls or actually 
fuso thoir coll walls to fora giant colls.
Ono of tho boat studiod oxporiaontal aodola of 
tbo chronic inflaaaatory rosponso in fish has boon tho 
ground’o coaploto adjuvant injoction.
THE INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE IN FISH 
Tho inflaaaatory responso was first 
doaonstratod in fish by Motchnikoff (1891) who studied 
fish as well as other lower vortobratos to underscore his 
studios on higher aniaals« and showed that in its 
fundaaontals tho process was siailar to that known in 
higher aniaals (Motchnikoff 1891; Finn A Nielson 1971 
a,b). However, tho inflaaaatory response in fish does 
differ froa tho response in aaaaals in soae iaportant 
points e.g., the response is generally not as well 
contained in fish, pus foraation does not generally 
occur, frequently there is extensive liquefaction of 
surrounding host tissue and the rate of response is 
teaperature dependent (Ellis 1981).
Experiaental studies on the chronic inflaaaa- 
tory response in teleost fish have been done in plaice 
(Ferguson 1976;  McQueen ai r I.. , 1 9 7 3 ;  Tiaur G. 1 9 7 5 ;  
Tiaur 0 .  a t  hi., 1977;  Tiaur M. a t  a l *  • 1 9 7 7 ) ,  trout 
(Finn A Nielson 1971 a,b; Post 1 9 6 3 ;  Sohnle A Chusid 
1 9 8 3 ) ,  salaon (Roberts a t  a t . «  1973  a,b; Prazdnikov A 
Milchailova 1 9 8 8 ) ,  and aany other fish species (Suzuki 
1986) .
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EXPERIMENTAL INFLAMMATION IN FISH 
A rang* of difforont types of trsusstlzlng 
■sterisl has been used to Induce the Inflannatory 
response in fish. Sterile InflasMtion in fish has been 
induced by the intraperitoneal injection of turpentine 
(Resnikoff A Resnikoff 1934; Weinreb 19S9).
Post (1963) reported that an intraauscular 
injection of Freund’s cosplete adjuvant and killed 
AeromonMM bydrophil* caused an extensive inflannatory 
reaction in trout. He could not deaonstrate phagocytosis 
of A. hydrophilm either in the blood stress or in the 
peritoneum but was able to desonstrate it in splenic 
ispressions from fish dead of an overwhelaing perito- 
neally induced injection. He did not describe the actual 
inflassatory lesion, however.
Tamada (1964) noted that the wound caused by 
resoving the scales of goldfish often filled with a 
hyaline plassa after a few days of injury. In healing, 
regenerative cells flowed into the wound from the 
sarginal connective tissue to fora a loose layer or cutis.
Prazdnikov A Mikhailova (1968) in a follow up 
to the work of their illustrious predecessor Elie 
Metchnikoff, have described the reactions of pre-larval 
huapback aalaon, Onoorbyncbum gorbumch* (Walbaua) to the 
introduction of threads soaked in carmine and various 
bacteria. Phagocytosis by cells of the periosteum, 
epithelium and the endoaysium occurred. Although blood 
cells including polymorphonuclear leucocytes appeared 
occasionally in the wound, they were observed to take
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llttl* part in phagocrtosia. Thair work llluatratod in 
their view that the phrlogenetically oldest defensive 
reactions were those related to the reticulo-endothelial 
sjrstea in contrast to the later acquired ayeloid cells.
Holke k Trainer (1971) described foreign body 
and Langhans type giant cells in granulomatous enteritis 
in the white suckeri Cmtomtomum commaraoni L. associated 
with the presence of diatoms (Chrysophyta) in the 
intestinal submucosa.
Finn k Nielson (1971 a.b) investigated the 
basic responses of rainbow trout • Smlmo gairdneri 
Richardson to inflammatory agents; unemulsifiedi complete 
Freund’s adjuvant; heat killed Staphylococcua auraua and 
electric heat. They found that the macrophages were 
capable of engulfing many more bacterial bodies than were 
the polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN ). The PMN was 
usually present after 12 or 24 hours and the macrophage 
response after 1 day. The lymphocytes and thrombocytes 
were present as a background type of cell rather than 
playing an active role. The necrotic tissue was replaced 
by fibrous granulation tissue between the 8th and 16th 
day.
They indicated that the perimysium plays three 
important roles in the inflammatory process of fish 
muscle. It acts as a retaining barrier in limiting the 
spread of a noxious agenti it carries in it large vessels 
responsible for many infiltrating leucocytes and it 
^pp#itrs to be a source of fibrocytes and fibroblasts. 
They concluded that the inflammatory phenomena in fish
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war* clos«l7 coaparabl* with thos* of m m m Is but that 
the cellular reaponaea were eonaiderablr delayed and were 
probably quantitatively lean than in nanaala. They did 
not however enphaaiae the inportance of tenperature to 
the rate of reaponae.
The traumatic leaion induced by the inaertion 
of the plaatic fiah marking tag wan uaed by Roberta and 
hla colleaguea (1973 a,b) to atudy the inflammatory 
reaponae within the tiaaue of the Atlantic aalmon over a 
very long time. (Salmon may carry auch taga for 2 or 3 
yeara, Roberta peraonal communication). The cellular 
reaponae within the exudate and around veaaela at the 
early atage leaion conaiated mainly of nacrophagea with a 
few polymorphonuclear leucocytea. A firmly eatabliahed 
network of fibro-granulatlon tiaaue waa extant later. 
The muacle leaion rehched maturity at 25 daya when it 
conaiated of follicular granuloatata with multinucloated 
giant cella of foreign body type. Probably becauae of the 
recurrent nature of the trauma, aaaociated with tagtrace 
movement, the healing of the muacle flbrea waa never 
particularly noticeable and replacement fibroaia waa the 
dominant long-term reaponae in the muacle necroala area. 
The moat frequent cell aeen in the longer term in the 
looae fibroua tiaaue waa the eoainophilic granule cell 
(E.Q.C.). The other cella which were greatly in the 
evidence in the leaion in flah tagged over one year were 
melanin containing cella.
Corbel (1975) reviewed the information on the 
cellular reaponae in fiah to the effecta of viruaea.
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wh«r* it s««as that th* rasponse appaars to vary 
eonsidarablj with tha infactioua agant and in aany 
inataneaa no avidanca of an inflasMtory raaponsa could 
ba datactad. Tha callular rasponsa to arcotic infaction 
alao appaara quita variadt ranging froa tubarcla 
foraation to coaplata absanca of rasponsa. Parasitic 
infaction by protosoa and aatasoa appears to avoka a aora 
definite rasponsai with walling off by fibrous tissues as 
a characteristic feature. Enclosure of tha parasite by 
granulation tissue aay succeed an inflaaaatory response 
involving neutrophils and aacrophagas.
Tiaur 0. (1976) studied the davelopaant of 
giant cells and granuloaa in response to inoculation of 
coaplata Freund's adjuvant« barylliua oxide« Mjrcob*ct»ri* 
and talc in plaice and she found that the callular 
inflaaaatory reaction consisted of a few neutrophil 
leucocytes« occasional lyaphocytas and tha aajor callular 
coaponant of tha exudate« the aacrophages. Two types of 
giant cell« Langhans and foreign body« were observed in 
the chronic granuloaata in plaice. The presence or 
absence of Mxcob*ct»rium butxrleum froa tha adjuvant did 
not affect production of both types of giant cells but 
there ware significantly fewer lyaphocytas and plasaa 
calls seen at all stages in Incoaplate adjuvant as 
coaparad with eoaplata adjuvant. The epithelioid cells 
were arranged in a whorl like pattern« as discrete focal 
accuaulations aaong the inflaaaatory cells. She also 
found that the auscle regeneration started at the 
periphery of tha granuloaa.
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Tlaur M. (197S) studied th* franuloM in the 
plaice Induced hr carrageenin, which la a seaweed 
extract coanonlr used in studies on chronic inflamation. 
He observed the plasM cell and its precursors within the 
developed granuloaata. He also reviewed the literature 
on the inflauatory response both in aaaaals and fish.
Wrathaell & Parish (1080) have deaonstrated the 
absence of antibody and coapleaent activation (C3) 
receptors on fish phagocytic cells and have found no 
evidence for the opsonic effect of antibody and 
coapleaent in fish inflaaiMtory responses.
Ellis (1981) has reviewed the inflaaaatory 
response in fish and suggested that the inflaaaatory 
events in fish nay be nuch leas sophisticated than in 
naaaal. If the inflaanatory response fails to destroy 
the pathogen, the reaction subsides and a connective 
tissue encapsulation response ensues which nay becoae 
calcified. One reason for this view that the inflannatory 
exudate aay not be so inportant for the fish is that 
their ability to regenerate tissue is auch greater than 
the nanaal.
MacArthur and his co-workers (1984) reported 
that the injection of oyster glycogen or live Vibrio 
mlginolyticuM produced an acute inflannatory reaction in 
the plaice. It was concluded that the accunulation of 
neutrophils and aononuclear phagocytes was due to 
cellular infiltration rather than nultiplication of cells 
in situ since nonocytes were Identified in the peritoneal 
cavity at the peak of the reaction. They conflraed that
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Vibrio provokad • aucb aor* intense end prolonged 
cellular inflanaatorp reaction than the oyster glycogen. 
They also indicated that the acute inflaanatory response 
in plaice is a slower process than that found in nannalsi 
although the nagnitude of the response appears sinilar. 
They concluded that since stress was found to play an 
inportant role in depressing the accuaulation of 
inflannatory cells, deleterious effects on resistance to 
infection night be expected to occur where stress 
inducing environments exist, such as in fish faming.
CELLS INVOLVED IN THE TELEOST INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE 
Any histological study of the Inflannatory 
response in fishes has to consider the problems of 
identification of the different cells which are found in 
such lesions. Often there is some degree of difficulty 
in relating function and tinctorial properties of cells 
in individual fish species to those of clinical nannallan 
pathology.
Macrophases
The nacrophage is a nononucleated cell, derived 
from circulating monocytes, which adheres to glass and 
plastic, is characteristically highly phagocytic or 
pinocytic (Laskin A Lechevaller 1972; Volknan & Gowans 
1965 ). Macrophages are widespread in tissues of
teleosts including gills and peritoneum, but are mainly 
found as reticulo-endothelial cells in the kidney, spleen 
and in some fish, the atrium of the heart (Ellis 1977, 
1982).
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Th* ais* of aacrophagoa ia vmrj variable 
depending on apeciea and atate of digeation of any 
ingeated aaterial. The diaaeter ia 6-20 aicron in plaice 
(Ellia 1976; Tiaur 0. • 1977; Ruaaell 1974). and 
15-21 aicron in tilapia and carp (Suauki 1986). The 
aurface ia irregular and in aection they aay be aeen to 
ahow finger-like paeudopodia though uaually they have a 
aaooth outline. The large nucleua ia eccentrically 
located, near or at the periphery of the cell and aay on 
occaaion be difficult to aee (Lewia k Lewia 1926). 
Staining of the cytoplaaa variea in colour and denaity 
depending on the phyaiologcal atate of the cell. Large 
aacrophagea aay be irregular in ahape with foaay 
cytoplaaa when replete with aaterial they have 
phagocytoaed (Ruaaell 1974).
The role of the aacrophage in Inflaaaation waa 
firat deacribed by Metchnikoff (1891) and haa been 
reviewed by aany acientiata after that. Lewia 4 Lewia 
(1926) explained that the aacrophagea are dlatinguished 
by nuaeroua granulea. vacuolea and ingeated aaterial. in 
the cytoplaaa. which have the property of ataining with 
neutral red and certain other vital dyea. They nay 
contain fat globulea Irregularly diatributed in the 
cytoplaan. Cohn 4 Benaon (1965). Volknan 4 Oowana (1965) 
and Sutton 4 Weiaa (1966) ahowed that aoat nacrophagea in 
the teleoat they atudled were derived fron nonocytea. It 
aeen likely that the najorlty of epithelioid cella in 
leaion auch aa tuberculoaia are derived froa aacrophagea 
that have never ingeated bacilli bacteria alnce
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■*croph*g«s can b* pravantad from davaloplng into 
apithaliold calls if thar phsgocytosa. It appears, 
tharafora, that Mcrophagas turn into epithelioid calls 
I when they bacoaa iuobilisad at the site of inflaaaation 
without being called upon to undertake phagocytosis 
(Papadiaitriou & Spactor 1971).
Macrophages act both as protectors of the body 
and as acavangara. They digest aoat aorta of foreign 
aaterial and debris and where possible convert then into 
a soluble fo m  so that they can be utilised by the body, 
alininated as waste products, or at least be used to 
prime the innuna system to stimulate an immune response 
(Ellis 1976, 1977, 1981; Finn ft Nielson 1971 a,b; 
Phronsuthlrak 1976). Surface antibody is present on the 
cell membranes of about 10 X of the macrophages in fish 
spleen and kidney (Chiller ai i 1969; Ellis 1974).
Braun-Nesje and her co-workers (1981) isolated 
and cultured fish macrophages ±ji vitro and found that 
about 90-99X of these cells had the ability to 
phagocytose a variety of particles, yeast and bacteria.
Ellis ( 1980,1981) reported that macrophages
are phagocytic to virtually any particle foreign to the 
body and also to damaged host cells. He showed that 
during an inflammatory response macrophages become 
activated ie they grow in sise, undergo metabolic changes 
and develop increased phagocytic and killing properties. 
Their stimulation and responsiveness is non-specific but 
they affect and are affected by products and cells of the 
specific immune system. They are also influenced by
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I aub«t*ne«a froa apacifically atiaulated lyaphocytaa,
i
i callad lyaphokinaa, and thalr aicratlon rataa la vitro
(
: ara raducad In tha laucocyta aifration inhibition factor 
(LMIF) taata. Ha alao augfaatad that fiah aacrophagaa 
aay play a auch aora priaitiva and raatrictad rola than 
thair aaaaallan countarparta.
Malanln-Containina Celia
Malanln-containlng calla and free aalanoaoaaa 
have frequently been aaaociated with lyaphold tiaauaa and 
inflaaaatory laalona (Ellla ft Da Souaa 1974; Ellia ft 
Hoottan 1978; Ellia ai ftl* ■ 1981; Roberta 1975a ). Tha 
function of thaaa aelanin-containlng calla ia aa yet 
unknown (Ellia 1981).
Melanin-containing cella have bean reported in 
fiah in connection with certain pathological atataa. 
Mawdaalay-Thoaaa ft Young (1967) deacribad tha occurrence 
of Migratory nalanin-containing calla in injured tiaaua 
of tha goldfiah. McQueen and hia co-workara (1973) 
reported tha involvenant of aalanin containing calla in 
tha ancyatnant raaponaa to natacarcarla in tha plaice. 
Thorpe ft Roberta (1972) daacrlbad the dlaplaceaant of 
aalanin-containing nacrophagea froa the kidney and apleen 
into the circulation during aevere aaptlcaeaia in brown 
trout.
The exact origin and developaent of the non- 
deraal aelanin-containlng cella ao frequently found in 
inflaaaatory leaiona in fiah ia poorly undaratood. The 
aelanin and llpofuacln appaara to be derived either froa 
phagocytoaia of aelanin granulaa or their precuraor
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organelles fron ■elanin-eontaining cells or from dg novo 
synthealsi the lipofusein fron phospholipid broken down 
fron cellular organelles (Roberta 1976a). It has been 
suggested that fish nelanonacrophage centres represent 
prinitive analogues of the gerninal centers of higher 
aninals (Agius A Agbede 1984).
Neutrophils or PolTnornhonuclear Leucocytes (PMN> 
Fish polynorphonuclear leucocytes have very 
sinilar norphology and histochenical staining properties 
to nannalian neutrophilsi although they often have fewer 
lobes to the nulti-lobed nucleus ( Cannon gl. i 1980; 
Kills 1976; Ferguson 1976) but they are generally only 
present for a short tine and are of United significance 
(Klontz A Anderson 1968) and nay frequently be seen in the 
earliest stages of inflannatory lesions (Roberts 1978).
Typically the nature PNN is a large rounded 
cell containing basophilic cytoplasn, which prossesses 
granules that do not stain narkedly with either basic or 
acid dyes at neutral pH (Ellis 1977). The nean cell 
dianeter varies with speciesi 8-11 nlcron being reported 
for snakehead (Mahajan A Dheer 1980) • while Russell
(1974) described the plaice polynorpho-nuclear leucocyte 
as being 9-6 nicron. The nucleus is eccentric 
occupies about one third or less of the cell and is 
variable in shape (Ellis 1976, 1977; Finn A Nielson
1971 a; Mahajan A Dheer 1980).
The function of the teleost PMN is still in 
question. It does not appear to be phagocytic to carbon 
particles injected intraperitoneallyi and it does not
lio
posses« «ny surface bound iuunoglobulin (Ellis si ■
1976). Klontz (1972) reported that while PMN in the 
rainbow trout aigrated to an inflauatory site caused by 
bacteria they did not participate in phagocytic activity. 
However, Finn & Nielson (1971 a) reported phagocytosis by 
PHN’s during experiaentally induced bacterial 
Inflaaaation in rainbow trout. Previous reports of fish 
PNN’s being phagocytic have coae froa Davies 1 Haynes
(1975), Weinreb & Weinreb (1969), and Watson si si... 
(1963). In the three-spined sticklebac)c, PMN’s also were 
phagocytic to carbon introduced into the blood, although 
they were not obviously phagocytic within wounds 
(Phroasuthiralc 1976).
Anderson A Roberts (1975) found froa their work 
on the effects of teaperature on wound healing in 
teleoats that polyaorphonuclear leucocyte cells (PMN) 
appeared in saall nuabers, around blood vessels at 55 
hours and persisted until six days, when they 
disappeared. They explained that the different tlae 
scales in appearance of PMN in teleost aay be the result 
of either a species difference or the present of 
bacterial factors providing a powerful attraction of PMN. 
However, if present, such an attraction appeared only to 
function at high teaperatures.
Lyanhocytes
In the teleost, there appears to be 
considerable variation in lyaphocyte dlaaeter, the 
average diaaeter of saall lyaphocytes in plaice, in 
saear preparations is 4-4.5 aicron (Ellis 1976; Russell
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1974), whil« in th* goldfish it is sllsgsd to bs up to 
8.2 nlcron (Wsinreb 1963) . Lsrgs lynphocytes nsy neasure 
up to 12 alerón in disastsr, in plsics (Ellis 1977). 
Tha nuclsus occupiss virtually ths whole of ths call 
lasving only s narrow ria of basophilic cytoplasa in 
which thara ara a faw aitochondria and Isolatad ribosoaas 
(Farguson 1976 ).
Plasaa Calls
Tha present of plasaa calls has not bean widely 
recognized aaong talaost fish, although they have cells 
bean recorded by a faw woricers a.g. Ellis (1976) and 
Tiaur M. (197S).
The plasaa call, when it has bean described, 
has an oval or circular shape with eccentric nucleus 
which occupies one half to one third of tha cytoplasa. 
Tha nucleus is blue and the cytoplasa bright pinic to 
purple coloured in Unna-Pappanhein’s staining aathod, 
which is tha aost suitable stain for such cells. They 
are about 3.4-4.5 aicron in diaaeter in the plaice, the 
species where therefore they have been aost frequently 
described (Tiaur M. 1975; Russell 1974). Sections 
stained by tha Unna-Pappenhaia aethod show tha cytoplasa 
of the pyroninophilic calls to be darle pinic to purple. 
The nuclei of soaa plasaa calls show a cart wheel 
chroaatln configuration (Russell 1974).
Qiant Cells
The giant cell found in the characteristic 
pathological lesion of tuberculosis was first accurately
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daacritwd by Langhans in 1868 (Warran 1917). Thar ara 
ragularlj praaant in tha latar phaaa of tha inflauatorr 
raaction. Tha foraation of giant calla ia dafinitaly 
aaaociatad with tha nora chronic laaiona whara a balance 
between infection and raaiatanca haa bean aatablishad 
(Medlar 1926). Thera ara nany thaoriaa aa to their 
foraation but tha generally accepted one is that they 
ariaa froa fusion of aacrophagas. Duaont à Sheldon (1965) 
suggested that giant calls apppear to be foraed by 
aacrophagas which have an electron-dense cytoplasa.
The siailarities of the chronic inflaaaatory 
response in fish to that of higher vertebrates has led to 
the assuaption that aultinucleate giant cells in fish are 
derived by fusion of aacrophage or epithelioid cell types 
( McVicar k Mclay 1985; Richards si sl. > 1978; Secoabes 
1985).
Tha sise of the giant cell in fish is very 
variable 18-60 aicron (Tiaur Q. 1975) in diaaeter. Such 
cells are generally irregular in outline and aore or less 
circular I oval or spherical. Their aultiple nuclei are 
either distributed at the periphery, usually in a horse 
shoe configuration, for the Langhans type, or distributed 
throughout the cytoplasa for the foreign body type. The 
nuaber of nuclei varies froa less than 4 to 30 (Tiaur G.
1975).
Wol)ce k Trainer (1971) and Tiaur 0. ( 1975 ) 
found both types of aultinucleated giant cells to occur 
in fish, both the Langhans and foreign body type. Both 
types contained apparently eapty vacuoles within their
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cytoplasa. Th«ir nucl«l w«r* «tainAd very densely 
basophilic while their cytoplasn was pink coloured in H 
& E sections>
Tinur 0. (197S) confirned that although piscine 
tuberculous lesions did not Induce foreign body giant 
cellsI but induced the production of the Lsnghsns type 
cell, both types were produced in lesions induced by 
both complete and inconplete Freund’s adjuvants, it seens 
likely that the foreign body cells occurring in the 
complete adjuvant experiment were in response to the 
mineral oil rather than the mycobacteria. She also 
observed that giant cells were not apparent in similar 
studies carried out at low temperatures. Secombes (1985) 
studying the JuQ vitro formation of teleost multinucleate 
giant cells found that giant cells were indeed capable of 
phagocytosis, but appeared to have a lower phagocytic 
performance than surrounding macrophages.
Massive giant call formation ia also found in 
certain viral diseases of fish but touton giant cells are 
not found.
Eosinophilic Granule Cells (E.Q.C.’s) 
Eosinophilic granulocytes have been reported 
from a range of fish tissues, including normal epidermis 
( Logan k Odense 1974; Roberta si m i x  1S71 ), normal gut 
epithelium (Chaicharn k Bullock 1967; Ellis 1985 ), and 
normal kidney (Jordan k Speidel 1924). The eosinophilic 
granulocyte or E.O.C. does not appear to be equivalent to 
the mamMlian eosinophil as it shows different staining
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r«Mctions and is ultrsstructurslly distinct ( Lsstsr k 
Daniels 1976; Roberts At Rl>fl971). Barber k Westerunn 
(1978) concluded that these cells were evolutionary 
precursors to the classical baaophilic/aast cell. The 
eosinophilic granular cell is a relatively large ovoid 
cell with nuabers of strongly eosinophilic refractile 
granules. Its strongly basophilic eccentric circular 
nucleus is flattened and situated close to the cell 
aeabrane. Little is known of the functions of the
B.O.C. Phagocytosis by eosinophils was reported by 
Mackaull k Michels (1932). Jakowska k Nigrelli (1953) and 
Watson Al a 1.t (1963), but Phroasuthirak (1976) failed to 
observe the phagocytosis of eosinophil granulocytes, a 
view shared by aoat other workers.
In higher aniaals, true eosinophils are often 
associated with parasitic infection, Lester & Daniels
(1976) found large nuaber of eosinophilic granulocytes in 
the inflaaaatory response area of white sucker, to the 
parasites A c t i n o b d e l l »  i n e q u i * n a u l M t * and Lernaea 
cjrprinMCB* but it seeas likely that these were in fact 
EOC’s. Noga (1986) also found eosinophilic granular cells 
close to the Lernaea parasites in the scale pocket area 
of largeaouth bass, Micropterum mmlmoidem (Lacepede).
Ellis and his co-workers (1981) reported that 
injection of Aeromoatm m*lmonicidm exotoxin into rainbow 
trout produced widespread vasodilatation and the 
eosinophilic granular cells present in the intestinal 
wall appeared to degranulate. Ellis hiaself (1981, 1985) 
suggested that degranulation of the E.Q.C. nay represent
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histaBlne liberation and supported Barber k Westernan 
(1978) who reported that the E.O.C. nay be a nast cell 
analogue.
Rplthelioid Cells
Bpithelioid cellsi usually supposed to be 
characteristic of the tuberculosis lesion are in fact a 
characteristic feature of many types of granulonatous 
inflauation. Although epithelioid cells vary sonewhat 
in sise, they are usually around 6-10 nicron in diaaeter 
(Tinur M. 1975). They appear as polygonal cells with an 
elongated pale nucleus and cloudy eosinophilic cytoplasn 
whose outline tends to nerge with that of its neighbours 
(Tinur M. 1975).
It appears that nacrophagea turn into 
epithelioid cells, when they becone inaobilised at a site 
of inflaaaation, without being called upon to undertake 
phagocytosis or pinocytosis.
Fibroblasts
Fibroblasts are spindle shaped, and their 
nuclei have a wide variation of sise and density. Large 
fibroblasts in fishes are distinguished fron aacrophagea 
not only by sise and shape but also by their finely 
speckled nuclei (Russell 1974; Chapnan 1961; Tinur M. 
1975) . They arise fron fibrocytes in the periaysiun or
fron haenatogenous cells derived fron the vessels in the 
perlnyslun (Finn k Nielson 1971 a,b ).
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THE TUBERCULOUS LESION IN FISH
I
I Tub«rculosl« is s chronic granulonstous
condition widssprssd in csrtsin fish populations. The 
causa, in natural Infections is one of the aquatic 
■ycobacterial pathogens such as Hycob»ctmrium m*rinum 
(Aronson 1926; Qiavenni A Finazsi 1980). However the 
lesion provoked bj virtually all sycobacteria is sisilar 
and so preparations containing sycobacteria can be used 
as a consistent stisulus for desonstrating particular 
features of chronic inflassation such as caseation and 
granulosatosia.
The first instance of a naturally occurring 
case of tuberculosis in a marine fish was described by 
Alexander (1913) in cod, Q»dum morJiuM L. The name ” fish 
nycobacteriosis" in place of ” fish tuberculosis” was 
propose by Parisot and Wood (1960). In the last two 
decades, such has been studied concerning the economic, 
public-health significance and pathogenesis of piscine 
tuberculosis. Judging from the literature available 
virtually all fish species may be affected; Nigrelli and 
Vogel (1963) list 151 species of fish from which the 
condition has been recorded.
The piscine tubercle is similar to that in man; 
both the " soft” and ”hard" tubercle nay occur ( Majeed 
Si si-> 1981; Nigrelli A Vogel 1963; Wolke 1975). The 
tubercle associated with piscine nycobacteriosis differs 
from the human tubercle in that Langhan’s giant cells are 
seldom present or rare. A second difference is the 
absence of calcified tubercles and a third difference is
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tb« plethora of acid-fast organlaa ganarally prasant in 
tha piscina tubarcla ( Nigralli h Vogal 1963; Sutharland 
1922; Wolka k Stroud 1978). Aalachar (1970) aantionad 
that giant calls hava not baan obsarvad with spontanaoua 
originating granuloaas, although in tba axpariaental 
condition thar occasionallr appaar. This finding was 
confiraad bjr Tiaur Q. and bar co-workara (1977) who 
raportad that axpariaantally infactad aarine and 
aquariua fish with M, mmrinum showed caseation, 
Langhan'a giant calls and call aadiatad iaaunlty.
Microscopic axaaination reveals a classic focal 
granulosa coaposad of epithelioid and phagocyte calls 
occupying a central position surrounded by a wall of 
fibroblastic calls (Bullock aX*• 1971).
Jakowska (1953) infected feaala guppies, 
Lebimtem reticulmtum (Paters) with aycobactaria isolated 
froa neon tetras, Hypbammobrrcon inn»mi (Myers) and he 
found that aost bacteria were extracellular during the 
first two hours; the eosinophils were greatly increased 
within 24 hours while a few aacrophages appeared. The 
vacuoles in the aacrophagas were large and filled with 
nuaerous aycobactaria. Blood and haaaopoiatic organs of 
experiaental fish sacrificed at 96 hours, one week and 
one aonth were negative for aacrophages and acid fast 
bacteria.
The histological lesion of goldfish axaalned by 
Majeed and his colleagues (1981) appeared as hard or soft 
tubercles. The hard tubercles consisted only of histio­
cytes and epithelioid cells surrounded by a thin fibrous
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tiasu* capaula, without anp cantral area of necroaia. 
The aoft tuberclea conaiated of a central area of 
caaeatlve necroaia aurrounded by hiatiocytea, epithelioid 
cella and a thin fibroua tiaaue capaule.
Liaauwan and hia colleaguea (1983) obaervod 
tuberculoaia in anakehead cultured in Thailand. They 
found the granuloaatoua leaiona in the viaceral organa of 
infected fiah and aaaaive of acid-faat bacillua, 
Hrcob»cterlum mp, were located at the centre of the 
necrotic areaa.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The chronic infleuetory reeponee In fish •• 
has been Indicated above• has been induced by injecting a 
variety of foreign nateriala into the flah ( Ellis ai 
al.. 1976; Ferguson 1975 Finn 1970; Finn k Nielson 1971 
a,b; Hoole k Arae 1983; MacArthur ■ 1984; Sohnle k
Chusid 1983; Suzuki 1986; Tiaur 0. • 1977). Froa
the literature it seeas that one of the aost consistent 
and replicable responses is that to the oil-water-acid 
fast bacteriua adjuvant known as Freunds coaplete 
adjuvant. This was therefore used to induce the condition 
of chronic granuloaatous inflanaatlon in snakeheads, to 
define their chronic inflaaaatory response.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiaental Fish
Faraed striped snakehead averaging 22.9 ca 
(18.0-29.0 ca) in length were obtained froa Suphanburl 
Province. Thailand and kept in glass aquaria in the 
laboratory for 3 to 4 weeks before the experlaent began, 
for the accllaation. They were fed on live food once per 
day.
Aouaria and Water
The group of 25 fish was held in aquaria, 100 
X 45 X 45 ca containing static well water with 50-70 per 
cent changed weekly. Aeration was supplied by air atone 
for 24 hours during the experlaental period. The average 
water teaperature was 26.9<> C (26-28<* C).
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Injection
Freund's conplete adjuvant (DIFCO) waa prepared 
for use by enulalfying it with an equal voluee of sterile 
distilled water in an sterile vial. The anaesthetized 
fish were inoculated with 0.1 ml of adjuvant Intra- 
■usculary on the flank, ienedlately above the point where 
the lateral line drops. Control fish were injected with 
the sane amount of sterile normal saline (0.85 %).
Samolins Procedure for Hiatolosy
Three inoculated fish were killed routinely as 
follows: 30 min, 1, 6, 12, hours after the injection, 
then every alternate day for 7 day and every 7 day for 12 
weeks.
The blocks of muscle to be examined were 
removed from the fish samples under profound anaesthesia, 
and the steaks cut-out were fixed in cold-10 X buffered 
formalin for a further 24 hours before trimming the fixed 
tissue into smaller pieces (0.2 x 0.5 x 0.7 cm). Tissue 
were dehydrated in iso-propyl alcohol, embedded in 
paraplaat wax and thick sections were cut at 5-6 micron. 
Stains employed included haematoxylin k eosin (H & E) 
routinely, and for special purposes stains such as 
Masson’s trlchrone, Zlehl-Neelsen , Van Gleson and Unna 
Pappenheim's (Methyl green pyronin) were used. The 
specimens were mounted in ’ permount” for further 
examination.
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RESULTS
Th«re was no grona laaion obaervad cllnlcalljr 
in tha injactad fiab. Tha hiatopathologlcal changaa ware 
daacribad aa followa:
Hiatonatholoalcal chanaaa
30 aln aftar injactlon
Apart fron bland nyopathy aaaoclatad with the 
trauma of Injection, and the praaanca of a lacuna of 
foreign natarial within tha ■uncle, tha only aignifleant 
feature at thia tine waa tha praaenca of arena of aild 
haaaorrhaga at tha edge of tha laaion bordering the 
lacunae and hyparaaala of adjuvant vaaaala (Pig. 27).
1 hour
At one hour aftar injection, tha m o u n t  of 
bland nyopathy waa allghtly greater but there waa atill 
very little in the way of a boat reaponae (Fig. 28, 29).
2 houra
At two houra the boat reaponae waa obvious. 
The adjuvant Baterial had extended between nuscle 
bundles, and myopathy was more mar)(ed, but a Icey feature 
was the presence of significant numbers of white blood 
cells which included a proportion of neutrophils (PMN), 
although again macrophages predominated (Fig 30). In 
Ziehl Neelaon stained sections the bacteria were still 
within the adjuvant and had not been sequestered by 
phagocytes.
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Fig. 27. Th* injection site with Freund's Conplete 
Adjuvant showed aassively swollen nuscle cell resulting 
froa attempts of sarcoljrsis (MN). Note also thickening 
of cell boundarying as a result of ayopathy (arrow) and 
■ild haeaorrhage at 30 minutes after injection. (H A E) 
X 400
Fig. 28. The inflammatory area at 1 hour after the FCA 
injection showed swollen nuscle cell with a mild 
inflammatory cellular response. (H A E) X 800
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6 hours
By six hours thors was littls change in the 
level of Myofibrillar damage, but ayophagia was active, 
and in parts of the edge of the lacuna of oil there was a 
congery of effete red blood cells, fibrin, white blood 
cells and thrombocytes.
12 hours
At twelve hours there was still very strong 
migration into the area of lesion by macrophages. They 
were particularly numerous and active around blood 
vessels, and it was in the hypodermal area, with its 
richer vascular supply, that the macrophage activity was 
greater (Fig. 31). The large central lacuna had broken 
up and produced a more diffuse dissemination of the fluid 
throughout the inter-fibrillar space. This was then 
starting to be enclosed within arrays of macrophages, 
which were begining to line up into an epithelioid 
configuration. At this time there was also the beginning 
of fibroblast activity.
24 hours
At 24 hours the principal change was that of 
increase in the establishment of the encapsulation 
process of the vacuoles with epithelioid cells forming 
round globules, and developing flat almost squamous 
epithelium on the inner face. Bacteria were still 
extracellular (Pig. 32). More macrophages and melanocytes 
were apparent around the blood vessel (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 31. A distinct increas in nuabers of aacrophages 
especially around blood vessels was apparent at 12 hours 
after the FCA injection. (H A E) X 800
Fig. 32. Bacterial colonies at edges of the lacuna. 
( ZN ) X 800
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Day 2
On the second day there was developaent of a 
honeycoab of epithelioid cell aequestrationa of the 
adjuvant, particularly adjacent to the interayotoaal 
faacia, or Major veasels on the edge of the lesion. 
These appeared to be considerably in advance of the areas 
nearer the centre of the lesion in terms of resolution. 
Melanin granules were found spreading in the InflasMatory 
area, associated with haeaorrhage. Bacteria were still 
predominantly extracellular, however (Fig. 34).
Day 4
The sequestration of adjuvant was very strong 
by day 4, with all but the centre of the lesion turned 
into a network of small globules with epithelioid tissue 
in between (Fig. 35). The myophagia was complete in such 
areas, and surviving myofibrils were isolated in an 
island of fibrogranulation tissue. Bacteria were 
clustered at the edges of lacunae, but still 
extracellularly. The new capillaries were formed in the 
fibrosis area along with some regenerated myofibre buds 
(Fig. 36, 37).
Day 6
By day 6 granulation was generalized and 
specific granulomas were found in areas where the oil had 
been sequestered intracellularly (Fig. 38). In the 
centre of these were occasional foreign body and horse 
shoe shaped tuberculosis giant cells (Fig. 39). The 
regenerated myofibrea and new capillaries were marked and
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Flg> 33> Bx 24 hours sfter the FCA Injection 
considersble nunbers of nscrophsges end nelsnocytes were 
found around the blood vessels» (H A E) X 800
Fig. 34. The aycobacterial colonies were clustered at 
the edges of the lacunae at 2 days after the FCA 
Inoculation. (ZN) X 800
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Fi*. 37. Ne»» caplll*ries (arrow) wore formed In the 
fibrosis «res 4 dsjrs after the FCA injection. (H A E) 
X 800
Pig. 38. Freund*o complete adjuvant granuloma after 6 
daya. The algniflcant feature la the giant cell (0) 
surrounded by the epithelioid cells. (H 8 E) X 800
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Flc> 39* Or«nul*tlon «nd giant cella (arrow) was 
ganeralitad within tha aaquaatarad oil lacunaa at day 8 
aftar tha PCA Injaction« (H h E) X 200
Pig. 40. By 6 days aftar tha PCA inoculation raganaratad 
auaela fibraa ( arrow) and new capillaries ware proalnant 
features of tha fibrosis area. (H A E) X 800
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•xt«nding throughout tho injoctod *ro* (Fig. 40, 41). 
Lipofusein granules were observed in the cytoplasm of 
macrophages which grouped together.
Day 7
By this time there was good granulation 
throughout the lesion area and in most of the smaller 
granulomas, Ziehl Neelsen positive bacteria were located 
within macrophages in the centre of such granulomas and 
often associated with necrosis (Pig. 42). The edges of 
the lacunae, which generally remained a smooth edged 
were, where bacteria were present, roughened by the 
swelling of the macrophages which had engulfed them.
2 weeks
At day 14 the oil of the adjuvant was gathered 
into lacunae, around which layers of epithelioid cells 
gradually encroached into the lumen. There was still 
engorgement of blood vessels, and fibrosis, especially 
around the edge of the lesion. Further from the lacunae 
the density of the epithelioid cells gave way to a more 
sparse complex of fibroblasts and macrophages with some 
lymphocytes and EGC's in the area where muscle tissue had 
been largely removed by myophagia. As the remaining 
muscle tissue was approached it was obvious that the 
macrophages of the granulation process also extended up 
between the intact muscle fibres and were causing 
myophagia of the occasional severely affected fibre. It 
was at this stage that active, large melanin pigment
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containing calls wars first saan within the substanca of 
tha inflaaaatory tiasua (Fig. 43).
Tha Ijraphocyta activity aaaaad particularly 
associatad with aaall foci within tha adgas of the 
lacunasi where it was aaauaad that clusters of TB 
bacteria had accuaulatad.
3 weeks
At this stage tha lesion was only aarginally 
different froa the 14 day lesion, the fibrosis was nature 
and layered. However conspicuous features were the 
presence of saall foci of caseation in association with 
lymphocyte activity, and also aelanin cell and EQC 
activity, often in the saae location. The melanin 
bearing cells were generally arranged along the sane line 
as the fibrous tissue. The role of the large numbers of 
EOC's observed in certain sites was speculative but they 
were apparently located in looser connective tissue near 
to areas of caseation.
4 weeks
At this stage the characteristic feature was 
the very high level of lymphocyte activity, with 
caseation of obliterated oil lacunae. The largest 
lacunae, still remaining, had on their edges evidence of 
continuous sloughing of effete macrophages into the 
lumen. This material was starting to form a pink 
granular deposit, with nucleic acid debris, within the 
oi) (Fig. 44, 45, 46 ).
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Fig. 42. Malanln plgMnt (MP) around tho granuloaata and 
daad aacrophagaa with lipofuscin in the contras (arrow) 
obsorvod by day 7 after the FCA injection. ( H A S )  X 800
Fig. 43. Typical granuloaata (TO) at the centre of the 
lesion with proainent aelanin pigaent at day 14 after the 
FCA injection. ( H A S )  X 200
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Fig. 45. Distinctive aelsnization around the FCA 
granuloaata at day 28 after injection. (H & E) X 200
Fig. 46. Snail foci of caseation with lynphocytesi 
eosinophilic granular cells (EGC) and nacrophages, found 
at day 28 after the FCA injection. ( M A E )  X 800
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5 ««••ks
At d«7 35 th* slow progress to rosolution 
continued. Helsnisstion bed developed to sctusll^ cost 
certain of the larger, still oil bearing, lacunae, 
SMller ones showed caseation, very active lyaphocyte and 
BQC activity and subsequent fibrosis (Fig. 47) . There 
seeaed to be a negative correlation between presence of 
EOC’s and aelanisation, as if the aelanisation was a 
later stage response where the response in which the EOC 
was involved was unsuccessful.
6 weeks
Bridging of the large spaces with necrotizing 
tissue was very obvious, all reaaining lacunae being 
reduced, and covered by dense epithelioid tissue, aany 
surrounded by a layer of aelanln cells. The eosinophilic 
granular cells (SQC), aacrophages and soae vacuoles were 
observed in the caseous necrotic area (Pig. 48).
7 weeks
At day forty nine the lesion was very highly 
aelanized, with dense epithelioid capsules, and little or 
no inflaaaatory activity. Lyaphocytes and EQC’s were 
less evident, but aacrophages loaded with aelanin, or 
other brown pigaent, were coaaon in the neighbourhood of 
larger vacuoles (Fig. 49).
8 weeks
Over the 8-9^^ week there was little change in 
the condition of the lesion, aerely consolidation of the
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process of snespsulstion and aslanlaationi with both 
Bslanocpts covsrags of the capsulo• and focal location of 
what wars probably sctoplc aslanoaacrophags esntrsa (Fig. 
SO).
9 wssks
At this stags ths doalnant dsvslopasnt was ths 
further Bslanisation of ths healing lesion, visible even 
with the naked eye (Fig. 51). Stellate and round, 
densely pigaented cells occurred, and sons round pigaent 
cells had even aigrated into the depths of dense 
epithelioid tissue around the last reaaining oil 
vacuoles.
10 weeks
The lesion was still stable and siailar to the 
previous ones but there was a higher level of sloughed 
aaterial within the reaaining vacuoles, and aelanln 
containing cells, earlier seen aigratlng to and through 
the epithelioid capsule, were now seen actually within 
it, or disrupted at the edge of the oil lacunae.
11-12 weeks
This was the final saapllng period for the 
study, and even by this stage, coaplete resolution of the 
lesion had not occurred. However the final stages were 
in sight, with all lacunae largely filled with necrotic 
sacrificed epithelioid debris, extensive layers of 
aelanin around thea, and at one pole of each lacuna, a 
strip of aacrophage/aelanin pigaent tissue froa which the 
elaboration of pigaent cells appeared to develop (Fig. 
52).
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This was siailar in many ways to a aalanoaacrophaga 
cantra, but. paradoxically, in tha anakahaad tha 
aalanoaaerophaga cantra of haanopoiatic tisana ara alaost 
antiraly yallow brown pigaant ladan. with vary littla 
black, granular pigaant such as occurs in lowar fishaa.
DISCUSSION
Tha faaturas of tha inflaaaatory rasponsa in 
snakahaad infactad with Fraund’s coaplata adjuvant wara 
raaarkably siailar to thosa of tha chronic granulosa of 
talaoat fish as dascribad in tha plaica (Robarts 1976; 
Tiaur G. 1975; Tiaur G. *1 *1.. 1977) and in tha rainbow 
trout ( Finn & Nialson 1971 a.b; Robarts Ri.* . 
1973 a.b). Tha aost siailar studias to tha prasant work 
wara probably thosa raportad by Finn h Nialson (1971 a.b) 
and Tiaur G. (1975). Tha calls found in tha diffarant 
stagas of tha rasponse wara siailar to thosa which 
occurred in plaica and rainbow trout, coaprising 
aacrophagas. polyaorphonuclaar laucocytas. epithelioid 
calls, lyaphocytas. fibroblasts and giant calls.
In tha prasant study, tha rasponsa of tha 
snakehaad was aarkad. with aacrophagas and few PHN at tha 
vary early stages (2 hours) after tha Inoculation. Tha 
aacrophagas wara particularly nuaarous and active around 
blood vassals by 12 hours and than starting to line up 
into an epithelioid configuration. Tha encapsulation 
process of tha vacuoles with epithelioid cells was 
increased by 24 hours. The aacrophage infiltration began 
to decrease by day 21. These findings suggested a auch
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f*st«r r*spons* than had baan raportad in rainbow trout 
b]T Finn k Nlalaon (1971 a.b ) and In plalca br Tiaur 0. 
(1975). Thap raportad that in thair spaciaa tha PMN and 
■acrophagaa davalopad bp dap 1 in rainbow trout and dap 3 
in plalca.
Vasoulariaatlon ia an iaportant factor in 
allowing nutrianta to ranch tha nawlp davaloping 
granulation tiaaua in all tppaa of inflaaaatorp laaiona. 
It bagan in thaaa laaiona in tha anakahaad around dap 4> 
which waa about tha aana tina aa tha davalopaant of 
fibroplaala. Tha raductlon of fibroplaaia atartad around 
tha 28^^-39^^ dap. In contraat tha fibroblaata aovad 
into tha laaion of rainbow trout bp dap 8-16 and bp dap 
21-28 in plalca that warn injactad with Fraund’a coaplata 
adjuvant (Finn k Nialaon 1971 atb; Tiaur G. 1976).
Thaaa thraa charactariatic faaturaa of chronic 
inflaaaation, naaalp nacrophaga infiltration, fibroaia 
and vaaculariaation, wara thua all conaidarablp faatar in 
occurranca than waa tha caaa with tha cold watar apaciaa 
atudiad bp Finn k Nialaon (1971 a, b) , Tinur 0.(1975) 
and Timur M.(1975). Thla waa almoat cartainlp dua to tha 
highar tamparatura at which tha anakahaad axiata. All 
thraa functlona ara dapandant on tha rata of protain 
apnthaala, which ia a taaparatura dapandant matabolie 
activitp, and aa Andaraon k Roberta (1975) hava ahown 
for acuta Inflaamation, rata of wound healing in an 
individual apaciaa ia tamparatura dependant.
Tha reaulta of tha praaant atudp aupported tha 
work dona bp Finn k Nailaon (1971 a,b) on tha importance
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of tho ayoaoptua botwoon tho ■yotoaos in the inflMMtorr 
process of fish auscle ss s retaining barrier in liaiting 
the spread of a noxious agent. It also appears to be a 
significant source of fibroblasts.
The buds of regenerating ayofibres were first 
seen on the 4 dap and had strongly developed as 
regenerated apofibres bp dap 6. The new auscle bundles 
bad virtually replaced the fibrosis area alaost 
coapletlp bp the 28 dap but the epithelioid 
granuloaata still surrounded the debris which was still 
scattered around the defected site. The auscle 
regeneration started at the edge of the granuloaa which 
was slailar to the report of Tiaur 0. (1975) who found 
that the auscle of experiaentallp treated plaice 
regenerated around dap 35-42, which was very slow in 
coaparison to what was observed in the present study.
As with the other coaponents of the granuloaa, 
developaent of both types of giant cells was observed bp 
dap 6 which was 10 daps faster than what had been 
recorded in rainbow trout and plaice (Finn & Nielson 1971 
a,b; Tiaur 0. 1975). Thep were found adjacent to the 
actual oil lacuna. According to Tiaur 0. (1975) the 
giant cell foraation was directly related to teaperature 
because she could not deaonstrate any giant cells in the 
low teaperature experiaent. There was, however, soae 
support for a possible retardation rather than prevention 
bp teaperature, since Tiaur M. (1975), in his study of 
the carrageenin granuloaa of plaice, found that very 
occasionally Langhans type giant cells could be seen
14S
mttmr 8S d*7* *t 5^ C.
By usine th* diffsrsnt typ«a of atinulsnt auch 
aa talc (nagnasiun allicata), barylliun oxida, 
Mroob*et«rl* (Timur O. 1978) and carragaanin (Tinur M. 
1975) thaaa two workara. could produce varioua siaaa of 
■ultinuclaatad giant calla in plaica. Tha prasanca of 
diatona (Chryaophyta) in granulonatoua antaritis in a 
white auckar atinulatad both foreign body and Langbana 
type of giant calls in a clinical case described by Wolke 
b Trainer (1971).
Piscina tuberculous lesion do not normally 
produce foreign body type giant calls but both types ware 
produced in both complata and incomplata adjuvant studies 
so Timur O. came to the conclusion that tha foreign body 
type occurring in bar adjuvant axparimants ware in 
response to tha mineral oil rather than tha Aryeobaetaria 
(Timur Q. 1975).
Acid-alcohol fast bacteria ware never seen in 
tha cytoplasm of tha giant calls in this study and other 
workers have not mentioned this either. although they 
were often found within either macrophages or at the edge 
of the oil vacuoles. Secombes (1985) however« reported 
that giant cells were capable of phagocytosis but« at a 
lower phagocytic performance level than macrophages. 
This was not obvious in the esse of the anakehead where 
such phagocytosis was never seen.
Tha focal aggregations of lymphocytes, which 
were very conspicuous after the 14 day, was likly 
related to their responsibility for the development of
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call Mdiatad laauiiitr* Richards and his collssguss 
(1978) sxplsinsd that ths eassous nscrotie csntrss sssn 
in Mnjr graaulonatous lesions ars a fsaturs of ths 
dslaxsd hrpsrssnsitivity rssponss such as that sssn in 
tuberculous granulosiata. and when sssn in association 
with lynphocyts accuaulations. wars usually indicative of 
a csll-nsdiatsd inauns rssponss.
Ths nslanin pignsnt containing cells• very 
different fron ths pignsnt bearing nacrophagss, wars 
first observed within ths inflaanatory tissue around day 
14. Ths aslanin bearing cells were generally arranged 
along the sane line as the fibrous tissue. The 
nelanisation developnent was doninant through to the end 
of the experinent (77 days).
The nacrophages loaded with nelanin and 
lipofuscin were connonly found by day 49. Lipofuscin« a 
polyaerised brealc down product of lipids (Miquel gl., 
1977 )t was often seen in nacrophages of the spleen and 
Icidney of diseased fish. It nay be the by product fron 
the oxidation of tissue lipids during an inflannatory 
response as a consequence of peroxidase released by 
neutrophils I but end stages of phospholipid nenbrane 
netabolisn following nyofibril brealcdown would also 
contribute (Roberts 197Sa).
Nunbers of eosinophilic granular cells were 
observed in the area where nuscle tissues had been 
renoved especially located in looser connective tissue 
near to areas of caseation. They were decreased in 
nunbers around the 49 day after the inoculation.
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loalnophilic granular calls bad baan raportad 
In tba tisaua of normal flab (Cbaicbarn & Bullock 1967; 
Logan k Odansa 1974; Robarts ajL. jJL* • 1971) and in 
parasitlsad talaosts (Lastar k Oanlals 1976; 
Ralmscbuassal gi r 1* • 1987; Bobarta 1978). BOC'a wara 
also found In tba brain of tropical tilapiai Tilmpl* 
rmndmlii (Boul.) axposad to andoaulfan insacticida 
(Mattblassan k Robarta 1982).
Tba axact rola of tba BGCa in fiab baa not yat 
baan dataminad. Ellis (1981| 1985) suggastad that EGCs 
wara bistaninoganic and may ba ainilar to naualian nast 
calls (Barbar ft Wastarnan 1978). Tbay bava. bowavart 
baan bypotbasiaad to ba a part of tba talaoat’s dafanea 
Mcbanlsn (Baaasor ft Stokoa 1980).
Plasna calls, tba calls usually associatad with 
circulating antibody production, and soon by previous 
workars, on occasion, in cbronic lasions, wars not 
obsarvad avan by usa of tba Unna Pappanbain staining 
■atbod.
Tba cellular inflannatory rasponaa of tba 
striped snakabaad to Freund's coaplata adjuvant was 
tbarafora similar to that of tba plaice and rainbow 
trout in its ganaral pattern and in tba davalopmant of 
chronic granulomata but tba rata of time scale of tba 
cellular response in tba snakabaad was much faster than 
tbe previous two species in wbicb detailed studies bava 
baan carried out.
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INTRODUCTION
Aeromoam» hrdropbil» is a graa-nagativa 
baetariua which la widaly distrlbutad In fraahwatar 
ayatana, aapaciallj whara thara ara high organic loada. 
It haa baan raportad fro* a wida ranga of fiah apaclaa in 
taaparata and tropical watar ayataaa. It la ganarally 
conaidarad aa a facultativa pathogan, invading the 
tiaauaa of a fiah aavaraly atraaaad or phyaically 
trauaatiaad by anothar agant (Pluab gjt. a I.. ■ 1976; 
Sniaazko & Axalrod 1971).
During the outbraak of anakahaad ulcarative 
diaaaaa throughout tha cantral and aoutharn parta of 
Thailand« ■illiona of fiah in cultivatad araaa and in 
natural watar ayatana diad with aapticaaia aaaociated 
with aithar lacarated wounda or rad aoraa. Ona of tha 
organiaaa conaiatantly iaolatad fro* *Infactad fiah was 
Aeromon*» hydrophil» ( Robarta si &!•« 1986; Tonguthai 
1985). Siailar findlnga« again aaaociatad with fatal .4. 
hydrophil» aapticaeaia ware alao obtained in studies of 
anakehead ulcerative diaeaae as it spread to Buraa 
(Boonyaratpalln personal couunicatlon)« Laos (Tonguthai 
personal couunication), Sri Lanka (Frerichs 1988), and 
Bangladesh ( Tonguthai personal coaaunlcation).
A. hydrophil» does not noraally cause 
epizootics in wild fish. In view of the great mortality 
levels associated with its presence in fish with the 
snakehead ulcerative disease, it was considered valuable 
to investigate the pathogenesis of the inflammatory 
lesion induced by this pathogen in normal snakeheada.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
BIOLOOY OF AEROMONAS HYDROPHILA 
It is well known that A. hjdrophilm is 
ubiquitous in nstursl water in all parts of the world. 
A. bydrophil* is a gran-negative bacteria classified as a 
senber of the family Vibrionaceae whose nornal habitat is 
in soil and water ( Bullock fii i 1971; Popoff A Veron 
1976; Post 1983). It has been described under aany 
synonyna (Snieszko A Axelrod 1971).
Bticillu* hydrophllua 
B. hydropbllum fuscus 
B. iohtbyoamium 
B. punctatum 
B. ranieida 
Proteua ichthyoamiua 
P. hydrophilua 
P. melanovoganaa 
Eacharichia ichthyoamia 
Bacterium hydropbllum
Paeudomonaa Icbtbyoamla 
P. fermentana 
P. bydrophlla 
P. granulata 
P. blrudlnla 
P, punctata 
Vibrio Jamalcenala 
Aeromonaa liguefaclena 
A. punctata
Flavobacterium fermentane
A. bydrophlla strains have the following 
characteristics; gran-negative, straight rods neasuring 
approxinately 0.5 x 1.0-4.0 nicron, polar flagella 
usually nonotrichous; facultative anaerobes, fernenting 
carbohydrates with fornation of acid and/or gas; 
production of 2,3 butanediol; cytochrone oxidase 
positive; reducing nitrates; insensitive to the 
vibriostatic compound ( 2,4 dianino 6,7- di-isopropyl 
pteridine 0/129 ); 0-C content of DMA, 57 to 63 X. There
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!■ S O M  variation in colonial aorphology though coloniaa 
ara ganarallr circular, anooth and raised. Thajr nay be 
isolated on any general purpose nediun such as tryptic 
soy agar or brain heart infusion agar. The choice of 
Rinler-Shotts agar ( Shotts k Rinler 1973 ) was used as a 
selective nedia for A. hrdrophil»t because on this nediun 
it provided yellow colonies, but this was replaced by 
MacConkey agar with trehalose substituted for lactose in 
the fomulation, becauee R-S agar was found to be too 
selective ( Kaper g£ r 1., 1981 ).
Characteristics connon to all of the 
identification schenea proposed for A. hydrophil» 
include: nanitol fementation ('f); Inositol fernentation 
(-): ornithine decarboxylase (-); growth in absent of 
added NACl; H2S production froa TSI (-).
Strains of A. hydropbiltt produce various 
extracellular toxins or ensynes that nay be virulence 
factors and possibly virulence deteminants ( Buckley 
jll.,1981). These include gelatinase, caaeinaae, elastase, 
lipase, lecithinase (Nord a I.* • 1975 ), haenolysin,
cytotoxins and enterotoxins ( Boulanger At • 1977; 
Cunberbatch fit Rl., 1979; Riddle fit Rl.• 1981).
Thune and his co-workers ( 1982 a, b ) and 
Lallier and his colleagues (1984) suggested that the 
haeaolysins are probably not the principal toxins 
responsible for the pathogenicity since there is no 
correlation between the haenolytic activities and the 
virulence of the strains of A. hydrophil» and also the 
purified haenolysin is not toxic for fish.
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Manr strain« of A. br<tropbil* stronfly 
agglutinats huaan blood colls. Haoaagglutlnation can 
roadllr bo inhibltsd br apociflc sugars. A rols of pill 
in hssugglutination has boon obsorvod, and strains of 
A. bpdropbil» possoss a varioty of attachaont aochanisM 
( Atkinson A Trust 1980).
Tho oxistonco of rosistanco factor plasaids in 
A. brdropbilm is also docuaontod (Aoki gt^  AX* > 1971, 
1972, 1973; Shotts gX gl., 1976).'
A. bpdropbil* is widoljr ditributod in tho 
aquatic onvironaont whoro it grows on organic aattor. It 
is found in aarino systoas which intorfaco with 
froshwator and it can bo found at all salinitios, oxcopt 
tho aost oxtroao OlOOX) (Hason aX. a X* i 1978). Tho 
ainiaua toaporaturo that A. bpdropbll* can grow is 0-S°C, 
tho thoraal optiaua for culture is 25-30" C and the 
aaxiaua is very close to 45" C (Post 1983; Rouf A Rignoy 
1971). Water pH does not seea to play a significant role 
in their distribution (Hasen fii a X* • 1978), they still 
can grow in aedia with a pH of 5.5-9.0 (Buchanan A 
Gibbons 1974).
It is known that A. brdropbilm is a aeaber of 
the noraal flora in the gut of fish (Neilson 1978; Trust 
A Sparrow 1974), and under certain conditions the 
organisa can cause diseases in aquatic aniaals ( Bullock 
1961; Pluab gl Al* • 1976; Shotts gl aX*• 1972), as well 
as in huaans (Davis gl aX*• 1978; Joseph gX a1>> 1979).
Bacterial haeaorrhagic septicaeaias due to 
strains of A. brdropbilm nay be transnitted through the
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watar« via disaaaad and haalthy earriar fiah and othar 
affactad vartabrataai and in asaociation with axtarnal 
and intarnal paraaltaa (Nawnan 1983). Any typa of atraaa 
such aa crowdinfi axcaaaiva handling! high watar 
tanparaturaa• low diaaolvad oxygan lavala, poor 
nutrltioni atc. can causa haalthy earriar fiah to braak 
out with tha disaaaa ( Halay gl gl>t 1967; Rock k Nalson 
1966; Shotts gl gl.i 1972; Sniassko 1974).
Aa haa baen pravioualy notad, strains of A. 
hydrophil* hava baan iaolatad fron a variaty of 
anvironnantal sourcasi aspacially in watar with high 
organic lavala (Robarts 1978; Sniassko k Axalrod 1971 ), 
and in sawaga (Qaldraieh 1973; Sniassko 1974). Sinca this 
organisn can ba ragularly iaolatad fron apparantly 
haalthy fish (Boulangar gl gl.• 1977; Nailson 1978; Trust 
k Sparrow 1974), or disaaaad fish (Bullock 1961; Plunb gl 
al.. 1976; Shotts gl gl., 1972), thara has baan a 
quastion concarning tha dagraa of virulanca of strains 
fron various aourcas. Strains of A. hydrophil* isolated 
fron watar ware significantly less virulent than tha 
isolates fron disaaaad fish and freshwater prawns (Da 
Piguairado A Plunb 1977). Lalliar and Daignaault (1984) 
suggastad that sona virulent strains of A.hydrophil* hava 
particular toxins for fish, whereas weakly virulent 
strains did not.
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PATHOOBNESIS OF ABROMONAS HYDROPHILA INFECTION
Dia«*s«s «ssoeiatad with A. brdrophil* hav* 
bean variously naaad; baetarlal haaaorrhagic aapticaaia 
in eouon carp« CrprinuM omrpio, L. (Sniaaako gi. a I.« • 
1938)t rad aora diaaasa in pika. Smox lueiuM, L. (Raad A 
Tonar 1941 )i rad spot in aullat. Mugil emphxlum, L. 
(Burka A Bogara 1981). Tha synptoM of tha diaaaaa ara 
aiailar in appaaranca to thosa found in othar bactarial 
haaaorrhagic aapticaaiaa. Syaptoaa and hiatopathology 
bava baan daacribad by many trorkars ( Schaparclaus 1930, 
1953; Spicaakow 1933; Aalachar 1961; Oainas 1972; Wolka 
1975; Bach Al., 1978; Huiainga a & a 1>i 1979), and can 
ba diffarantiatad into four ganaral categories: acuta 
with few gross ayaptoas, acuta fora with dropsy, chronic 
ulcerous fora and latent fora with no signs.
Thera is sons doubt is to whathar physical 
trauaa is necessary to induce Amromoamm lesions, or 
whether conditions rasaabling tha natural septlcaaaia 
condition can ba induced by slapla iaaarsion (Hulsinga a I, 
Ai.> 1979; Ventura 1985). Elliott A Sbotta (1980) and 
Ventura A Oriszla (1987) reported that neither goldfish 
nor channel catfish could ba infected by iaaersion even 
whan scales were raaovad. These differences in result 
can ba explained by species defence aachanisa 
differences, virulence of the bacterial strains or the 
accuracy of the techniques used. TItat over crowding and 
high teaperature can lead to the disease condition is, 
however, generally accepted (Sniessko 1974; Ventura A 
Oriszle 1987).
1S5
Thorp* *nd Bob*rt* (1972) *r* «aong th* f*w 
work*rs who h*v* inv*atig*t*d *n **roBon*d •pid*aie in 
wild fish. Th*r r*port*d that in brown trout th* skin 
Issions showsd two sspsrat* but associstsd pathogsnic 
proesssi fungal froa th* *xt*rior and bactarial froa th* 
intarior. Whar* th* fungus was wall astablishad th* 
apithaliua was absanti and fungal brpha* could b* soon in 
th* fragaanting tissuas of th* axtraaaly collaganous and 
ralativaljr avascular darais. At this stag* thara was a 
pronouncad callular rasponsa with both nautrophil and 
aonocjrt* calls antaring th* daraal tissu*. Whara th* 
fungal infaction was lass wall astablishad th* apithaliua 
was hjparplasticI irragular and covarad with a aat of 
fungal hypha*. bactaria and blood calls.
Tha aalanophoraa of th* darais war* fragaantad. 
and th* basaaant aaabran* altarad froa tha ralativaly 
flat structur* of th* noraal fish to a highly convolutad 
structur* rasaabling th* daraal ridg* foraation of aaaaal 
akin. In tha hypodaraia, tha bactarial alaaant of tb* 
skin pathology was axtant. Tha vassals of th* hypodarais 
ware all engorged and a larg* proportion of th* cells 
involved ware aonocytas. Th* fibres of the ayotoaas below 
th* lesions war* fragaantad and oadaaatous and ayophagic 
clusters of aacrophagas war* observed around thaa.
Expariaantal work on A. bjdroptill» infaction 
has bean conducted in aany fish species. In channel 
catfish infactad with this bactarlSi oadaaa of the 
apithalial calls of tha gill laawllaa, and incraaa* in 
th* nuabar of lyaphoid calls with necrosis of apithellal
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lining of tubulon in tho trunk kldnoy nr* roportod 
(Gain«« 1972). Dafinita saquaataring of tha pathoganic 
bactaria bp tha alllpaoida of tha catfish aplaan has also 
baan obsarvad. Dividing baetaria (intrasplanic bactarial 
prolifaration) wars eonaonlp aaan bp alactron nicroscopp. 
Daatruction of tha andothalial and raticular calls of tha 
alllpaoids was a conspicuous conaaquanca of this 
bactarial prolifaration. Nacroais was confinad prlnarilp 
to tha ahaaths at aona axtant at the site of tha 
injection (Bach hi.i 1978). Spleen was dastropad in a 
wide arasi causing laucopania (Wolka 1975).
According to Bach and his co-workars (1978) 
there was narked infiltration of free ■acrophagas, in 
regions of localized bactarial infection in tha spleen. 
These nacrophagas phagocptosa tha bactaria and call 
debris. In tha alactron nicroscope, in onlp a few 
instancas does it appear that tha nacrophagas ware 
anspaaticallp dastroping tha bactaria in tha phagosoaas. 
Usuallp, it saans that tha bactaria ranainad intact and 
alive after phagoeptosis, and avantuallp causa tha 
daganarationi death and Ipsis of tha nacrophage, 
ultinatalp being ralaasad into tha extracellular debris.
Huisinga Bl.t(1979) found that the external 
lesions of rad-sora disease of larganouth bass range froa 
those affecting a few scales• to those associated with 
extensiva chronic ulcerations. Thera was focal 
haanorrhagOi oedana and daraal necrosis which exposed 
undarlping ausclas and lad to infiltration of aononuclaar 
and granulocptic Inflaaaatorp cells. Internallyi the
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livar and kldnax ahowad focal naeroaia> In tha noat 
aavara caaaa, conplata daatruction of tha structural 
intagrlty of both organs. Pathological changas wara not 
aariouB in aithar tha aplaan or haart« avan in caaaa with 
aasaiva daaaga in tha livar and kidnap. Malanin- 
aacrophaga cantraa wara abundant in tha livar• kidnap and 
splaan, but not in tha akin.
Vantura (1985) raportad that a 96-hr aadian 
lathal doaa of A, bydrophil* Injactad intraauacularlp 
into channel catfish davelopad into a spataaic infaction 
charactariaad bp diffusa nacrosis in tha intarnal organs 
and praaanca of aalanin- containing fraa aacrophagaa in 
tha paripharal circulatorp spataa. Tha prasanca of 
incraaaad aaounta of lipofuacin and haanosiderin 
aggragatas in tha livar and splaan charactariaad akin- 
onlp infactions.
Expariaantal studios on A. hrdrophilm hava 
baan carried out with tropical fish species bp nanp 
workers. Charnchit (1985) infected sand gobp, Oxjreleotris 
«arnoratus Bleaker with A. hydropbil* intraaiuscularlp and 
raportad that all infected fish showed scale protrusion 
which davelopad into large external ulcerative lesions 
on the flank at the injected area. Petechial haenorrhage 
at the base of the fins and on the bodp and ascites were 
observed. Zenker’s necrosis« inflannatlon and haenorrhage 
were present in the nacrosis area. All fish recovered 
within approxlnatalp 30 daps after tha injection without 
anp traatnant.
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Histopathological changes in th* intarnal 
organs of the infected fish showed swollen hepstocytesi 
and necrosis of the spleen and exocrine pancreas. Oedensi 
hTperplssis and hrpertrophp were observed in secondary 
gill IsMllse.
Linauwan & Chinabut (1986) reported that fish 
infected with a sublethal dose of d. hxdropbil* were 
lethargic( and developed ascites. Petechial haeeorrhage 
developed around the intraperitoneally injected aresi and 
an inflaaaatory response with auscle necrosis was seen 
there. There wasi however• no evidence of histopatho- 
logical changes in the internal organs of such diseased 
fish.
Lerssuthichawal (1987). studying the effect of 
tenperature on the susceptibility of wallcing catfish, 
Clmrim* b»tr»cbuM, L. injected intraauscularly with 
Aeromouma suspensions deaonstrated that a large external 
ulcerative lesion developed. The lesion was, however, 
completely healed in 10-11 days at 22-23^ C, 7-8 days at 
27-28» C and 5-6 days at 33-34 » C. The migrating 
epidermis was seen to cover the lesion followed by 
fibrous connective tissue replacement of the necrotic 
tissue. The gills and internal organs appeared normal.
Llobrera and Oacutan (1987) reported that A. 
brdropbila was consistently associated with necrotic 
ulcers and lesions in striped snalcehead, walking catfish, 
goldfish and goby, Qlommogobius giuruM (Buchanan 
Hamilton) in Laguna de Bay, Philippines. They also 
mentioned that when they transfered the diseased fish to
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el«*n«r. Immm polluted water. Infected flah recovered and 
^ha leeiona and ulcere healed, although the affected 
areas developed darker plgnentation.
TEMPERATURE AND BACTERIAL HAEMORRHAGIC SEPTICAEMIAS 
Disease is not a single result of contact 
between host and pathogen; it is a conplex interaction 
between host, pathogen and environment (Snieszko 1974). 
Temperature is one of the ker environmental parameters 
involved with bacterisl infectious diseases (Merer 1970). 
Higher levels of both water borne A. brdropbil* and 
infections occur during warmer months (Davis A Harasaka 
1983; Kaper r I. , 1981; Miller A Chapman 1976). 
Oroberg and his co-workers (1978) demonstrated that 
higher temperatures accelerated the progress of infection 
by A. brdropbll» in steelhead trout, coho salmon, Chinook 
aalmon, Oneorbjncbtx* tshawytscha Halbaum, while lower 
temperature retarded it. Huizinga and his colleagues 
(1979) found that largemouth bass collected from 
thermally altered areas have more severe lesions than 
baas collected in ambient temperature locations.
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EXPERIMENTAL OESION
In tb* «plsootic ulearatlv« disaase of anakahaad 
in tha Southaaat Aaian Ragion during tba laat 6-7 jraarai 
ona of tha organisna alwapa found involvad with tha 
diaaaaad fiah at laaat in tba latar atagaa is tha 
baetariua, A0romoaMm bxdropbll* (Robarta a L > 1986; 
Tonguthai 1986 ; Llobrara A Oaeutan 1987).
In ordar to dafina tha pathoganasia of tha A. 
bydropbil* laaion in haalthjr anakahaada, anakahaad 
fingarlinga wara injactad intraauacularlp with A. 
bpdropbilm auapanaion, axaninad aaquantially ovar a 
pariod of 4 waaka. and tha datailad hiatopathological 
ehangaa obaarvad.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flah
Snakabaad fingarlinga fron a privata farm at 
Suphanburi Provinca « Thailand wara uaad aa tha 
axparlnantal flah. Tha avaraga langtb of tha fiah waa 
14.59 CM (12.6-16.7 cn)i and twantp fiva of than wara 
acclinatiaad in tha laboratory in aach glaaa aquaria at 
laaat 3-4 waaka bafora tha atart of tha axparinant. 
Thay wara fad with young-liva flah onea par day.
Aquaria Holding
Tha atatlc watar ayatan daacribad aarliar waa 
again uaad in thia atudy. Each glaaa aquariun contained 
150 L (100 X 49 X 45 cn) of underground watar of pH 7.2- 
7.5t alkalinity 268-285 ng/1 aa CaCOa, hardnaaa 130-136 
ng/1 aa CaCOs . Avaraga watar tanparatura waa 28.O'* C
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(28.0-29.0^ C). W»t«r was changed one# daily. Air waa 
supplied to each container by compressor throughout the 
experiment.
Experimental Infection
A virulent strain of A. bxdropbil* isolated 
from the kidney of diseased snakehead during the 
episootic ulcerative disease in Thailand in 1983, and 
maintained on brain heart infusion (BHI) agar at 4^ C, 
was used as the inoculum. Bacterial cultures were 
identified by the method of Bergey’s manual (Buchanan A 
Gibbons 1974).
The strain of A. brdropbil* used was passed 
through snakeheads three times to enhance virulence. The 
final isolate following enhancement was then cultured on 
BHI slant and incubated for 18-24 hr at the temperature 
of 30^ C, and washed free of media with isotonic saline. 
This bacterial suspension was than prepared for use as an 
inoculum by adjusting with saline until the optical 
density (O.D.) was 0.15 at 640 na. on a Babsch and Lomb 
Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer and the number of viable 
bacteria (1.57 x 10^ cells/ml) was determined using the 
drop method (Collins & Lyne 1976).
One-tenth ml of the suspension was inoculated 
intramuscularly anterior to the dorsal fin above the 
lateral line into each snakehead. The fish were 
anaesthetised with 100 ppm Benzocaine. Control fish were 
injected with the same amount of isotonic saline. All 
infected fish were returned back to the aquaria for 
further observation.
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Fish trsrs obssrvad dsiljr for ths spposrsncs of 
cliniesl signs of infsction through to ths and of tha 
axparinant. Oasd or noribund fish wars ranovad fron tha 
eontsinars dsiljr.
gsMoltna Proeaduras
Thraa fish wars sacrificad hr 1. 2, 3t 4| 6, 8» 
10 ,12. 18, 24, 30, 36, and 48 hr, following bjr 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 14, 21,and 28 days. Block of tlssua anconpassing 
tha araa undar invastigation wars dlasactad out, fixad in 
cold lOX buffarad fomalin for at laast 24 hr, and than 
procaasad routinaljr for histology. Ona control fish was 
fixad at tha sana tina as tha axparlnantal fish for 
conparison.
Hlstoloateal Proeaduras
Tha fixad tissua was trinnad into snallar 
blocks (0.2 X 1.5 x 0.3 cn) and procassad through 
ascanding gradas of alcohols, two changes of absoluta 
alcohol, two changas of chloroforn, followed by two 
changes of paraffin wax (56^ C nalting point). Tha 
infiltrated tissua blocks wars cut at 5-6 nicron.
Staining Procedures
Baanatoxylin and aosin (H&E) stained paraffin 
wax sections ware routinely prepared. Salactad sections 
ware also stained by tha nathods of Oran's stain 
specifically for bacteria. They ware nountad in parnount 
for axanination.
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RESULTS
Qpo«a PathologT
Th* inf«et«d fish stayad at tha bottoa of the 
aquarlua during tha first day after tha injection. Their 
behaviour was thereafter sinilar to the nornal fish for 
the rest of the experinant.
Ten ninutes after the injeetioni the skin 
around the inoculated area had darkened in colour but 
this disappeared within one hour. By two hours there was 
slight swelling around tha site of the injection. By 4 
hours slight haenorrhage had occurred at the point of the 
inoculation and the scales becaae nildly protruded by 5 
hours. Twenty four hours after the injectioni the 
swelling was quite extensive and fluctuant. The scales 
showed severe protrusion and haenorrhage was located 
around this area.
By day 2, soae fish had lost their scales at 
the site of injection and inital ulceration occurred. 
By day 3| the oval or irregular white or pale ulcerative 
lesion was clearly seen. The necrotic nuscle at the 
centre of the lesion then sloughed off, and caused an 
open concave lesion with a haenorrhagic edge by day 4-S. 
The dianeter of the lesion at this stage was 
approxiaately 0.6-0.7 ea. By day 6, the sise of the 
ulcerative lesion of the infected fish was enlarged and 
had expanded to a diaaeter of around 1.0-2.0 ca.
The edge of the infectious lesion was distinct 
due to its dark pigaented border and the sise of the 
lesion decreased to be 0.5-1.0 ca by day 7-10. By day
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14-21 aoBt of tho •xporiaentol fiah showed the black 
coloured area of the akin at the site of injection. The 
dark depressed sear was seen on the flank at the 
inoculated site hr the end of day 28 which was the last 
day of this experiaent. None of these changes were 
observed in the control fish.
Patholosical Observations
At 1 hour the lesion was principally 
characterized by degeneration of sarcoplasn of nyofibrils 
across the lesion• with loss of nenbrane integrity and 
nuclear pyknosia or karyolysis (Fig. S3). Snail foci of 
haenorrhage were seen as well as engorged, hyperaeaic 
blood vessels. Thronbocytes with trails of fibrin 
occurred around the haemorrhages or around capillaries, 
and the darkly staining bacterial bacilli were seen 
spread along these fibres or aggregated into snail 
colonies around then.
2-hours
At this stage early evidence for the leucocyte 
infiltration was already seen. Cells, probably, poly - 
norphonuclear leucocytes were seen in lines adjacent to 
fibrin strands, possibly attracted by bacteria on then. 
The sarcoplasmic degeneration was more fragmented and 
bacteria ware seen along the edge of and within the 
destroyed area. The bacteria had also accunulated in 
areas of fibrinoid infiltrate between danaged muscles, 
and there was a strong Infiltrate of PMN’s around such 
clusters, resulting in the equivalent of a microabscesa-
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■ost uncouon in fishna (Fig. 54, 55).
3-hours
Ths pieturs ovsr this period bscsne sore 
csllulsr, with evsn further increase in PMN nunbers, and 
also nunbers of bacteria, which were both within 
arosarcoplasna and also in the inter njrofibrillar apace. 
The blood vessels were engorged with strong evidence for 
nargination of leucocytes and in sone areas, obvious 
diapedesis (Fig. 56, 57).
4-hours
At this stage the abscess foraation was 
extensive, with degeneration of cells within the congery 
of cells, bacteria and sarcoplaaa. Sone large densely 
staining bacterial colonies were seen, and also, for the 
first tine, snail nunbers of nacrophages were seen in and 
adjacent to the danaged nuscle (Fig. 58).
6-hours
At six hours the lesion had started to extend 
fron the prinary focus, with white cells and bacteria 
seen between apparently nornal fibres of adjacent areas, 
and particularly external areas of nuscle. The dernal 
blood vessels were hyperaenic (Fig. 59) and the 
beginnings of epidernal degeneration were seen.
8-hours
By the eighth hour the lesion was very active 
with large colonies and assenblies of bacteria and
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Fig. 53. S*rcopl««alc degeneration at the injection site 
with focal haeaorrhage at 1 hour after the bacterial 
injection. (H & E) X 800
Fig. 54. By 2 hours after the bacterial injection soae 
lyaphocytic infiltration with a few polyaorphonuclear 
leucocytes (PMN) and aacrophages (M C ). Bacterial 
colonies can alao be observed (arrow). (H & E) X 800
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Fig. 55. Sever* auecle degeneration waa narked bjr 2 
hours after the bacterial injection. (H & E) X 800
Fig. 56. Both PMN and bacterial colonies (arrow) were 
found within arcosarcoplasna and in the internjrofibrillar 
space at 3 hours after the injection. (H h E) X 800
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polymorphonuclear laucocytoa In the cantro and further 
degeneration of aarcoplasBf which waa beconing pale 
atainingf and fomleaai aa if liquefying (Fig. 60, 61). 
Although very few bacteria were observed, the conpactun 
waa oedesatous and had aome leucocytic infiltrate, and 
the spongioaum was awollen and hyperaenic.
In the deeper parte of the lesions the bacteria 
and leucocytes often appeared to be "herded" together and 
contained within fibrin strands, to produce local focal 
aggregations, although free bacteria were still seen 
within this tissue (Fig. 62).
10-hours
By this stage some evidence of myophagia was 
apparent (Fig. 63) but the lesion was still dominated by 
polymorphonuclear activity, which in some areas was so 
dense as to engulf the remains of the damaged sarcoplasm 
within an epithelioid cell reaction. In such areas the 
degree of liquefaction was then much less.
12-hours
The lesion was still dominated by polymorpho­
nuclear activity, with very little macrophage activity. 
There was, in focal areas, franlc suppuration, where the 
centres of microabscesses were digested and only ghost 
outlines of cells or bacteria could be seen in a pink 
congery (Fig. 64).
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Fig. 59. By 6 hours after the injection some melanin 
pigments (arrow) were found around the hyperaemic blood 
vessels. (H « E) X 800
Fig. 60. PMN (arrow) were very obvious in the necrotic 
area by 8 hours after injection. (H & E) X 1600
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18 to 24-hours
Thors wss vsrjr llttls chsnge in ths Ission over 
this period except thst sore bscterisl colonies 
sssocisted with the aronecrosis and the ssrcolysis had 
extended significsntlr further towards the axotoBal 
fascia (PigI 651 66). The surface was swollen due to 
severe inflaaaatory oedeaa in the spongiosus and 
coapactua, but it was as yet un- ulcerated.
30 to 36-hours
Br this tiae fibroblasts had developed and 
appeared to encapsulate the necrosis area (Fig. 67). 
Thera were still. howeveri few layers of epithelioid 
cells developed around the infected auscle. The bacterial 
colonies were also still observed in the ayonecrosls 
area. The algration of the epithelial cells froa the 
slcin at the edge of the lesion was very active and they
e
aoved down into the centre of the ulcer and separated the 
dead ayofibrils froa the noraal areasi which they 
proceeded to cover (Fig. 68. 69, 70).
42 to 48-hours
By day 2 a very draaatic and distinctive change 
had talcen place in the lesion, with a thiclc ring of 
retaining tissue coaposed principally of fibroblasts and 
aacrophagos foraing an investing wall around the focus of 
the infection, which was still largely un-altered in the 
centre. At the saae tiae, at the top of the lesion, a 
wedge of necrotic tissue extended up into the coapactua 
of the derais, and into the spongiosis or actually 
ulcerating into the epiderais, foraing an ulcer (Fig. 71, 
72, 73, 74).
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Fig> 89. By 38 hours after the injection 
■yonecrosls had extended further towords the akin.
( H 8 B) X 200 0 > derais
the
Pig. 70. The epithelial cells had Migrated (arrow) fro* 
the skin at the edge of the lesion into the centre of the 
ulcer by 36 hours after the injection. (H & E) X 80 
D * derais
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D«jr 3
By this stags ths csntrs of the abscsssi as it 
■ust bs callsdi was fillsd with saorphous pink staining 
pus with occasional aacrophagas within it. Ths edges of 
the lesion had now developed a very tight fibrous 
encapsulation which enveloped and was tightly adherant 
toI normal muscle fibres on the edges.
Day 4
At day four the large infarcted necrotic focus 
that represented the abscess was enclosed in a very dense 
squamous epithelioid capsule, but below this was 
developing an extremely active, delicate macrophage 
layer, embedded in an argyrophilic stroma of very active 
fibroblasts and delicate fibres. At this stage the 
folicular granulomata were in the process of formation 
(Fig. 75) and the regenerated muscle fibres developed for 
the first time (Fig. 76).
Day 5
By this time the fibrous outer layer to the 
lesion was denser and very well endowed with new 
capillaries (Fig. 77). The abscess above it was extended 
to the exterior. The epidermis on either side of the 
defect was necrotic but still seemed to be migrating in 
over the edges of the defect to attempt to maintain 
coverage of the lesion. Many of the myofibrils on the 
edges, which may have been Just vital, had lost all 
sarcoplasm and appeared as "Qhost” cells- clear 
structures with a delicate cell membrane, and pale nuclei 
but no cytoplasm.
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Fig. 75. Nacrophag««» containing lipofuaein in the 
cytoplaan (arrow), encapsulated by fibroblasts at day 4 
after injection. This is an exanple of a folicular 
granuloma in the process of fomation. (H & E) X 800
Fig. 76. Regenerating nuscle fibres (HR) developing in 
the fibrosis area by day 4 after injection. (H 8 E) X 800
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Dar 6
At this stags the pus had bssn sxpsllsd, and a 
sinus covsrsd with Inward algratsd splthslltia lad into 
ths depths of the lesion, which consisted onlr of 
leucocytes, with fibrosis also occurring within it. At 
this stage new Byofibrillar buds were seen, extending, 
below the lesion proper (Fig. 78).
Day 7
By this stage, a snail shrinking focus of 
necrotising abscessation still remained in the centre of 
the lesion, enclosed by a dense capsule, while the 
reaaining area , from which this had arisen, was filled 
with extrenely active fibroplasia, with soae nacrophage 
activity but predoainantly fibroblast and capillary 
activity (Fig. 79).
Day 14
There was more dense fibrous tissue around the 
shrinking focus of necrotic tissue. The regenerated 
■uscle fibres actively developed and Infiltrated into the 
fibrous area. Focal of nacrophages with lipofuacin in 
the cytoplasa and EQC were observed in the sane area. 
Lymphocyte accumulation and some active nacrophages were 
also located in the area with new capillaries as well. 
No bacterial colonies were observed.
Day 21
Muscular regeneration was almost completed and 
fibrous replacement with scarring of lesion area. 
Melanin pigment containing cells located throughout the
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Fig. 77. Dy day 5 after the injection new capillaries 
(arrow) were formed in the fibrosis area at the outer 
layer of the lesion. (H 4 E) X 400
Fig. 78. Showing the new regenerating fibres buds 
(arrow) in the fibrosis area by 6 days after injection. 
( H & E) X 800
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h«*ling laslona. Activ* Mcrophag*« w«re still found 
with ths SBsll focal of Iraphocytas accumulation. The 
sis# and numbers of focal macrophages with lipofuscin in 
the cytoplasm were reduced.
Day 28
It was very difficult to locate the affected 
area, by this stage. The acar had Joined up with the 
dermist the myofibrillar regrowth was indistinguishable 
from normal, and the epidermis had reserved its normal 
fora.
DISCUSSION
The present experimental study manifests a 
number of points of relevance to an understanding of the 
ulcerative process and cellular inflammatory response of 
striped snakehead associated with opportunistic 
pathogenic bacteria, A0romoa*» hrdrophil*. It also is 
particularly Interesting in terns of the suppurative 
nature of the lesion.
There is no similar study to the present one, 
involving the use of A, hydrophil*. The gross 
pathological changes of the infected snakehead were 
similar to those of Klonte (1966) and Shleh (1978), in 
relation to A, »mlmonicld» in rainbow trout. The 
timescales in terns of lesion development, in the 
snakeheads injected intramuscularly with A. hydrophil* 
seen, however to be considerably faster than those of 
the A. **lmonieid* lesion of rainbow trout. The
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d«rk«ning of the skin around the injected area in 
snakehead appeared and waned again within 10-60 ninutea. 
Klonts reported the eaae reaction but only by 48 hours 
after the inoculation.
The leaion in experiaental fiah began to heal 
by day 7 to 10 and by day 14 to 24 , the healing area was 
distinguished grossly as being dark coloured. This 
contrasted with the observations of Ventura k Orissle 
(1987) who induced septicaenias in channel catfish by 
intraauscular inoculation of a sublethal dose of A, 
hxdrophil*, and produced a light coloured sone at the 
site of injection.
The infected snakehead in this experiaent never 
showed ascites or any evidence of the syatenic infection 
of 'the internal organa which was described in the 
reports of Brenden and Huisinga (1986), Huislnga al.. 
(1979) and Ventura (1986), who found histopathological 
changes of the Internal organs of goldfish, largenouth 
bass and channel catfish, respectively. This could be 
explained as being related to intraspecies differences 
of the host defence aechanisns or by variations in the 
virulence or dose of strains of A. hxdropbilm used in 
each experiaent, but was aore likely to be related to the 
different route of exposure, intraperitoneal as opposed 
to the Intraauscular injection used in this study.
The polyaorphonuclear leucocytes Infiltrated 
into the inflaaaation site at the 'second hour after the 
injection and increased in nuabers while the lesion 
progressed. These observations correlate well with the
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h««Mtologle*l findings of Brsndsn snd Huisings (1986) 
who found nsrksd hsonstologicsl changes, espaciallr that 
the PMN renained the dominant cell tjrpe throughout the 
sanpling period in their studies on experiaental 
haenatolog7 of A. hydrophil* infection in large mouth 
bass. Nagamura and Hakabayashi (1985) also reported that 
PMN play a major role in primary responses against A. 
hydrophil» infection in the Japanese eel, Aaguill» 
Japonic* Temminck k Schlegel. The most unexpected finding 
was the bacterial accumulation in the area of the 
fibrinoid infiltrate between damaged muscles, and the 
clustering of PMN around it, resulting in the equivalent 
of a microabacesa or pus, which is most uncommon in fish 
lesions. The large necrotic focus that represented the 
abscess was enclosed in a very dense squamous epithelioid 
capsule. These mky represent the reason why this route 
of infection does not induce septicemia, as the bacteria 
can not develop further to the systemic stage, as all the 
bacterial colonies are sequestered within this 
granulation response at the site of infection, 
stimulating more PMN to migrate to the infected area.
Small numbers of macrophages were seen in the 
damaged muscle area by 4 hours and the leucocytes 
increased in number in and between apparently normal 
fibres of the adjacent area by 6 hours. They were not, 
however, principally attracted to the bacteria.
Although most bacteria were found within fibrin 
strands, to produce local focal aggregation, free
bacteria were still seen within the lesion. These
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findings wsre distinctly different fron whet hsd been 
found in the nstursl Infection of A. hjrdropbilm in 
snskehesd (Chinsbut k Linsuwsn 1983s) end wslking catfish 
(Chinsbut k hinsuNsn 1983b) who found no bacterial 
colony in danaged organs.
The histopathologieal changes at the site of 
the injection were, however, sinilar to those reported in 
brown trout (Thorpe k Roberts 1972), and goldfish 
(Brenden k Huizinga 1986). The severe daaage to the 
nuscle fibres at the injected area nay have been caused 
by the enterotoxin produced by A. hydrophila (Kaper si 
gl., 1981). Elastase and protease are produced ifl vitro 
by this bacteriun and elaboration of these enzynes in 
vivo asy account for the progressive skeletal auscle 
necrosis at the site of inoculation (Brenden k Huizinga 
1986). The regeneration of nyofibrlllar buds seen 
around day 6 in the area around the central of the lesion 
was a distinctive feature of this study but has not been 
described elsewhere in other species.
These findings suggest that the healthy 
snakehead has a well developed capacity for dealing with 
casual tissue invasion by A. hydropbila. The normal route 
of casual exposure in the wild is likely to be via 
traumatic or other daaage to the skin, and not by the 
vascular or intraperitoneal route and it seems from this 
study that the snakehead is well able to respond to such 
infection. Why it does not, in the case of the snakehead 
ulcerative disease in which the type of response
described above, is not found, is an Important question
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to b* rosolvod.
Tbo particularly intaresting feature of thla 
atudy was the doainant role of the PMN. In A. 
M»lmottieidm infection in trout PMN only appear at the 
earlieat stage of the infection, in this study PMN were 
the predoainant infiltrating cells throughout the tine of 
najor activity. They contributed to the foraation of 
abscessation in a way exactly sinilar to that in higher 
aninals- a process never before described for fish.
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INTRODUCTION
Dis«*a«s of fungal notlology hnv* long boon 
rocognisod In fish and tho litoraturo of fungal dlsoaoos 
in aquatic aninala is conaldorablo. Thoro is littlo 
doubt that fungal infoctions of froshwator fish aro 
sorlous probloM of both natural fishorios and intonsivo 
cultivation units.
Fungal attacks on fish aro vory couon and it 
is wall known that whonovor fish are oven slightly 
■ishandlod they nay well bocono infected with waternoulds 
and die. Fungal Infections in fish aay arise as prinary 
infections or as secondary invasion of tissues which are 
already damaged by viral, bacterial or other mechanical 
agencies (Khulbe & Sati 1981).
Several species of waternoulds have been 
reported as parasites of fish by many investigators 
including Tiffney and Wolf (1937), Tlffney (1939 a 8 b), 
Vishniac and Nigrelli (1957), Scott and O'Bier (1962), 
Scott (1964), Scott and Warren (1964), Bhargava and his 
co-workers (1971), Srivastava (1976) and Khulbe and Sati 
(1981). Many of these investigators worked on either 
marine or freshwater tropical fishes. However, they were 
principally mycologists interested in the nature of the 
fungus species involved and so the knowledge of the 
inflammatory response of the fishes, especially tropical 
fishes, to fungal infections is still mininal.
While fungal pathogens are well recognised as 
secondary invaders of skin lesions in fish, their 
importance as primary pathogens is still debated (Neish k
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Hughes 1980). Moat flaharias biologiata have aeeuaed 
that almost all the fungal infectiona of fish and fish 
•gg* are caused by the aembere of the genus Smprolmgnim
(Jhingran 1976). Studies aade by Scott (1964), Scott and 
O'Bier (1962), Scott and Warren (1964), Srivastava 
(1976), Tiffney and Wolf (1937), and Vishniac and 
Nigrelli (1957) however, have shown that other aeabers of 
the Saprolegniaceae are equally involved in infection of 
fish and their eggs. There are 17 genera in the 
Saprolegniaceae (Sparrow 1960) such as Saprolegni*, 
Aeblxm, Dietpuebum etc. A number of species of the 
phycomycete Acbly* have been recorded to be pathogens of 
fishes (Jha gi a1., 1977; Scott 1964; Tiffney 1939 a, b; 
Vishniac A Nigrelli 1997).
In the course of the studies by Roberts and his 
colleagues (Roberts a 1 > > 1986; Tonguthai 1985) on 
episootic ulcerative disease of snakehead and other fish 
species in South East Asian countries, regular 
observations were made on the presence of Acbly* spp 
Invading the tissues of affected fishes. There was 
generally little or no inflammatory response to such 
invasion. It was considered valuable therefore to study 
the response of healthy snakeheads to such fungal hyphae 
in order to determine whether indeed it is able to 
multiply in fish tissues without inciting a response. 
This study represented an attempt to determine this 
response in the normal snakehead.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
GENERAL INFORMATION ON SAPROLEONIASIS
SaprolegniaslB is s tsra frsqusntljr used to 
describe fungsl infection of skin end gill. It nsy 
involve any of a wide variety of fungi of the order 
Saprolegniales. Meabers of the faaily Saprolegniaceae 
which have been recorded as parasitic in fish are 
Saprolegni*, Achlxa, Apbanomrcam, Dictjrucbua, Pytbium, 
Leptolegnia, and Leptomitaa (Alderaan 1982).
The Saprolegniaceae are water aoulds possessing 
a profusely branched) non-septate ayceliun. They are 
coaaonly found in freshwater but aeabers of the 
Saprolegniaceae are also coaaonly found in brackish 
estuarine waters. Salinities higher than 2.8X however, 
liait their distribution (Testrake 1959). Reproductive 
structures are separated froa soaatic hyphae by septa and 
asexual reproduction is by aeans of biflagellate 
zoospores (Roberts 1978). Most genera of the faaily 
Saprolegniaceae can be identified froa hyphal 
characteristics, the nature of the zoosporangiua and 
subsequent spore release but identification of the 
different species has traditionally depended on 
characteristics of the oogonia and antherldia (Alderaan 
1982).
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON SAPROLEGNIACEAE
S*prol»guim Infactlons have been recognised in 
fish for M n 7 years. The first extensive studies were in 
relation to the salaon disease now recognised as 
ulcerative deraal necrosis (UDN) and considerable studies 
were carried out in the 1870’s (Buckland ai El*i 1880). 
The definitive work on the fungus was that of Coker 
(1923) and a nuaber of studies appeared thereafter 
(Reviewed by Neish A Hughes 1980). The first significant 
study on the pathogenesis of the infection, however was 
that of Tiffney (1939 a) who deaonstrated the ability of 
Stiprolegni* pmrmtitic* to parasitize a wide range of fish 
and aaphibian species. His experiments also revealed 
varying degrees of resistance to fungal infection among 
different hosts. Experimentally wounded fish appeared to 
be considerably more susceptible to infection than those 
not wounded. Primary saprolegniasis has been reported by 
Hoshina and Ookubo (1056) and Hoshina and his colleaques 
(1960) in cultured eels without any visible prior injury 
to the fish but this is questioned by others. In 
addition Tiffney (1939 b) isolated numbers of Achlym from 
various living fish, amphibians and reptiles in nature.
Vishniac and Nigrelli (1957) observed a 
leucocytic and melanocytic response to experimental 
infections with Smprolegni* app and Achly* app in 
platyfish.
Scott and Narren (1964) reported that Achlya 
americana showed no specificity in attacking fish. 
Hyphae of the parasite could be observed macroscopically.
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growinc froB th* injured arMs of oxporiMiitallr woundad 
apoclaans of amall tropical fish within 7 to 10 hours 
aftor placing ths fish in infoctlon dishssi and all 
injured hosts died within 24 hours. Only two of ths sight 
unwoundsd fish developed njrcoses and died. They 
concluded that certain saprolegniaceous fungi were 
prlaary wound invaders and lethal pathogens of various 
fish species. Slailar observations were reported by 
Khulbe and Sati (1981) who found that A. mmericMM had 
infected injured areas of experiaental teaperate fish 
within 12 to 18 hours after Inoculation.
Davis and Lasar (1940) found that fungal 
infection in rainbow trout fingerlings first developed in 
the luaen of the stomach and intestine and later grew out 
through the wall of the digestive tract into the body 
cavityI eventually tracking to the exterior through the 
body wall after the death of the fish.
Pickering and Willoughby (1977) found Acbljra 
tending to doainate the aore advanced ulcers of an 
epideraal lesion on perch, Pare* fluviatilis L.
Srivastava & Srivastava ( 1977 a,b) reported 
that Acbly* prolifarm was capable of parasitising a wide 
range of scaly fishes. A marked difference in the 
resistance of difference species to attacks by this 
mould were observed. The non-scaly fish, Myatus tengmra 
(Haa.) appeared to be iaaune to the fungus. Another 
observation was that the fish which ate the aycellal mat 
of the fungus did not show any intestinal infection by 
the mould.
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Sohnl* and Chusid (1983) reported that health7 
rainbow trout were quite reaiatant to infection by 
opportuniatic fungi of the faaily Saprolegniaceae. They 
occasionally found that the inflaMatory celia were 
present around the fungal hyphae. They also found that 
fungus was unable to grow in live fish tissue but grew 
well in tissue of dead fish, where an inflaaaatory 
infiltrate was not present.
Exaaination of the muscle underlying sites of 
inoculation of fish at 24 to 72 hours showed an 
infiltrate containing neutrophils and macrophages 
(Nolard-Tintigner 1973; Wolke 1978). However, in some 
fish infected with saprolegnlas, there was no 
inflammatory response in the musculature (Bootsma 1973).
r
Pickering and Richards (1980) confirmed that inflammatory 
response in fungal Infected dermal lesions were generally 
absent unless a dermal bacterial infection also 
developed.
Singhal and his colleagues (1987) reported that 
during the early periods of Saprolegnia complex and 
Achlya racemoaa Infection the fish showed no appearent 
changes in behaviour but in the later stages when the 
gills were covered and clogged, the fish came to the 
surface of the water to gulp air. Fungi were transmitted 
to healthy fish directly, by intramuscular injection, and 
the time taken for the disease to be detectable in 
injected fish was 8 to 10 days.
Noga and Dykstra (1986) suggested that the 
S*prol0gni* fungi were actively contributing to the
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pathogeMsis of opidorMl loalons and m t  ba rasponalbla
] for Initiating tha ulcara.
I  Richarda and Pickaring (1978) raportad that in
both aaxaa of brown trout> tha araaa noat vulnarabla to 
S»prolegni* infaction appaar to ba along tha landing 
adgaa of tha fina.
TEMPERATURE AND PUNOAL INFECTION
Taaparatura haa a aignificant affect on the 
davalopaant of fungal infactiona» Whilat infection 
following trauaa any occur at any taaparatura coapatible 
with fiah life, noat apiaootica occur when tenparaturaa 
are low for tha particular apaciaa (Roberta 1978). Tha 
fungi of the family Saprolagniacaaa normally grow much 
more rapidly at tamparaturaa higher than thoaa uaually 
encountered by trout« although they do grow« albeit vary 
much but more alowly« at tamparaturaa near the freezing 
point of water ( Sohnle & Chuaid 1983).
Hoahina and Ookobo (1956) and Hoahina gi., 
(1960) pointed out that aaprolagniaaia of eala ceaaed 
whan the water temparaturaa roaa above 18® C. However, 
the atraaa of high temperature nay alao on occaaion 
induce fungal invaaion. Roth (1972) noted that fungal 
infection in experimental white auckera, generally took 
place when temperature exceeded 10® C. Neiah (1976) 
found that both hyphal growth and aooapore production by 
the fungua decreaaed with decreaaing temperature, but it 
would aeem from the evidence above that deapite thia 
lower growth and reproduction rate of the fungua, low
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tvapcratur« r«duc«d th* rmuluttaiom of the host eo auch
I that even enell numbers of zoospores csn inltiste 
infection.
FUNGUS TOXICITY
It does not sppesr likely that ssprolegnisn 
fungi produce any toxins (Nolsrd-Tintigner 1973; Peduzzi 
et si. . 1976). The dsMge done by these fungi csn be 
directly related to s chynotrypsln-like enzyme activity 
(Peduzzi fti ml* • 1976; Peduzzi 4 Blzzozzero 1977). The
time of death will be a function of the growth rate of 
the fungus, the initial site of infection, the type and 
quantity of tissue destroyed and the ability of the 
individual fish to withstand the stress of the disease 
(Nelsh 4 Hughes 1980).
THE BIOLOGY OF THE ACHLYA
Fungi of the genera Achlym are among the moat 
Important in fish pathology. A number of species of 
Acbly*, including A. bimmxuMlia , A. mmericmna, (cf A. 
debmryan* see below) (Jha ai, al.. , 1977; Scott 1964;
Tiffney 1939 a; Vishniac 4 Nigrelli 1967), A. racemos* 
(Shah at al•• 1977) has been recorded to be a pathogen of 
fish. In the majority of cases the infection has arisen 
from secondary Invasion of open wounds on the body of the 
fish (Neish 4 Hughes 1980).
The genus AcAJya, comprising somewhat over a 
hundred taxa, is the largest genus of the
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S«prol«gni*e*M. Aehly» prolifmrm is th* tr v  «p«ci«s of 
tho gonu«, and ia dasignatad aa tha noaanclaturad typa 
(Johnson 1966). Thay balong to tha class OoaycataSi 
Ordar Saprolagnialas and fanlly Saprolagnlacaaa (Nalsh 4 
Hughaa 1980).
Tha thalll of aanbara of tha ganua Achly* 
consist of coanocytlc aggregations of hyphasi tha walls 
of which show a reaction of unaodifiad cellulose upon 
traatae'nt with chloroiodlda of sine. Tha vegetative 
aycaliua consists of two components. tha substrata 
penetrating rhizoidal or holdfast systaat and the 
aaargant or hyphal systaa. Septa are normally formed in 
tha hyphaa only to delimit tha organs of asexual 
reproduction! zoosporangia and gammaai and tha sexual 
reproductive bodiesi the oogonial and antheridial cells 
(Johnson 1956). In the genus Achlym, the spores encyst 
at the mouth of the sporangium where they fora a hollow 
ball. There is no free swimming primary zoospore. 
Secondary zoospores emerge from the cysts at the mouth of 
the sporangium (Neish 4 Hughes 1980).
Achly debarymn* Humphrey
This species, virtually synonymous with .4. 
polyandra (de Bary's) and very closly similar to A, 
amaricana (Johnson 1956) was the species used in the 
study described below. According to Johnson (1956) its 
features are as follows: main hyphae*stout usually ending 
in primary sporangia under which the secondary ones 
appear in eyapodial arrangement. Oogonia short-stalked, 
racemosely arranged, seldom intercallary, and often
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tarainal on slondor hjrphno; wall stout bore and there 
with soMwhat thinner placea but not pitted« occasionally 
with a few wartlike projections. Antheridial branches 
alnoat always androgynous« much contorted and branched« 
arising fro* the sane principal axes which bear the 
oogonia« but never fron the oogonial stalks. Antheridial 
cells on the branched types of the antheridial branches« 
attached by their sides to the oogonia and sending into 
then one or two fertilising tubes. Oospores varying in 
nunber« but nostly nunerous; eccentric.
Achlr* debmrxMnm is renarkly sinilar to A. 
*m»ricma*, a species fron which it differs principally on 
the basis of pitted oogonia« as contrasted with the 
unpitted oogonia of A. debrnrymam.
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KXPBRIMBHTAL DESIGN
Nuaaroua accounts have appaarsd in the 
litaratura of tha infactlon of fishas bjr saprolagnlacaous 
fungi. Thasa fungi ara found to infact tha aggs. fry, 
fingarllngs and adult fish. Oanarally tha fungal 
infaction starts whan tha host is injurad aithar 
■achanically or as a rasult of non fungal infactions 
(Srivastava 1980 a,b). Such infactions usually result in 
high aortality ratas in fish populations.
Fungal Infactlon has baan involved with tha 
outbreak of fish disease in tha Southeast Asian Region 
(Tonguthal 198S; Roberts si Rl«> 1986). Pure isolates of 
Achlx* sp ware tha only fungal species found froa tha 
lesions of diseased fish. S*proIegnim mp and other 
genera which have baan recorded as pathogenic in aany 
such fishas ware not found to be involved at all in this 
event (Pichyangkura 1987).
To dataraina tha standard histopathologlcal 
response to tha presence of the Achlya hyphae and 
zoospores in tissues, healthy snakehead fingerlings were 
inoculated with Achlpm d»b*rx*nm zoospore solution 
intraauscularly above the broken lateral line, and 
exaained sequentially over a period of 7 days. The 
cellular inflaaaatory response and histopathologlcal 
changes were observed and dlscusaed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plah
Young hoalthy anakohoada ware obtained fron a 
private Yarn in Suphanburl province, Thailand. The 
average length of the experinental flah waa 10.0 cn 
(10.0-13.S cm). The fiah were reared at the National 
Inland Fiaheriea Inatitute laboratory in glaaa aquaria. 
They were fed with live flah fry once a day. The fiah 
were acclinatiaed to the laboratory conditiona for 3-4 
weeka before the experinent atarted.
Aouaria Holdina
Snakehead fingerlinga were atocked in ISO L 
glaaa aquaria ( 100 x 45 x 45 cn), containing atatic 
underground water of pH 7.1-7.4, alkalinity 270-290 ng/L 
aa CaCOs , hardneaa 130-136 mg/L aa CaCOs . Average 
water temperature waa 28.0** C (26.0-30.0** C). Aeration 
waa aupplied via a conpreaaor and air-atone throughout 
the experiment. Water waa changed once daily.
Preparation of Inocula
Achiya d»bmrjr*n» culture waa obtained from the 
Inatitute of Aquaculture, Univeraity of Stirling. The 
aubculture waa grown on River Olucoae Yeaat(ROY) agar for 
7-9 daya before the inoculation.
Uaing aterile aclaaora and forcepa, A. 
deb*rr*na mycelial growtha including the aporangia were 
trimmed off culture platea and tranferred to aeparate 
viala of 5 ml aterile diatilled water. The presence of 
motile aecondary aooaporea were confirmed under the light 
microacope.
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In.l«ctlon
A total of 40 anaosthotized snakahaad 
finfarllnfs «rara injaetad intraauacularlr abova tha 
dropping abruptly lataral lina trith 0«1 ml of tha 
praparad Inoculum, containing tha Achly» cooaporaa. Tha 
saaa voluma of atarila diatillad vnter «ras injactad in 
tha sama «ray as in axparlmantal fish into 11 fish acting 
as controls.
aamnlins Proeaduras
Bxparimantal fish irera axaminad ragularly for 
bahavioural changaa aftar tha injection. Three fish ware 
sacrificed at 1, 6, 12, and 24 hours, than every day for 
7 days aftar inoculation, for the histological 
observation.
Fixation and Stainins for Histoloxy 
The blocks of auscla at tha injactad site «rare 
fixed in cold 10* buffer formalin for 24 hours. The 
blocks of tissue «rere trimmed into a smaller size (O.S x 
0.7 X 0.2 cm) and dehydrated through decreasing alcohol 
series, t«ro changes in absolute alcohol, chloroform, and 
paraffin i#ax, then ambaddad in paraplast. Tha tissue 
blocks «rare cut at 5-6 micron and stained with standard 
haamatoxylln and aosln (HAE), PAS (Periodic Acid-Shiff), 
QMS (Qrocott's Hethananina Silver method). A detailed 
record of the sequential pathology of the infected fish 
«ras obtained.
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RESULTS
Th«r* WAS no clinical svidancs of any change in 
the external appearance of the lesion in the 
experinental snakehead fingerlings injected with A. 
d0bmrx*itm.
matonatholowleal Observations
1 hour
At this earlr stage the nyotonea were danaged 
innediately at the injection site with loss of striations 
and rupture of sarcolesnae and endonysia caused by the 
trauM of injection. There were nild baenorrhages and 
slight hyperaenia of blood vessels at.the edges of the 
lesion.
6-12 hours
By six to twelve hours, there was soae 
infiltration of polynorphonuclear leucocytes and 
lymphocytes in between the necrotic myofibres. The 
sarcoplasmic degeneration was increased and spread 
through the lesion. There was marked diapedesis of 
leucocytes from blood vessels (Fig. 80, 81).
1 day
At this stage the lesions were similar and 
small numbers of macrophages were observed in the 
inflammatory area and adjacent to the degenerate muscle 
bundles. Small foci of haemorrhage were seen throughout 
the infected site. There were soae melanin granules
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*cciuiulat«d n««r th* blood voosols around the nocrotic 
aroa (Fig. 82).
2 dajra
Tha laaion waa atill doainatad bjr aacrophaga 
activity with vary littla avldanca of P M N 'a . The 
necrotic ayofibrlla ware apraad throughout tha laalon. 
Saall nuabara of fibroblaata had aigratad into tha 
inflaaaatory alta (Pig 83, 84).
3 daya
By thia ataga there waa aoae evidence that 
aore fibroblaata had infiltrated into the infected area 
to aubatitute for the boat ayopathic flbrila vhlch were 
at the centre of tha laaion. Thera ware aoae lyaphocytea 
found at tha edge of tha nacroala area and new 
capillariea were growing into the inflaaaatory area.
4 daya
By day 4, the leaion appeared to have been 
clearly circuaacribad. A very diatinctive auacle 
regeneration had taken place in the leaion with aoae new 
foraation of capillariea (Fig. 85). The phagocytic 
aacrophagea were now only found in the aaall area of 
necrotic auacle fibrea. Saall haeaorrhagea were preaent 
between the auacle fibrea and cellular Infiltration of 
auacle fibrea waa aore pronouced.
5 daya
By thla tiae the leaiona were alaoat free of 
necrotic auacle fibrea. There were aoae aacrophage
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Fig. 82. Sm II nuabers of Mcrophagea were observed 
adjacent to the degenerated ausele bundles at 24 hours after injection. (H & E) X 800
Fig. 83. Bj 48 hours after injection the necrotic 
njrofibrils were increased with dominant active 
sacrophages (MC) and soma fibroblasts (arrow). (H k E) 
X 800
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e«ntres with lipofuacin accuMulatad in the cytoplaan of 
tha Mcrophagaa, raganaratad auscla fibras and fibrous 
eonnactiva tiaauaa (Fig. 86).
6 days
By this Btaga tha histology at tha injactad 
i sita was virtually lika tha control fish.
DISCUSSION
Tha prasant study indicated that healthy 
snakaheads have an active defence nachanisB which say 
anploy inflassatory calls, such as polyaorphonuclaar 
leucocytes and nacrophagas, and chronic inflassatory 
processes such as fibrosis in tha defence against A. 
deb»rx*n* infection. This defence also involves 
destruction of the zoospores of the fungus which is 
initiated by an extracellular Mchaniss. The cellular 
inflasaatory response of the snakehead to fungus 
infection was very sild. This agrees with the report of 
Corbell (1975) that the cellular response to sycotlc 
infection in fish is quite varied, ranging fro* 
granulosata formation to conplete absence of response.
Tha nyofibrillar lesions produced at tha early 
stages of the infection nay be the effect of the 
traumatic activity of the injection and the zoospore 
activity (McQueen a I. a I. , 1973 ). Recent work has
suggested that tha surface damage caused by Saprolegnl* 
infection say relate to a chymotrypsin-like enzyme 
activity (Peduzzi Al*tl976; Peduzzi k Bizzozero 1977).
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This M r  «xplaln th* local acantholr«!* occurring around 
fungal hrphae in tha oarlr atagaa. If such anzrxaa ara 
also producad br Aeblym it night help axplain tha local 
tiaaua daMga.
A faw polynorphonuclaar laucocytaa and 
Irnphocytaa appaarad in tha inflanMtorr araa around 6-12 
hours. Macrophagas had nigratad to tha nacrotic araa by
!
' tha and of day ona and thay incraaaad in nunbars by day 
2t about the aana tins as the total nunbar of PMN 
dacraaaad.
Lynphocytaa uara still found at tha edge of the 
nacrotic sits by day 3. No explanation for the 
appearance of lynphocytes so soon after injection is 
available. In the adjuvant study ( Chapter 3 )
lynphocytes, presuMbly associated with cell nedlated 
iMunityi did not appear until nuch later in tha disease 
process.
The fibrosis and new blood capillaries were 
found on day 3 and the muscle regeneration was recognized 
by day 4. The reparative rate of the lesion was very 
rapid so the infected site bacane normal as In the 
' control fish by around day 6.
There were some macrophage centres with 
llpofuscin-like Mterlal in the cytoplasm at the healing 
site by tha 5 day.
In the present study no zoospore or fungal 
hyphae grew in the lesion. This supported Sohnle A 
Chusid (1983) who reported that Saprolegneaceae fungus 
was unable to grow in live fiaht but grew quite readily
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in d«*d fiah tiaauaa. Copaland & Willoughby (1982) 
auggeated that tha axtarnal anvironaant providad a battar 
growth aadiun to fungua than tha oadaaatoua and 
daganarativa tiaauaa at tha aita of infaction. Tha 
poaaible axplanation for thia nay ba tha highar laval of 
oxygon and othor nutrianta in tha watar conparad to tha 
laval in nacrotic araOi and Liu & Vola ( 1976) alao 
raportad that low oxygon lavala la one of tha najor 
Uniting factor for tha growth of fungua.
It ia apparant from tha raaulta of tha praaant 
atudy that haalthy analcohaad ara quita raaiatant to 
opportuniatic fungal infaction by tha apaciaa Achlr* 
d»b»ry»n*. Achlym fungua nay ba a vary boat apacific 
pathogan (Scott & Warran 1964) but thia aaana an unlilcaly 
axplanation for tha fallura to danonatrata fungal growth. 
Much nora lllcaly ia that tha Acbly* fungi cannot grow in 
tha daptha of haalthy tlaaua but only on nacrotic 
axtornal ulcaratad areaa. Thaaa findinga nay aupportad by 
tha raaulta of Sohnle k Chuaid (1983) who raportad that 
haalthy rainbow trout wara abla to raalat Infaction aftar 
inoculation with Saprolagnaacaaa fungi, avan at vary cold 
tanparaturaa (2-4 ^C).
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Th* *xp«riMiitB d*serib«d In this studx war« 
••tnblinhnd in order to nttoapt to dofino tho r«ngo and 
tjpo of inflaaaatory raaponaaa which the atripad 
anakahead can aaka to varioua noxioua atiauli. Thaaa 
ware aa far aa poaaibla atandard atiauli againat which 
tha raaponaa of other groupa of fishaa waa already 
defined or alaa raaponaaa to aganta aaaociatad with 
aapacta of tha epizootic ulcerative diaeaae of rice field 
fishea which ia currently apreading through the South 
Beat Aaian Region. Clearly these responsea were those of 
healthy fishi and represented a range of responaes which 
■ay not be possible in the fish affected with that 
diseaset but it ia an iaportant contribution to know the 
basic corpus of changes that can take place in nornal 
fish.
All of the experiments conducted to atiaulate 
cellular response of striped anakehead demonstrated 
similar patterns of response but the degree or time scale 
of the response and the ultimate result waa different 
depending on the types of stimulus.
Freund’s complete adjuvant or Achlya injection 
and surgical wounding of snakehead did not develop to 
ulceration or the darkened akin scar which was 
characteristic of the Aeromonam injected snakehead. This 
la possibly largely because the traumatic injury from the 
needle insertion or sharp blade did not cause much damage 
to the melanin pigment containing cells in the epidermis, 
but the ulcerative lesion caused by Aeromonaa infection 
caused severe damage to those cells.
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Eplthallaliiation In th* aursienl incision usod 
as a nodal for wound haaling in tha anakahaad was 
conplata within 2-3 houra, a nost ranarkabla rata of call 
nitration and vary nuch faatar than that obsarvad by 
Bullock and hia co-workara (1978) in tha tanparata 
apaciaa. It took 6-7 days for tha ulcaratlon producad by 
AeromonMM infaction to haal. This diffaranca in tins 
acalaa can probably bo axplainad in part by tha largar 
siao of tha lasion but nuch nora significance is probably 
dua to tha toxin producad by tha darononaa which caused 
savara danaga and a large open wound. This is sinilar to 
tha findings of Bullock and Roberts (1980) who showed 
that tha prasanca of pathogenic bacteria on the surface 
of tha ulcer conplataly inhibited any nigration of 
peripheral apidemal calls.
Macrophages ware found in the inflannatory area 
of the incision wound and Freund’s conplata adjuvant 
infected snakahaad 2-3 hours after stinulus which was 
nuch faster than in the AeromonMS ( 8 hours ) and Achly* 
(24 houra) infected fish. Snail nunbars of nacrophagas 
ware involved in tha AeromonMM infected lasion in 
conparison with tha other axparinant in this study.
Results fron this present study suggest that 
aacrophagas play an Inportant role in tha inflannatory 
response of snakahaads against injury or pathogenic 
infection. Macrophages are considered to be the effector 
cells in non-specific innunity because they are active 
against a wide array of nicroorganisns Including viruses, 
bacteria, fungi and protozoa (Allison 1978), and because
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wh«n thair function 1« inpnlrod, roaistnnco to disonso is 
docronsod (Olivor ai a 1*«1989). Mors inportsntly howsvsr, 
Mcrophsfss srs phsgocrtic to any psrticls forsign to th# 
body and particularly to danagsd host callsi so that 
dabridanant of tha wound area and ranoval of daaagad 
tissua which is assantial to rapair, is antiraly dua to 
thair activitias.
Polymorphonuclear laucocytaa wars found in tha 
early stages of the wounded, Freund’s complete adjuvant 
and dchiya infected snakehead and disappeared very soon 
after their first appearance. No obvious role was 
apparent for them in these cases. In deromonas 
infection on the other hand, the PMN were very active 
from the early stages and seem to be the major 
responsible leucocyte in the bacterial infection area. 
Many reports indicated A. hydropbil* produced toxic 
substances (Wolke 1975 ; Huisinga a JL , 1979; 
Wakabayashl hi., 1981; Kanai & Hakabayashi 1984), 
which may stimulated PMN infiltration (Nagamura & 
Wakabayashl 1985).
The role of the PMN in fishes has been 
questioned by many authors (e.g. Klonts 1966; Roberts
1978) and generally it is assumed that PMN leucocytosis, 
suppuration and abscess formation do not occur in fishes. 
However, in this particular case there can be no doubt 
that PMN activity, leading to typical suppuration and 
abcesaation was a very narked feature of the response of 
the snakehead to this particular insult. It nay be that 
the route of infection, and the for* in which the
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bacteria war* prasantad wara not txpieal of a normal 
patholofical procassi for flah. Thara can ba no doubt, 
howavar that tha davalopnant of an abscaaa la cartainly 
ona option for tha anakahaad in ita raaponaa to bactarial 
pathogana. A study of tha affacts of axposing othar 
spaclas to this form of insult would prova whathar tha 
snakahaad is unusual in this raspact.
Timur G. (1975) and Finn A Nialson (1971 a,b) 
who studiad chronic inflammation in plaica and rainbow 
trout, raspactivaly, did not wantion any occurranca of 
nalanin pigmants or aosinophilic granular calls in the 
granulomatous lasion producad. This was a major 
dlffaranca to tha rasults of this study. Numbers of 
melanin pigmented calls and EOC's were found around the 
granuloma especially in the later stages of the 
granulation davelopment. This finding, conversely, was 
not observed in tha Aeromoam» axparinant and only mild 
aalanisatlon was found in tha inflammating sites of 
wounded and Achlym experimental fish. Melanization and 
BQC formation is of course more frequently involved with 
chronic inflammation than acute.
The Involvement of melanin containing cells in 
the encystnant response to matacarcarla in plaice has 
been described by McQueen and his co-workers (1973). 
Similarly EGC's have been reported in the tissue of 
parasitised fish (Lester A Daniels 1976; Relmschuessel 
a l . . 1987; Roberts 1978 ), and in fish exposed to
Insecticide (Matthiessen A Roberts 1982). The EGC is 
however a call about which little is Icnown, and so its
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roi* in this cas* can only b* spaculativ*.
Qiant calls war* found only in Praund’s 
conplata adjuvant injactad snakahaad which confirnad that 
th* foraation of giant calls is dafinitaly associatad 
with tha chronic lasion whar* a balança batwaan infactlon 
and rasistanca has baan astabllshad (Madlar 1926). Tha 
axact rol* of giant calls in fishas is still unclaari 
Seconbas (1985) found that giant calls war* capabla of 
phagocytosis I but had a lower phagocytic parfomanca than 
aacrophagaa.
Vascularization, ayofibrillar raganaratlon and 
fibrosis davalopnent in the axparinantal snalcahaad war* 
very rapid. These findings help explain why the lesion 
of snalcehead healed and returned to the normal condition 
so quickly if they were kept in non-stressed condition. 
Snakeheads are,' of course, fish which live in a very 
hostile environment both microblologically and predator- 
wise, so rapid wound healing is particularly important.
The results of this Study show strong general 
similarity yet distinct detail differences, in the 
response of the snakehead to inflammatory stimuli, when 
compared with other fish species.
The histopathological response described in 
ulcerated snakehead in the epizootic condition is very 
different from that observed in the present case (Roberts 
et al.. 1986). It is obvious that the healthy snakehead 
can mount a most effective and rapid response both in 
terms of localization and healing, to the various types 
of ulceration, tissue damage and secondary pathogenic
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invasion naan in anakahaads with ulcar disaaaa. Tha 
failura to aount such raaponsas in that disaaaa aay wall 
tharafora raprasant a aupprasaiva faatura of tha 
rhabdovirus which is oftan associatad with tha condition 
rathar than an intrinsic inability of tha snakahaad to 
daal with such pathogans.
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